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FPCJm ~EFUlUM 
One-Onve System. 

S399. (40-track) & $675. (77-track) 
Two-Dnve System: 

S795. {40-track dnves) & $1350. (77-track drives) 
Three-Onve System. 

$1195. (40-track drives) & $2025. (77-track drives) 
Requires Expansion Interface . Level II BASIC & 1SK RAM 

Low Cost Add-On Storage for Your TRS-80*. 
In the Size You Want. 

When you're ready for add-on disk storage, we're ready for you. 
Ready with six mini-disk storage systems - 102K bytes to 591 K bytes of 

additional on-line storage for your TRS-80*. ' 
• Choose either 40-track TFD-100™ drives Whether you need a single, 40- - 197K, 394K and 591 K bytes for one-, 

or 77-track TFD-200™ drives. track TFD-100™ add-on or a three-drive two and three-drive systems. 
add-on with 77-track TFD-200™s, you PATCH PAK # 1 ™, our upgrade 

• One-, two- and three-drive systems im get more data storage for less money program for your J RSDOS *, not only 
mediately available. from Percom. extends TRSDOS * to accommodate 40

and 77-track drives , it enhancesOur TFD-100™ drive, for example, • Systems include Percom PATCH PAK TRSDos~ in other ways as well. PATCHlets you store 102.4K bytes of data on #1™, on disk, at no extra charge. PATCH PAK #1 ™ is supplied with each drive 
PAK #1™de-glitches and upgrades one side of a disk - compared to BOK 

system at no additi~nal charge. bytes on a TRS-80* mini-disk drive TRSDOS* for 40- and 77-track operation. The reason you get more for less and 102.4K bytes on the other side, too. 
from Percom is simple. Peripherals are .. TFD-100™ drives accommodate "flippy Something you can't do with a TRS-80* not a sideline at Percom. Selling disk disks." Store 205K bytes per mini-disk. drive. That 's almost 205K hytes per systems and other peripherals is ourmini-disk. 

•Low 	prices. A single-drive TFD-100TM main business - the reason you get 
costs just $399. Price includes. PATCH And the TFD-200™ drives provide more engineering, more reliability and 

197K bytes of on-l ine· storage per drive more back up support for less money. PAK #1™ disk. 

In the Product Development Queue ... aprinter interface for using your TRS-80* with any 

compatible "Tandy-silver" ena·mel. 


• Enclosures are finished in system
serial printer, and . . . the Electric Crayon™ to map your computer memory onto your color TV 
screen - for games, animated shows, business displays, graphs, etc . Coming PDQ! 

' " TFD-100. TFD-200. PATCH PAK and Electric Crayon are trademarks of PERCO M DATA COMPANY 
·THS-80 and TRSDOS are traderiarl<s al 'ardy Corporation and Radio Shack which have no re.at1onsh1p !o PERCOM OAT11 COMPANY 

To order add-on mini-disk storage for your TRS-80*, 
or request additional literature, call Percom's toll-free 
number: 1-800-527-1592. For detailed Technical infor
mation call (214) 272-3421.(~EflllllM) Orders may be paid by check or money order, or 
charged to Visa or Master Charge credit accounts. Texas 
residents must add 5% sales tax.PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC. 


211 N. KIRBY • GARLAND, TX . • 75042 Percom 'peripherals for personal computing_' ---~ 




THERE LS A DIFFERENCE IN 

TRS-80 DISK DRIVES CAPACITY 


Expansion interface - gives 
your TRS-80 the disk capacity 
it needs, and much, much more! 

LOBO DRIVES' new family of disk memory 
products provides you with a choice of memory 
capacities you need to effectively execute the 
complex business software you've developed 
foryourTRS-80*. LOBO DRIVES' selection of 
readily available, software compatible drives 
permits you to expand your inventory, payroll, 
customer list, and accounts receivable files as 
your business grows. 
And LOBO DRIVES brings you more ... a new 
plug-in expansion interface that provides an 
easy way to add hardware enhancements, 
communications capability, and programmable 
features .. . and it comes with the LOBO 
DRIVES famous 1 year, 100% parts/labor 
warranty. 
Call or write for the complete LOBO DRIVES 
story. Find out just how competitively priced a 
family of high capacity drives can be ... 

935 Camino Del Sur Goleta, 
California 93017. 
(805) 685-4546 

"CAN YOU REALLY AFFORD 
INTERNATIONAL TO PAY LESS?" 

Quantity discounts available
Dealer inquiries invited 
,------------IB-2] 

I Yes, I want to know more about LOBO Drives I 
and what they can do for my TRS-80. Send me 

I information on: I 
I D 51/4-in. Floppy drive D 8-in. Winchester hard j 

disk, 10 Mbyte drive 

I D 8-in. Floppy drive D Double density 1 
Single sided expansion interface II Double sided 

I Name I
I Company I 
I -~ I 

City State Zip _ 

Phone. No.______________I 1

I If dealer, provide resale no. ___.. I 
L_________________J 
*TRS·BO is a registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Company. 



Editorial 


Back in the early seventies, when 
microcomputing got started, the 
"fraternity" consisted mainly of 
dE:idicated hackers who put their 
systems together from scratch. They 
had to - there was not very much "off 
the shelf" to buy then. 

It grew, and companies came and· 
went. Eventually, computer stores 
came into existance. Many of them 
were add-on's to existing electronics 
parts stores or distributors. Byte Shops 
and Computerlands sprang up and 
independents opened for business. 
The trend was away from hackers and 
games to small business computing . 
Getting serious with your computer 
seemed to be the trend (a lthough 
games, probably because we are still 
all kids at heart, are still amoung the big 
sellers). 

You still had to put your system 
together from various manufacturers 
for the most part. A perfect place for 
some company to jump in and create a 
"complete" system, ready to go. 

It seemed like Texas Instruments 
would have been in a good position to 
do that . So would the Heath Company. 
But the Tandy Corporation beatthem to 
the wire, and the TRS-80 explosion 
resulted. Tandy admits in writing that 
"over 100,000 have been sold". We 
think it is probably more like double 
that number. The Heath Company and 
Texas Instruments have both since 
come in with their entries. Both look 
good - but it seems like too little and too 
late. How can you ask anyone to 
change systems when they already 
have shelled out one to four grand for 
what they already have? Also, what are 
the software writers writing for? The 
largest consumer base, naturally. 

Since the proliferation of "Shack" 
computers, many of the old fraternity 
stores have taken a "down-the-nose" 
attitude, both toward the computer and 
the people who own them . They 
apparently sell "real" computers. not 
to be confused with the "toy" variety. 

Since Radio Shack continues to 
refuse to sel-1anything in their stores 
not made by or for them, other stores 
are missing an excellent opportunity to 
do what they are there for - to make 
money.. 

Not all stores are like that; some of 
the more: enlightened have .already 
seen the possibilities and are cashing 
in on it - to everyone's benefit. 

But, it is still possible to enter one 
and'ask for what is new in TRS -80soft 
ware, only to be rudelypointedtoa rack 

.Remarks * * 


containing a couple of copies of 
Microchess, while the salesperson 
dissappears to supposed ly "more 
important" business. 

Depressed majorities usually don 't 
stay that way very long . I for one can't 
wait for this one to pass. 

On another note: Did you know how 
easy it is to get into business?lt must be 
easy, since the government says that 
about four out of five new businesses 
fail in their first year. Obviously, the 
challenge is not getting into business. 
but staying there once you have 
started. 

It is a challenge, if you have never 
tried it before, finding out that almost 
nothing is as you expected it to be. And 
trying to hang on to all the neat ideals 
you went in with is something else 
again. Luck also plays a part . 

Last year, I spoke to a gentleman 
from Omni Magazine. He said that 
before they published anything, they 
put over one million into advertising, 
much of it on television. Their first 
issue (and all since), have been superb. 
It takes some kind of planning and 
finances to get launched like that . 

We "lesser lights" have to start out 
with an idea anda nickel, andtrytoturn 
them into a dime. It dosen 't always 
work. 

In May 1979, Ed Thorne in San 
Francisco, started a publication for 
TRS-80 users called T-PAL (The 
Programming Amateurs Newsletter). 
After two or three issues (which were 
very good), he found he could not 
continue. 

After some negotiation in November 
· and December 1979, 80-U.S. has 

agreed to fulfill the obligations ofT-Pal 
with the Journal. Letters have been 
sent to T-Pal subscribers, giving them 
the option of continuing with 80-U.S. 
or recieving a refund. Those already 
taking both were given the option of an 
extent ion to their 80-U.S. subscription. 

Our hat is off to Mr Ed Thorne, who 
could just as easily disappeared, 
leaving his readers hanging, but 
instead took the proper way out by 
offering refund or an alternate 
publication . 

Which brings us back to the 
beginning. Getting into business is 
easy, staying there is not so easy, and 
getting out gracefully is difficult . 

Mike 

80-U.S. 
"'I 
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Leffe/'9 10 the Editol' 

Two observations - the first is that somewhere I read 
that G-2, the maker of Level Ill Basic (which I own and 
is great) has gone out of business. Too bad! The other 
thing is that you should do a review on the Exatron 
Stringy Floppy, which I own. It is fantastic for those 
who as of yet cannot afford an expansion interface and 
disk. It records a 16K program at a rate of 7200 baud in 
about 20 seconds and then verifies it. I have saved over 
400K worth of programs without an error! With Level 
Ill Basic I now have all functions (nea rly) of a disk and 
10K of memory. Its great! 

John M Delaney 
Wood River, IL 

G2 Level Ill Basic was created by Bill Gates, of Microsoft 
and was reviewed in our Nov -Dec 79 issue, page 58. We 
certainly agree with your satisfaction with the Exatroo 
Stringy Floppy, see 80-U.S. Jan-Feb 80, page 60. 

I wish you would print a word of praise for the folks at 
Exatron, makers of the Stringy Floppy. Mine arri ved 
two weeks ago, and I be::ame an immediate convert! I 
have called the factory twice on their WATS line, once 
to check on an order, and once for some technical 
information. Both times my questions were answered 
immediately. An excellent product from a company 
with an excellent attitude! 

David Anderson 
i\Jorthampton. MA 

See previous letter. Again. we agree. and isn't it nice to 
know that some people really care? 

Your Jan-Feb 79 issue had a program on page 22 
titled "A Basic Text Editor". On page 24 line 1550 
seems to be incomplete, 1550 IFE$="L"THEN 
I had just started using DOS and got your program out 
when I noticed this. Could you please let me know if 
there is an addition to this statement. Surelv do enjoy 
your publication and programs. 

John J Foster 
Laguna Beach, CA 

Ignore line 1550, 1t was left in from a previous re -write, 
and then as now. proofreading is still a problem. 

One of the first things I noticed about my TRS-80 
was the lack of X-Y positioning in the graphics mode 
except for SET or RESET. To print anything else, other 
than just turn a spot on or off, one needs to convert to a 
"PRINT AT" location from 0 to 1023. This is a useful 
little addition to any graphic program which converts X 
and Y coordinates into the appropriate "PRINT AT" 
location: 

D=Y*64+X:PRINT@ D, .... 
It would be best to provide for X being between 0 and 
63 and Y between 0 and 13 to keep the item printed 
from going to the next line or the screen from scrolling. 

Chuck Doherty 
Providence, RI 

I have an idea that might be of use to others and 
thought I would pass it along. - Why not a program for a 
super index type? Fm example. as your issues pile up it 
will become harder to fi nd items you remember but not 
the details. Your program on telephone numbers could 

be used (see Vol I, No 1, page 8) Also, I see a use to have 
an index type of list to combine books. Let's say several 
authors discuss the trait "Anger" in various ways. I 
think it would be useful if the computer would tell me 
which books discuss anger and then I could go to the 
books I want . - Perhaps this is old stuff, but the concept 
is new to me and I think that all of us are looking for 
ways to make the computer more useful than just 
playing games. 

James C McCord 
Fairbanks, AK 

Yes - see the article "A Search Program", in this issue. 

In case you or your readers are interested in using an 
IBM custom print element, it is a modified 12 pitch 
Letter Gothic element. It includes greater than.less 
than.up arrow and a cancelled zero. Greater than and 
less than are mapped to upper and lower case% and 112 
respectively, up arrow replaces the cent symbol (upper 
case 6). and zero is of course zero. The IBM ordering 
information is as follows: 

Blanket part number is 1175704 
Standard part number is 1167138 

CHANGES 
Position 41 upper case =X99013 (Greater than) 
Position 41 lower case =X99016 (Less than) 
Position 19 upper case =X99004 (Up arrow) 
Position 35 lower case =X 141 07 (Cancelled zero) 

At the time of this writing (Dec 79), this element costs 
less than $70 . with the above changes (and is metalized 
like the standard element for durability). However, it 
takes from six to eight weeks to manufacture. Other 
custom configurations are 1a ilable, but not all 
symbols are available at ali positions and the more 
changes, the higher the cost . 

Clayton E Schneider Jr 
Bethlehem, PA 

subscribe to about 8 TRS-80 monthly magazines. 
The only reason I have not considered yours is because 
it is bi-monthly. When you go monthly (even at double 
the price) I will subscribe. I am also waiting to see 80
Microcomputing . This may eliminate my subscription 
to all others. (And at $1 .00 per issue). 

Kenneth Foshey 
Menomonee Falls, WI 

We have found that you generally get what you pay for. 

I have come across a neat little thing that I find makes 
the -80 a little bit more enjoyable. Nothing gets to me 
more than when running a program, having cute little 
error statements .like "?SN ERROR" pop up. I have 
devised a short subroutine which will add a lot to the 
error handling ways of the computer. What it does is 
simply this: The normal error display is changed into 
some sarcastic or funny remark by simply 
incorporating the "ON ERROR GOTO" command . 
When an error is encountered, thr computer randomly 
selects a statement and displays it instead of the 
normal error statement. Sometimes it is necessary to 
know the type of error. Line 8 below takes care of that, 
by printing the numerical error code in parentheses 
after the commmand . It is fun to change the comments 
to correspond to particular programs. Of course, 
additional changes would have to be made if the 
resident program already includes an ON ERROR 

(Continued on Page 6) 
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Product Release••• 

AVS, manufactures of the Home for the TRS-80, that high 
quality all wood, hand rubbed, walnut finish furniture 
line, announces the release of their Economy Version 
of their CF-80 Custom Furniture Series. Made from 
office furniture standard of simulated walnut formica, 
the CF-90 Corner Console completly builds in the TRS-80 
basic system of keyboard. cassette , monitor, and expansion 
interface. Absolutely no visible cables. Plus, provides 
cushion arm rest and copy shelf. 

FEATURES: 
• One Homogeneous Unit 
• No Visible Cables 
• Space Saver 
• Copy Shelf 
• Arm Rest Cushion 
• Economical 
• Enhances Any Decor 

ONLY $129.ll 

REBATE::.: REBATE::: REBATE:: :REBATE:: :REBATE::: REBATE 

ORDER NOW 
-----24 HOUR --

PH 408•946•1265 

~ 

.AVS AU:~~~::EO 


$30 REBATE on all orders received prior to 
April 15, 1980, as a speial introductive offer. 
That's right, for only $99~you will receive 
a custom corner desk console that provides total 
lauild-in capability for the 115·80 keyboard, 
interface, monitor, and cassette. 

IOTE: All orders prepaid, f.O.I. San Jose, no C.O.D.'s 
Dealer inquiries invited. 

2415 AUTUMNVALE AVE. SAN JOSE, CA. 95132 

- . - .. .: -.. ; -.::... - -~ . ::.. - ·- .. . ....:·~ - ·- - 



GOTO statement, and care should be taken not to 
duplicate variables. Here is the subroutine: 

1 RANDOM 
2 ON ERROR GOTO 4 
4 ZZ = RND(3): ON ZZ GOTO 5,6,7 

5 A$= "YOU IDIOT, YOU GOOFED AGAIN!": 
GOTOS 

6 A$= "WHOOPS, YOU BLEW IT SOMEWHERE!": 
GOTOS 

7 A$= "OH, OH, YOU MADE A BOO BOO!" 
S PRINTA$;"(";ERR/2+1 ;")":RESUME NEXT 
9 CLS 

Naturally, the above should be put at or near the 
beginning of the resident program. It can even be used 
by itself when using the computer manually. The 
program will always be remembered after it is run, even 
after the break key is pressed. 

Chris Knoll 
Gig Harbor, WA 

First the kudoo ...each copy of your magazine brings 
very welcome, high quality information. Please keep 
going in this fashion and enjoy a long and hopefully 
prosperous life. 

Second, a couple of comments on Phil Pilgrim's 
excellent utility program "Append" in the Sep-Oct 79 
issue. The program appears to need a "NEW" after 
input and execution with the" / ". After that, all is well . 
Without NEW, the first attempt to call the routine 
causes an error message. Another comment: APPEND 
works just great with G2 Level Ill. After bringing up 
Level Ill in the normal way and executing it, go to 
SYSTEM and enter APPEND. After executing 
APPEND with the" / ", use Level Ill's ability to set Shift 
Keys to special purpose to allow for one key entry and 
exit from APPEND. I chose "o" for on and "f" for off 
and they work just fine . Since I have 4SK, I adjusted the 
ORG address accordingly. Thanks for a great 
magazine. 

Rik Karlsson 
Oakton, VA 

It is stated in the Sep-Oct 79 issue of your excellent 
Journal (page 2S) that the minus sign acts as the logical 
operator "exclusive OR". This is not quite true, 
although the example given works perfectly well. 

To explain why, let us first introduce the concept of a 
logical expression; this is an expression that may take 
on only two values, "true" and "false". On the TRS
SO, these values are conventionally represented by the 
numeric values -1 and 0 (see Level II manual, page 
1 /5). For example, try PRINT 1 =1; believe it or not, it 
prints -1 ! Similarly, PRINT 1 =O (or any other false 
relation) gives 0 . In Level II Basic, the logical operators 
AND, OR and NOT are used to write compound logical 
expressions like C=(A=1) AND ( B=2), which is -1 if both 
expressions A=1 and B=2 are true, and 0 otherwise . 
This operator may be simulated , using only arithmetic 
operators, by writing C=-(A=1 )*(B=2). The exclusive 
OR operator, which is not provided on the TRS-80, 

may be replaced by C=.ABS((A=l HB=2)); the use of 
the minus sign only, which is suggested in the above 
mentioned paper, that is writing C=(A=1 )-(B=2) results 
in the value O if both expressions are either true or false, 
-1 if the first one is true and the other false, but+ 1 in the 
fourth possible case. This does not matter when the 

logical expression to be "computed" is used inside an 
IF statement, because the interpreter only tests 
whether the arithmetical value is 0 or not. So, the 
statement IF (A=1 )-(B=2) THEN 100 branches to line 
100 if the expression is not 0 (which would mean 
"false"), but it does not care whether it is -1, +1, or any 
other non-zero value. 

The following short program is suggested to test the 
use of the available operators, in conjunction to the one 
listed in the Sep-Oct 79 issue: 

10 INPUT "ENTER A & B";A,B 
20 PRINT (A=1) op. (B=2) 
30 GOTO 10 

where op. stands for any operator+,-,*, AND, OR. 
Roger Cruon 

La Valette, France 

In answer to the letter from Rick Coulthurst in the 
Jan-Feb 80 issue, regarding the lockup by KKeyboard 
BBounce and the LIST command becoming LUST, it is 
very easy to get around the problem. First, a little 
background information. 

In the Level II Reference Manual, on page D / 1, you 
will see that the line printer control block is found in 
memory at the eight consecutive addresses beginning 
with 16421 (decimal). Addresses 16422 and 16423 
tell BASIC where to find the routine that handles 
output to the printer; 16422 being the least significant 
byte of that 16 bit address, and 16423 being the most 
significant byte . Normally, the control block if pointing 
to address 058DH which unfortunately is in ROM. 
Unfortunately, because the ROM routine does not 
check for the printer being ready before sending data to 
it. This routine is a CALLed subroutine, exited by a 
RETurn instruction . 

Now, there are two ways to get around the lockup 
problem when no printer is connected. The first, and 
most complicated, would involve writing a machine 
language routine to check the status of the printer 
before trying to talk to it. The address of this routine 
would have to be POKEd or otherwise put into the 
pointer 16422/ 16423; the routine would have to be 
loaded from tape or disk every time we enter BASIC 
and it would have to be protected from getting 
clobbered by using the MEMORY SIZE? to reserve a 
chunk of memory. The routin~ would either RETurn to 
BASIC if the printer were not ready or would junp to 
058DH to continue with normal output. This ritual 
could be a real pain after awhile. 

The second way is much simpler. Every time you 
enter Level II or Disk Basic, before doing anything else, 
enter this: POKE 16422,67:POKE16423,0. This tells 
BASIC that the address of the printer driver is now at 
0043H; 0043H contains a RETurn instruction . Thus, 
every time we give a command such as LUST (or 
LPRINT). it will appear that nothing is happening 
because we have totally bypassed the printer routine. 

I hope this information will be of help to your readers. 
This lockup problem is one of the most annoying quirks 
in the -80, but it can be dealt with. Keep up the good 
work--and don't change from the bi-monthly format if 
it will be accompanied by a decline in quality! 

Dave Stambaugh 
Fountain Valley, CA 

Although there have been several suggestions made to 
this problem, yours is by far the simplest. Thanks. 

(Continued on Page 8) 
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PACKAGE 1 

Have you ever backed-up a d ! s1<e-rte 

only to end up kl 11 ing otf a dozen 
unwanted f J I es. It can get au i te 
tedious typing in al I those f i i e names. 
\'lei I now there's a program for you! 
DELETE is one o f those i nva I uao I e 
progrirns you' I I t I nd yours• I f deoeno Ing 
on more and more. IT can be used 'fo 
k 111 otf unwnnred f i I es after a !:lack - up, 
or you can use it to e I i mi na-re 
development programs once the final copy 
Is finished. DELETE comes with• number 
of 	switches, Tne functions of wn i cn are 
too numerous to men1' I on here ~ Neeo I es s 
to soy, DELETE I s qui ta como I eta. 

N#1E has on I y one tune~ I on ana that 
Is the rewriting ot the OOS and dote 
b I oc:k in your diskette d f rect'ory. The 
reasons for want! ng to use th Is ;>rogn1m 
are many, but we will only mention 
three. First, NAME can protect your 
d I skette t rem theft by p I ac Ing your name 
or 	Initials in the DOS section of the 
di rectory. Second, by p I ac Ing your disk 
number t n the date section you can maKe 
finding 	 o progrirn o lot eosier. Lastly 
you can use name To numoer your 
diskettes tor O. O.M.S., ~ISKEffi 
DIRECTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM, but tha•'s 
another 	 program . These two ;>rograms 
wil I receive constanT use, and aT onl y 
Sl5.95 you'd be tool ish to oass T:"lem 
by. 

PACKAGE 2 
Package 2 cons Ists of three program~. 

That's r fgh't, three! The first is 
BATOi, a DOS ccrnmand ~atch processor- . 
What Is a DOS command batch processor? 
Wei I, lets suppose you had a cerrai n 
rout I ne at the beg Inning ot each day 
wh rch coils f sted of back Ing up your 
previous days data, seTTfng the system 
clock, finding out the tree space on 
eech diskette, turning the clock on~ 
I oad Ing BASIC, and execut i ng your 
progrirn. BATQ-t could oo al I 111ot upon 
power-up In a bl ink of an eye, wel I 
maybe h<o b I Inks . 

Second Is MULF, a user def I ned key 
progr1111 . In short, MULF I ets you 
specify a function or set of func'f'lons 
for each key, and that Inc I udes the 
<sh i ft> set {le. <shift> EL HCMever, 
the best feature is thaT each key Is 
USER defined, and s I nee The definitions 
are on a f I I e you can change Them 
onytlme you wish. MULF wll 1 also allow 
you to respond to the QuesTJons of 
machine language and BASIC programs, 
prior to The i r being asked. There's 
just no I lmlt to the things that MULF 
can dol Finally, there's XFER~ t"he daTa 
file generotor for BATQ-t and MULF. The 
price oo peckage 2 is just SIS.95 

PACKAGE 
This package conTa ins two of Tne bes-r 

tape uT i I i ty progrems ava i I ab I e today I 
CUP and SPEED are a musT, and I co :nean 
must! Have you ever had the des I re 1'o 
dupl lcete a machine language taoe, dara 
tepe, or BASIC program Tape and not been 
able todoso. l'lellnowyoucan. It's 
so slmple even a systems analyST could 
do it. CUP uses two tape recorders and 
one tope 1/0 cord. Simply ploce the 
pl .sy p I ug In one recorder and the record 
p I ug In another, than execute DUP. OUP 
reads, processes, and outputs your 
tapes. It's jYS1' that slmpiel 

The second program, SPEED, is tor all 
of yoy who are Tired of inputting and 
outputt Ing your progroms ond date ot the 
s I ow rate of 500 boud. Once SPEED is 
loaded, and you've s11ved and loaded your 
progroms ond do'O at o 1000 boud you' 11 
never go back To the old rate. What's 
more, SPEED requires no modlticotlon ot 
your compuTer, thereby pr-eserv Ing your 
warran'ty. If you are now us Ing tape and 
you pass th Is peckoge by you • i I I be 
regretting It tor as fang aa you own 
your compuTer. The package pr i ca on 
these two progr!ll1s is on Iv S 11. 95. 
PI ease noTe speed wi I I not work i f your 
cc:mputer has had Rad Io Sh8cK' s tape 
loedfng modification insta! led. 

M ICRO 
DATA 

SYSTEMS 

916-334-3817 
7275 MEATH WAY NORTH HIGHLANDS. CA. 95660 

~ lcro Oan1 Sy stems i nTroduces ~flcro 
P<?n ! I, the f i rs t I n a I ong 11 ne of 
haraware f or the TRS-80 . 'dfth al I the 
I !gnt pan s on the mar!(et you might wel I 
ask yourse It ... tiaT makes This pen 
aifferent . As you can see it IOOKs I ike 
a f ine pfece of off i ce writing equipmenT 
noT a felt pen on a wire. Because it 
canes .,, i th I ts own stand and holder It 
is l ess 1lkely To get tangled up In a 
c I utter ot I oose wires . Fina 11 y, the 
Micro Pen l I's circuitry hes been 
designed to turn oft it the Pen Is 
unp I ugged, the computer Is turn off, or 
on OUT255 , O I s input. Thus pro I ong i ng 
bottery life. Micro Pen II comes with 
1'1o progrirns. The 11 rst Is • lull y 
docuaiented I ight pen scanner rout I ne. 
This progron tel Is you, step by step, 
hew to write 1lght pen progroms. The 
second is a I i ght pen vars Ion of 
HANGMAN. We hove not 1lsted the number 
of cltteren"t uses Micro Pen II has, 
because there are jusT too many I The 
S29.95 pr Ice I ncludes the pen, progr""s 
<on Tape), documentation, and battery. 
Tne price also I ncludes a I imlted 
iwarranty for the f I rst s I x months of 
ow nership. 

Send to: 	Micro OaTa Sy s1'ems, OepT. 8 
JZ75 Meoth Way 
110. High I ands, Ca. 95650 

o 	Yes, please send Info on future Items 
C incl cse description of your sysTem) 

o "!es, p I ease send me the these i terns 

Cai It. Res . add 5i sales tax 
Postoge 
Tota : 

Nane:_,________________ 

Address:____________, 

City, St.Zip:______________ 

o Check mede to Ml ere Data Systems 
o Master Charge 
o VI SA 


Card No._____________ 

Exp. date._____________ 

Si gnarure 

PACKAGE 5 

Th f s packa;e Is the tape-or I ented 

version of :J<JLF end XFER giving the tape 
user the sane features the d f sk vars ions 
have end one more. ~ttJLF wi I I 
outcmetlc&l ly set memory size to protect 
Itself Iron BASIC. This pockege Is 
priced right ot S14.95. 

GRAPHICS 
MASTER 

Have you ever seen Leo 
Chr I stopherson' s bee wery or snake eggs 
, and wished you had the time or ski 11 
to do thot type of graphics work. Wei I 
wI th Graph i es Ma.star you can r Greph i cs 
Master 	 Is a d I sk or i enTed graphics 
generotor which wll I al low you to creote 
graphics and alphanumeric screen pnges 
and use th9tll as parT of a bas r c program. 
This gives you very test printing of 
tul I screen graphic dlsploys, as wel I os 
rapid editing without the use of printed 
graphics cherts. The screen pages ore 
stored on d I sk os en ASCII progrirn t 11 e 
with 1lne numbers, varla.ble neme, and 
subscript ranges assigned by you. These 
progrirns mey be merged together, and the 
resu I ts 	 ore greet. Wh 11 e In any of the 
modes you have ful I cursor contr-ol to go 
In any d I rect I on. The price ol GRAPHICS 
MASTER Is only $19.95. For what this 
progrirn 	 does you'd reol ly expect to pay 
more. 

D.D.M.S. 
11 you hove more then one d I skette 

you need 0.0.M.S.i This is a mochine 
I enguage progrsn that cat&! ogs d I skette 
di rec1'or t es. Attar you have numbered 
your d I skettes ond created the 11 brer I an 
dato f 11 e, th Is progrom becomes the 
greatest tool in llndlng your flies. It 
con display the directories on tile, 
contlnurng when you direct, or It can 
display the directories on file, 
eutomatlcal ly stopplog when you direct. 
O.D.14.S. can olso find t lies by using 
the t II e's nirna or any pert of It 1 s neme 
<le. You could tlnd LIBRARY/OAT by 
telling 0.0.M.S. to find Y/Ol. The 
O.D.M.S. search time Is very good. 
D.O.M.S. con also update and add 
directories to It's dote tile. Fioel ly, 
Q.D.M.S. will print the Individual 
directories, or an alphobetlzed listing 
of the flles. Lat's face It, wnen you 
need to t Ind a t II e you don't wont to 
waste anymore time than necessary. At 
St 9.95 can you eflord to be wlthout 
0.0.M.S.? We doo•t think sol 

SYSGEN 
This progrirn al lows you to restructure 

NEl100S 2. I into o cont i guratl on of your 
choice. Is your disk drive copeble of 
using 77 tracks? Well SYSGEN wll I 
change NEl·/DOS 2. I Into a 77 track DOS. 
SYSGEN wi I I o I I ow you setup your system 
so that you can now get ot the I ower 
memory addresses you've been kept frcm 
copying or exirn In Ing. SYSGEN w i 11 
mod I fy NEWOOS 2. I so that your d I sk 
dr Ives can run at one of three speeds, 
slO'# Cwhat your running at now), fast 
<ooout tvice as test>. fastest <seek 
time Is 5 msec). This !unction Is greet 
for people with f.f'I or Viste disk 
dr Ives. Why not run them et the speeds 
they are desl.gned to handle. NOTE: 
Shugart drives wl 11 only go to the fest 
speed. There are far more features to 
SYSGEN then con be I I sted here. SYSGEN 
is priced et $35.95, end with that price 
were the only game In town. 

NORD 
DISASSEMBLER 

This 15 the one you've been waiting 
tor. This disassembler creates labels, 
ond en Editor/Assembler raedeble Ille. 
It you have purchased a mach I ne I anguage 
progrirn only to tlnd it didn't do 
someth i og you wonted or dId scmeth Ing 
wrong now you can do soneth i ng abouT It. 
Simply use the NORD OISASSE!-IBLER to 
create a source t 11 e and f ix It 
yourse It I Th Is progrirn hes tol<en • year 
to develop, and the $44.95 price Is wel I 
worth It! 



Some of us are software oriented and could use 
tutorials about how some of the non-standard 
hardware is interfaced. For example, how do I get to 
hear sounds our of my machine without having to 
record it first. I'm not electronics oriented. Are filters 
and isolators really required and under what conditions? 
What are the consequences of using non -Radio Shack 
disks? 

This gives you an idea of some hardware questions I 
have that seem to be obvious (or overlooked) by the 
majority of the writers. 

Don Cronkhite 
Newbury Park, CA 

See Letters in our last issue for the filter/isloators 
question. See also SYSTEM/COMMAND in May-Jun 79 
(and LETTERS in Nov -Dec 79) for some discussion on 
making sounds from your computer. I say "Yea, verily" to 
non-Radio Shack drives because they are cheaper. But - I 
would get the first drive from them, the reason being that 
you get an excellent Manual on TRSDOS. the Disk itself. 
and last but not least a four drive cable. 

Your editorial (Nov-De~ 79) is well put and well 
taken. I don't recognize yours or anyone elses role as 
caretaker of myself. The principle is a general one; not 
just as applies to Consumer Protection, but in all of life. 
We are, each of us (supposedly) free and freedom 
loving, autonomous individuals, responsible for our 
own acts. - - - -Consumer protection is a meaningless 
buzz-phrase anyway - why should buying a quart of 
milk confer on me the title "Consumer": To paraphrase 
Shakespeare:"The worms are the final consumer". 
You might have pointed out in your editorial, reference 
supplier protection, that consumer fraud and theft 
(including employee theft) equals or exceeds the 
industrial/business fraud/theft. 

Allan Stark 
Detroit, Ml 

Egads! (And I thought I was a Civil Libertarian!) 

I have been quietly working here in Lexington KY to 
solve some of the problems in the TRS-80. Problems 
such as noise sensitivity (program bombs when you 
turn on the light in the room), memory sensitivity (some 
RAMS seem to work better than others), and especially 
the one that goes "SN ERROR IN LINE XXXX" where 
XXXX is a non-existant line. This one ·has caused me 
much consternation, but now I have the solution. It isa 
solution that is easy to apply, and I will share it with 
anyone who will send me a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope. I will gladly mail a couple sheets of paper 
from my printer, as long as it only costs paper. I will not 
refuse a couple of stamps, or what have you, to help 
compensate for paper cost, but the info is free to 
anyone who requests it. Please help spread the word. 

N Gregory 
107 Fairdale 

Lexington, KY 40505 
The word is out, but why didn't you simply tell us what it 
was? 

I passed up your rag a year ago because it was 
virtually all games and I believe you did not (foolishly) 

approve of lowercase modification that I have used to 
write two textbooks on Microwave Engineering! 

R M Richardson 
Chautaugua, NY 

I can't agree with the "all games" idea. but vou were right 
about our disapproval of hardware modifications. Since 
then, we have changed our attitude towards hardware 
mods considerably (see our cover story in this issue), and 
feel that you bought it, it is yours, and if you want to cut it 
up then be our guest. We plan on having some kind of 
hardware mod in every issue starting with this one. 

./~ 
I' 

/ Owners of the new Sargon II chess program tape 
may be interested to know that there is a simple way to 
put the program on disk, requiring no additional 
software. First, power up Level II BASIC by holding 
down the BREAK key while you press the RESET 
button. Load the Sargon II master tape according to its 
instructions. When the program comes up running, 
hold down the BREAK key and push RESET again . 
Push ENTER for MEMORY SIZE?. Now carefully type 
in the following, check it and RUN it: 

1 FORJ=1 T043:1NPUTK:POKE30460+J,K: 
FORL=1T080:NEXTL:NEXTJ 

The program will prompt you with 7 to enter each of the 
forty-three decimal numbers listed below. Type them in 
carefully, pushing ENTER after each complete number: 

1 253 44 17 0 74 33 0 128 237 176 62 195 
50 12 64 62 0 50 13 64 62 80 50 14 64 195 
0 80 1 26 45 17 25 173 33 25 119 237 184 
195 0 0 

After the last one has been entered, the Ready prompt 
will reappear. If you see that you have entered a number 
incorrectly, _press BREAK and run the program again. 
Now make sure the disk in the drive has at least 1 0 
grans of free space and no write-protect tab. Still in 
Level II BASIC, type: 

SYSTEM [ENTER] 

And at the *? prompt, type: 


/30490 [ENTER] 
The disk will boot up normally. At "DOS READY", 
type: DUMP SARGON2/CMD(START=X'8000'. 
END=X'AD19'.TRA=X'ACFD') [ENTER] 
When the disk stops running, it will have a copy of 
Sargon II on it. Push RESET, and at DOS READY type: 

\ 
SARGON2 [ENTER] - The program should come 

\ up ready to play. 
Roxton Baker 
Ellington, CT 

Very Clever! 

Since you were interested in the Exclusive OR 
function I thought you might be interested in this one. It 
is very simple and apparent, but I have not seen it 
mentioned in any programs or pulJlications. 

It is that the string functions (CHR$, LEFT$, RIGHT$ 
and MID$) may be concatenated. For example 
T$=A$+" "+CHR$(184). This allows addition of 
arrows and graphic symbols into strings, which can be 
useful in programming. Concatenation of the other 
string functions may also prove to be useful. 

Also, I would like to add that in the JOURNAL for 
Nov-Dec 79 page 10, that if you hit the letter 0 while 
holding down I and Y the cursor mark will be printed in 

(Continued on Page 10) 
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At last your TRS-80 can run Pascal too! The Chung/Yuen Have you tieard about 
"tiny" Pascal is fully implemented for Level U TRS-80,the $15 Pascal compiler? 16 K and up, You no longer need be left out of the growing 
group of Pascal users, because People's Pascal gives you 
everything you need to write structured Pascal programs: 

• tiny Pascal compiler • complete text editor for 
writing your programs • complete tiny Pascal mon
itor • sample Pascal programs • user's manualS-Bff" COrTIPUTlnG 
(TRS-80 Computing issue 1 :4) 

People's Pascal is both a powerful , structured language 
and "CPU expeditor''. People's Pascal programs execute 
at least four times faster than Basic, and often eight-times 

VOL. 1, No. 4 16 PAGES SI . 50 

COMPLETE DOCUMENTATIO'T 
faster! Special functions open up the complete graphic 

FOR PEOPLE'S PASCAL I & II capability of TRS-80, You now have the means to write
(People's Software tapes 3 & 6) those dazzling, impressive, high-speed graphics programs 

that are great for games, plotting, statistics, etc, 
For the serious computerist, side two of People's Pas

cal U (tape 6) contains a larger compiler and complete 
source to the compiler , written in Pascal! This means you PEOPLES can re-compile the compiler, making changes, adding fea
tures, etc, (but this will take at least 36 K RAM and a solid 
knowledge of programming), 

With the complete People's Pascal operating system, 
you can save and load both source (Pascal) programs, and 
compiled programs, to or from cassette tape, This means 
that once you have de-bugged a program, you can save the 
P-code (compiled program) and thereafter, to run the pro
gram, you need only load the super-fast P-code. 

Here is a partial list of People's Pascal features: 
recursive procedure/functions • for (loop) • case 
if/then/else • one-dimensional arrays • write • read 
constant • repeat/until (loop) • "peek & poke" • plot 

L ~I \I. l • •1! \I \ l "'''"' <i i• I > "'' · ,,., '••"I'""·''"'~ 1:" " • (graphics for TRS-80) 
1•ul "· ·h-~ " ' '1"". •~ I ,_, .. .. ~ 1.' . l 'l• .. •I• I. • r-··· ',_., . I ' "Lh' ' 

DEALER INQUERIES INVITED 

computer information exchange, inc. 
People's Pascall(tape3), 1 box 158 san luis rey ca 92068 amt. 
is written in Basic, imp- 1 ----encl. .• 
lemented for TRS-80 by 1 PEOPLE'S SOFTWARE, includes 50~ per tape postage/handling (via 1st class)
John Alexander of Ber- 1 ( ) Tape I Lev II 34 ass'td programs, or ( ) Lev I, 24, $8; $8,45 in CA 
wick Australia. It corn- 1 ( ) Tape 2 Level II "Common Basic Programs", $8; $8.45 in California 
piles more slowly and is 1 ( ) Tape 3 Level II PEOPLE'S PASCAL I, $15.50; $16.40 CA residents 
harder to use, but inc- 1 ( ) Tape 4 Level I, 17 assorted programs, $8, $8.45 CA residents (tax)
ludes instructions for 1 ( ) Tape 5 Level II, 28 assorted programs, $8; $8.45 CA residents (tax)
converting to disk, Peo- 1 ( ) Tape 6 Level II, PEOPLE'S PASCAL II, $23,50; $24,88 CA residents 
ple's Pascal U (tape 6) is 1 

Make checks payable COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE entirely by the Chung/ 1 


Yuen team and is a fur- 1 Charge my VISA ( ), MasterCharge ( ) #______________ 

ther development stage 1 ___________________(signed), expires ---- 
of their concept, Full doc- 1 

umentation included, 
Other People's Soft

ware tapes $8, name 

TRS-80 trademark 

street address 

city, state, zip
Tandy Corporation 



addition to the letter 0. This whole series of prints also 
works when holding the Hand X or J and Z keys instead 
of I and Y. Thus, this takes care of all the non-keyboard 
characters (ASCII codes 92-95). 

Robert A Hood 
Bremerton, WA 

A/ 
, I just read my first issue of your magazine (Nov-Dec 

79) and I like it! I liked all of your articles - except the 
Stock Market Program - which I couldn't believe. In 
general, I think putting stuff into computers, and 
having them return the same stuff without 
manipulation is useless (like the whole printout in this 
example). Anyway, though much of this may be 
redundant, I thought I'd send some hints on cleaning up 
that program, which are applicable to many other 
programs. 
1. TIME$ is usable for printing date and time . To set it in 
BASIC, poke the relevant numbers into the following 
places: 

16454 == Month 
16453 ==Day 
16452 == Year 
16451 ==Hour 
16450 == Minute 
16449 == Second 

Time$ is a meaningful string, and can be manipulated 
as such. 

2. Defining the format of a PRINT USING statement 
saves space if used more than once or twice, e.g ., B$ == 
"$###,###.##",then LPRINTUSINGB$; whatever. 

3. Funny thing about the TRS-80. LPRINTUSINGB$; 
ATAB(45) returns an error, but, LPRINTA$TAB(45);A 
will not. Besides the fact that semicolons are not 
needed before and after tabs, you can put anything you 
want in a PRINT or LPRINT line, just so EVERYTHING 
after the USING is the correct type of variable for that 
format . 

4 . For those of you using the pressure model line printer 
with continuous feed paper, POKE16425,55: 
LPRINTCHR$(11 ), will run the paper up to the tear off 
point rather quickly. Changing the value POKEd into 
16425 changes the number of spaces (55 == 11, 54 == 
12, etc.). 

5. If you use a lot of subroutines, put them in the 
beginning of the program. Jump over them with 
statement 1 directing a GOTO. While the size of the line 
number is not relevant in line numbering the program, 
GOT05000 uses 3 more bytes than GOT01, because 
the computer needs one byte per digit. (Typically re
numbering a large program to start with 1. interval of 1, 
can save a couple hundred bytes for this reason. 

' Dan Connors 
Harvey, LA 

I have sensed, while editing all these letters, a real 
increase in the amount of useful information that can be 
exchanged through these columns. Thank you all for your 
contributions, and keep up the good correspondence! 

Mike 

Bring your TRS-80 keyboard to life! 

A year ago we used this headline to introduce AUTOK and QEDIT, 

the keyboard autorepeat and quick edit utilities for Level II BASIC. 
They've been very popular, but we couldn 't resist working them over 
anyway, in response to customer suggestions. The result? KEYEDIT, 
a vastly improved AUTOK, QEDIT, and a few things more. 

With KEYEDIT and your Level II or Disk BASIC system, you get: 

• 	 Debouncing. No need to buy Radio Shack's KBFIX! 

• Autorepeat on every key. Just hold a key down, and after a half· 
second delay, the character repeats about eight per second. 

• Single-keystroke keyword entry. Hold down SHIFT, hit a letter key, 
and an entire BASIC keyword is spelled out at once. Plus, you can 
assign any keyword to any key! 

• 	 Keyboard macro facility. Any frequently-typed pattern can be de
fined and later invoked in a single keystroke. You just fill in the 
blanks. Takes the drudgery out of repetitive keying. (See SYSTEM/ 
COMMAND, last issue of 80-US .) 

• Screen-oriented editing. 	KEYEDIT's cursor moves anywhere in a 
displayed program listing for instant insertions and deletions. Plus, 
whole statements can be copied to other parts of the program or 
combined to form longer ones, without retyping the text. Makes 
BASIC's EDIT function obsolete ! 

• 	 Easy loading. KEYEDIT loads from cassette using CLOAD (even 
though it's written in machine language), and may be saved on disk. 
Features can be deleted selectively just. by deleting lines. Once 

RUN, KEYEDIT protects itself in low memory and links into BASIC, 
where it unobtrusively awaits your command . 

• Thorough documentat ion. Each feature is explained in detail along 
with instructions for user modifications. 

KEYEDIT will save you hours of effort in BASIC program develop
ment. So why waste another minute? Bring your keyboard to life 
today with KEYEDIT! 

KEYEDIT Level II cassette and instructions: 	 $19 

Bank Cards Welcome. 

DISCOVERY 
BAY 

SOFrWARE 
co. 

P.O. Box 464 Port Townsend, WA 98368 

Dealer Inquiries Invited. 
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Here's the Second Half... 


$}595 
(soft cover) 

Written by the author of your Level I Users Manual, LEARNING LEVEL II picks right up where the Level I 
Manual leaves off. It also supplies the changes needed to make the Level I Manual compatible with your 
Level II TRS-80. 

LEARNING LEVEL II covers all Level II BASIC beyond Level I, plus much more. It shows you how to use 
the Editor. explains what the many error messages are really saying, and leads you thru conversions of 
Level I programs to Level II. 

Dual cassettes, printers, the Expansion Interface with dock and other features are explained in the s,ame 
easy-to-learn style that made the Level I Manual famous. LEARNING LEVEL II was created specifically 
for your Level II TRS-80! 

Yes, I want to really learn how to use Level II! 
COMPUSOF~ PUBLISHING 8643-U Navajo Rd. • San Diego, CA 92119 

NAME-------------Please send __ ______ copies of 
ADDRESS ____________LEARNING LEVEL II. My check for $15.95 + $1.45 

P&H is enclosed. (CA addresses add 6% sales tax). CITY-------------
STATE ______________I understand my order will be shipped promptly and 

there is a 30 day money-back guarantee. ZIP CODE ------------



In this issue we are asking you to fill 
out and return our· reader survey. It is 
supposed to tell us something about 
you and what you want to see in these 
pages. (I know you read other 
magazines, and have been asked the 
same thing before, but it is the kind of 
information a publication needs if it is 
going to keep a finger on the pulse and 
give its readers what they want) . 
Mostly, the survey should give us an 
idea of how to allocate editorial 
content on the various machine 
configurations. We are too cheap to 
have postage paid return cards - but, 
in exchange for your 15 cent stamp, 
you get three (count them!). three 
opportunities to get a free subscription 
(or extension). If you find the need for 
additional space for comments. please 
add an extra sheet. We figured that the 
15th of April is normally such a bleak 
day that we would brighten it up some 
and have our drawing of the lucky 
winners then . I had intended to give a 
poster of our own Cathy Shappee in a 
wet tee shirt as first prize - but she 
quickly reminded me that this was not 
Playboy, and that it would be 
appropriate to have the computer do 
the selection of the winners. Oh well, 
nothing ventured, nothing gained ... 

TRSDOS version 1.2 for the MODEL 
II has been released . It is supposed to 
handle data transfers 60% faster, 
correct the " sequential PUT", and fix 
the backspace in EDIT mode as well as 
all cursor movements. Like most fixes, 
this one creates a new problem - 1.2 
will not access a 1 .1 disk. There is 
supposed to be a way, and when we 
understand it, we wil! pass it on. 

CORRECTION! A Cassette Library 
(Jan-Feb 80 issue). Lines 320 and 
1300 should both read : 
FOR 1%=0TOCNT%. and the last 
statement in line 1030 should read : 
CPY%(J%)=CPY%(1%). These were 
brought to our attention by several 
readers as well as the author, Roger 
Amidon. 

Oops, it looks like we gave Digital 
Equipment Corp credit . for having 
fathered CP/ M! Should have been 
Digital Research (80-U .S. Jan-Feb 80, 
page 76). 

In the REBOOTS & KKEY
BOUNCES department we have a 
correction to make to the Notes on 
Basic in the Jan -Feb 80 issue . Page 
63 , left column, program line 540 
near the end of the line there is a 
funny looking statement which says IF 
LEN(IN$)XOTHEN. That "X " should be 
a "does not equal" sign . Further down 
that same column it says that " this 
can be done on Level II , Disk Basic or 
Model II Basic" . Wrong! Model II Basic 
does not have PEEK or POKE (perhaps 
it was wishful thinking on the part of 
Terry) . 

Yes , 80-U .S. will be at the West 
Coast Computer Faire! We will be in 
Booth 1122C, near the center of 
Brooks Hall on March 14, 15 and 16 . 
Stop by and see us. 

Ex T-PAL READERS! 
Welcome aboard! 


We hope your stay with us 

will be enlightening and 


rewarding. 

(See Editoria l, page 2) 

RENEW EARLY! 

If the 3 letter code on your 

mailing label ends in 30 you 

have already expired. If it 

ends in 50 this is your last 

issue! If it ends in 70 then 

the next (May-Jun 80) will 


be your last issue! 


Until now, 80-U.S. has been 
primarily a software oriented Journal. 
Until now, that is. Our cover this issue 
features a six times resolution 
modification . The complexity of it 
makes it a case of overki ll , but we think 
it is a nice way to tell the world that we 
will, from now on, cover hardware 
construction on a regular basis . No. 
they won't all be as " heavy" as the 
first. Larry Panattoni has joined the 
staff as our hardware person . His 
column (starting soon) will be entitled 
" Panattoni's Panacea" , and for 
openers. will cover some clever things 
to do to your 779 Centronics printer . 

Jim Crocker is now our Technical 
Editor . and as you may have noticed, is 
writing the " View" column, which is 
being geared towards the relative 
novice in computing with T-Bug and 
beginning Assembly Language. Yes. 
now that we have more pages to play 
with. we can cater to diverse interest 
groups within each issue. 

It seems that Radio Shack made a 
fuss about the use of their product 
name at some recent fairs . The 
Computer Information Exchange, in 
their Nov-Dec 79 Bulletin is 
advocating the usage of S-80 instead 
of TRS-80 . The situation seems to be 
a repl ay of the fuss MITS stirred up 
with vendors c laiming to have 
products compatible with the "Altair 
Bus " . Industry responded by 
renaming the Altair bus "S-100". I 
can't see anything wrong with owning 
a generic trade name - like Kleenex. 
Kodak or Kotex . it sort of puts you "up 
front" . 

Projects, especially at the big 
business level, have a funny way of 
unfolding . The following recently 
came to my attention and it seemed 
worth passing along : 

The 9 phases of a Project 
1. Unbridled Enthusiasm 
2 . Guarded Optimism 
3 . Cool Objectivity 
4 . Quiet Confusion 
5. Partia l dis-engagement 
6 . Utter dise nchantment 
7 . Search for the Guilty 
8 . Punishment of the Innocent 
9 . Awards to the non-participants 

The other day I reached for my Level 
II Manual (for a change) and found 
things in it I didn 't believe existed. 
Which brought to mind an idea - when 
it was new. we all probably latched on 
to those commands and items that 
worked for us - and ignored some of 
the other goodies . Now. it is all old 
stuff and w e don 't bother to go back 
and look again . Try it, bet you find 
something new in there . 

Sign in a programmers cubicle : 

Think first - code later 


Nice days are made not had. 
Tell them you saw it in the JOURNAL 

Mike 
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duenture 

- --
A New Type of Game 

Welcome to an astonishing new experience! ADVENTURE is 
one of the most challenging and innovative games available for 
your personal computer. This is not the average computer game in 
which you shoot at , chase, or get chased by something, master the 
game within an hour, and then lose interest. In fact, it may take you 
more than an hour to score at all, and will probably take days or 
weeks of playing to get a good score. (There is a provision for 
saving a game in progress). 

This game was inspired by the huge Adventure game which has 
appeared on large mainframe computers the last several years . But 
there are important differences. Not only will ADVENTURE fit into 
a relatively small computer, but the ' interpreter' is designed so that 
different Adventures can be created by changing the data base. So 
look for more Adventures in the future ... 

In playing the game you wander thru various 'rooms' (loca
tions), manipulating the objects there to try to find 'treasures'. You 
may have to defeat an exotic wild animal to get one treasure, or 
figure out how to get another treasure out of a quicksand bog. You 
communicate thru two-word commands such as 'go west', 'climb 
tree', 'throw axe', ' look around'. 

Six Different Adventures 
ADVENTURELAND (by Scott Adams) - You wander through an en

chanted world trying to recover the 13 lost treasures . You'll en

counter WILD ANIMALS, MAGICAL BEINGS, and many other 

perils and puzzles. Can you rescue the BLUE OX from the quick

sand? Or find your way out of the maze of pits? Happy Adven

turing ..... 

CS-3007TRS-8016K Level II (Machine language) $14.95 

CS-3506 TRS-80 32K Disk (Includes Pirate Adventure) $24.95 
CS-1009 PET 24K (Includes Pirate Adventure. In Basic) $14.95 
CS-5003 SORCERER 16K (Machine language) $14 .95 
CS-9003 8" CPI M 48K Disk (Includes Pirate Adventure 

In Microsoft Basic $24 .95 

PIRATEADVENTURE(by Scott Adams)· " Yo Ho Ho and a bottle ..:i 
rum .. . " You'll meet up with the pirate and his daffy bird along with 
many strange sights as you attempt to go from your London flat to 
Treasure Island. Can you recover LONG JOHN SILVER's lost trea
sures? Happy sailing matey ..... 

'- - - ---- -·
ORIGINAL ADVENTURE (by Crowther, Woods, Manning and 
Roichel) - Somewhere nearby is a collosal cave where others have 
found fortunes in treasures and gold, but some who have entered 
have never been seen again. You start at a small brick building 
which is the wellhouse for a large spring. You must try to find your 
way into the underground caverns where you'll meet a giant clam, 
nasty little dwarves, and much more. This Adventure Is Bl-Lingual 
-you may play in either English or French-a language learning 
tool beyond comparison. Runs in 32K CP/M system (48K required 
for SAVE GAME feature) . Even includes SAM76 language in which 
to run the game. The troll says "Good Luck." 
CS·90048"CP/M 32K Disk $24.95 

MISSION IMPOSSIBLE ADVENTURE (by Scott Adams) - Good 
Morning, Your mission is to ... and so it starts . Will you be able to 
complete your mission in time? Or is the world's first automated 
nuclear reactor doomed? This one's well named, its hard, there is 
no magic but plenty of suspense. Good luck..... 
CS-3009TRS-8016K Level II (Machine language) $14.95 
CS-3507 TRS-80 32K Disk (Includes Voodoo Castle) $24.95 
CS-5005 SORCERER 161' (Machine language) $14.95 

VOODOO CASTLE (by Scott Adams) - Count Cristo has had a 
fiendish curse put on him by his enemies . There he lies, with you 
his only hope. Will ycu be able to rescue him or is he forever 
doomed? Beware the Voodoo Man ..... 
CS·3010TRS-8016K Level II (Machine language) $14.95 
CS-3507 TRS-80 32K Disk (Includes Mission Impossible) $24 .95 
CS-5006SORCERER1 BK (Machine language) $14.95 

THE COUNT (by Scott Adams) - You wake up in a large brass bed in 
a castle somewhere in Transylvania. Who are you, what are you 
doing here, and WHY did the postman deliver a bottle of blood? 
You'll love this Adventure, in fact, you might say it's LOVE AT 
FIRST BITE .. .. . 
CS-3011 TRS-81) 16K Level II (Mach lne language) $14 .95 

To order, send payment plus $1 .00 shipping or bankcard number to Cre1tlve 
Computing Soltw1re, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Or call toll 
free800/831-8112 (In NJ 2011540-0445). 

CS-3008TRS-8016K Level II (Machine language) $14.95 
CS-3506 TRS-80 32K Disk (Includes Adventureland) $24.95 CP6BtlvesensationalCS-1009 PET 24K (Includes Adventureland. In Basic) $14.95 computlnfjCS-5004 SORCERER 16K (Machine language) $14.95 
CS-9003 8" CPI M 48K Disk (Includes Adventureland . softwaPOsoftwaPe

In Microsoft Basic. $24.95 



New PR01>UCTS 

1700 BAUD LOADER RACET GSF FOR MOD II KEYPLUS INTEGRATED UTILITY 

ABS Suppliers, PO Box 8297 Ann 
Arbor, Ml 48107 have introduced their 
1700 baud loader. It allows you to 
Load & Save as well as Verify BASIC or 
SYSTEM tapes 3 times faster . It 
eliminates 2/3 of your wasted tape 
1/ 0 time. They have included a New 
Visual Loading Reference (allows you 
to see the best tape volume setting), 
checksum error routines, load & go 
option, automatic preloader and 
provision to give your BASIC program 
a six character name. Price is $25.00, 
postage paid . 

HI-RES GRAPHICS 

(See photo) The SubLOGIC 50/ T80 
system is a high performance 
professional graphics display system 
designed to be used directly with the 
TRS-80. It provides the high resolution 
graphics capabilities which the -80 
lacks - the kind of graphics needed for 
scientific, engineering, and 
educational applications . Dense 
drawings, graphs. and even 
alphanumerics can be put on the 
50/ T80's 256 X 240 dot screen. The 
50 / T80 has the support of 
SubLOGIC's 2D and 3D graphics 
packages , which are . powerful, 
proven, and easy to use . They operate 
easily from BASIC as well as assembly 
language. 
For more information contact 
SubLOGIC, Box V, Savoy, IL 61874 or 
call (217)359-8482 

A Generalized Subroutine Facility 
(GSF) is available now for the TRS 
Model II. Machine Language functons 
avai lable through USR calls include 
USR PEEK and POKE capability, both 
byte and word. It will compress and 
un-compress data, move blocks of 
data and propagate across arrays, 
among other things . It sorts 1000 
elements in six seconds! 5000 
elements in 26 seconds! GSF for the 
Model II is available from RACET 
Computes, 702 Palmdale. Orange, CA 
92665 (714) 637-5016 for $50.00 on 
your DOS diskette . 

Keyplus is a powerful collection of 
utilities that can be enabled directly 
from keyboard . Choose from seven 
different keyboard entry modes: Basic 
shorthand (2 modes), direct graphic 
character input (3 modes). typewriter 
style input, and standard TRS-80 
keyboard entry. Keyplus routines may 
be enabled or disabled in just two key 
strokes . Keyplus is marketed by SJW 
Inc, PO Box 438, Huntingdon Valley, 
PA 19006. The Level II version is 
available for $14.95, an even more 
powerful disk version (32 or 48K) sells 
for $19 .95 . PA residents add 6% tax. 

The SubLOGIC 50/TSO System 
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Please excuse the lack of 
Reader Inquiry Cards in this 
issue. That space was taken by 
the Reader Survey. Reader Service 
Cards will return next issue. 

DISK 1/0 for Editor/Assembler 

DISK* MOD is the latest TRS-80 
software from MISOSYS. It is a 
machine language program that will 
patch the Radio Shack Ed / Assembler 
to provide disk 1/ 0 for the text buffer 
as well as support object files written 
directly to disk. Full tape operation is 
retained . The disk-modified Editor/ 
Assemoler functions under TRSDOS 
2.2, NEWDOS or VTOS 3.0. A number 
of additional features also provided 
including Block Move and Global 
change commands. 32K and 1 drive 
are required . DISK * MOD is priced at 
$20.00 - MISOSYS, 5904 Edgehill 
Drive, Alexandria, VA 22303 

SWITCHABLE ISOLATOR 

Electronic Specialists announces 
the SWITCHABLE ISOLATOR as the 
newest addition to their popular 
ISOLATOR filter line. Featuring input 
spike/ surge supp;ession together 
with three individually switched and 
filtered sockets, it answers requests 
from many microprocesso r 
customers. Total ISOLATOR load 
capability is 1875 watts Max, with 
each switched, filtered socket capable 
of handling a 1 KW load. Each switch 
has an associated pilot light. Model 
IS0-6 Switchable Isolator (see photo) 
$119 .95 - from Electronic Specialists 
Inc, 171 S Main St. Natick, MA 01760 
(617) 655-1 532 

COMMON PILOT 

Lords Corp, PO Box 99, Port 
Angeles, WA 98362 (206) 457-3064 
has introduced COMMON PILOT 
which is written in machine code and 
requires 1 drive and 32K. It allows a 
full range of floating point, scientific 
and array operations, string 
manipulation and answer processing 
features . It is an ideal CAI lanauaae 
wh1cn a11ows an instructor to write a 
program after only a few hours. 
Common Pilot with an 85 page 
manual and a Disk oriented Text Editor 
sells for $99 .95 . The manual alone 
may be purchased for $1 2 .00 
postpaid. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

Now available from Radio Shack is a 
system of computer programs 
designed for the analysis of data in 
business , education, medicine , 
government administration and other 
fields . It may be used with Level II 
Basic or Disk Basic on a 16K TRS -80. 
The Advanced Statistical Analysis 
system consists of 1 3 computer 
programs stored on cassette tapes, 
and a comprehensive manual wh ich 
takes the user through each program 
step-by-step. Included in the system 
are ten µrograms for describing data 
sets and conducting statistical data 
analysis; two utility programs for 
preparing, updating, and listing data 
files stored on tape or disk; and a 
program to aid in selecting data 
samples . Advanced Stat i stical 
Analysis is available from Radio Shack 
Computer Centers and participating 
Radio Shack stores and dealers, 
nationwide, priced at $39 .95 

elements within each file, and 
manipulate each file to your 
needs .The package includes a 
complete source listing, docu
mentation, potential recovery 
techniques and suggested personal 
applications with sample documenta 
tion . ISAR is available on cassette for 
$13.95 or diskette for $16.95. For 
further information contact The 
Alternate Source, 1806 Ada St. 
Lansing, Ml 48910 or phone (517) 
487-3358 

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDES 

Murnane & Associates, 1056 Metro 
Circle, Palo Alto, CA 94303 have made 
available 3 Quick Reference Guides 
for programmers of the TRS-80. Level 
I Basic Guide ($0.95 each), Level II 
Basic Guide ($1.95 each) and a Micro
compute r BASIC Quick Reference 
Guide ($0.95 each) . Add 50 cents for 
handling and postage. CA residents 
add 6% tax. 

The Switchable Isolator 

INFO STORAGE & RETRIEVAL 

Information Storage & Retrieval 
(ISAR) is a data base management 
system designed and priced to 
accomodate personal applications for 
persons desiring to use TRSDOS 
random file structures. The primary 
ISAR system consists of six modules 
which allow creation of anv number of 
new files, accurately define all 

"THE EIGHTY" 

Softside Publications, publishers of 
SOFTSIDE and PROG 80 Magazines 
announces the publication of "The 
Eighty". "The Eighty" will be a 
consumer oriented publication filled 
with the latest in new products, a 
classified marketplace, a consumer 
forum and much more. It will have a 
controlled circulation of 15,000 
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persons who have subscribed to 
magazines specifically for the TRS-80, 
or who have purchased or requested 
information on products for the TRS 
80. It will be issued monthly. For 
editorial and Advertising information 
call (603) 673-0585 / 0586 . Softside 
Publications, PO Box 68, Milford, NH 

CP/ M SYSTEM FOR MOD II 

A fully compatible operating system 
for the new Radio Shack Model 11 
computer has been announced by 
MPU in San Carlos, CA The new 
operating system will work with 
CBASIC and all other CP/ M programs, 
requiring absolutely NO changes to 
the operating codes. Source and 
object files will both work on the 
system, and programs from MPU and 
other CP/ M code suppliers will be 
fully compatible . The entire system 
sells for $249.95 . For more 
information write MPU at PO Box 808, 
San Carlos, CA 94070 or call toll free 
anytime (800) 824-7888 and ask for 
Operator 883 to take your name and 
address and information will be sent 
to you (In CA call 800 852-7777) 

KEYWORD INDEXING PACKAGE 

A TRS -80 based keyword indexing 
system for searching and accessing 
data or text records stored on disk has 
been developed . by NORTHEAST 
MICROWARE. The package consists 
of a series of programs that enable the 
user to create a disk data file , build an 
index of all occurances of "keywords" 
in the file , and inquire into that file 
using any combination of keywords. It 
can be used for a large variety of 
applications where searching of data 
or descriptive information is required. 
The package requires 2 disks and 32K 
of memory. It is available for $39.95 
from NORTHEAST MICROWARE, PO 
Box 6153, Syracuse, NY 13217 

BASEX COMPILER 

BASEX COMPILER is a powerful, 
easy-to-learn language that runs up to 
20 times faster than BASIC and makes 
very compact code (only 2K runtime 
overhead). It is an 8K interactive 
compiler and features arrays, strings, 
16 bit math , block move and search, 
subroutines with multiple arguments, 
fast graphics and tape 1/ 0 . Cost is 

$25 . plus $8 for the 97 page manual, 
from: Interactive Microware Inc, PO 
Box 771. State College, PA 16801 
(814) 238-8294 

RENT A COMPUTER 

Connecticut Information Systems 
will now rent TRS-80 (Models I and II), 
Apple , Pet and Atari computers . In 
addition, the company will also rent 
add-on accessories and software for 
these computers . Their policy is to let 
the user rent for any length of time, 
and return the item or buy it at his 
option . They charge 15% of 
manufacturer's list pric'e for the first 
month 's rent, and 10% for each 
subsequent month. Associate 
Director Phil Brotman says that the 
rental policy is being implemented to 
give prospective buyers a chance to 
see if computer products are really 
right for them, without wasting the full 
purchase price and getting " stuck". 
Contact Connecticut Information 
Systems, 218 Huntington Road, 
Bridgeport, CT 06608 (203) 579-0472 

presents 

COMMON PILOT for TRS-80 

etc while rejecting the following? NO no Never Surely not of course not. 
COMMON PILOT is an 
CAI. You can have a successful , 

computational power, or complex instructional stategies many teachers devise. 

quires minimum 1 disk drive and DOS 2.1 
85 page Manual 
COMMON PILOT LANGUAGE with MANUAL $99.95 

NOV A TION MODEMS 
CENTRONICS & SUPER BRAIN from $800 
Verbatim DISKETTES $39.00 a box 

ATCHLESS DRIVES $395.oo (inludes cable) 
YSTE~IS 

VISA/MC Welcome V/SA1' 
:HJ.1!111.!JlllJIL: • 

Can the language you are using now recognize all the affirmative answers? YES yes Yes Yep Of Course Sure, 

intensly practicle language that is suitable for implementation of state-of-the-art 
inovative language for teaching that was developed by teachers. . 

COMMON PILOT is intelligible to teachers who have little computer expertise. It enables implementation of 

COMMON PILOT is an interpretative language that is able to handle natural language responses easily. Re

Ask about our new 15" 136 character, 

bi-directional printer at less than $1000! 

LORDS CORP 
Specialty Software 
P.O. Box 99 
Port Angeles, WA 98362 
Telephone «206) 457-3064 
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MODEL I 

GRAPHICS 


Larry S .Panattoni, Yal<ima, WA 

(Improved 6 Times!) 

The graphics of the TRS-80 Model I 
leave something to be desired, even 
though programmers like Leo 
Christopherson and others seem to do 
wonders with a resolution of only 
6144dotsl 

Just think what they could do with a 
resolution of 36864 dots. 

This article will show that such 
resolution can be obtained. At the 
same time you can retain access to all 
of the 36864 dot locations with the 
original commands SET, RESET, 
POKE, PEEK, PRINT@ or CHR$( ). This 
will allow you to use the string packing 
technique with the higher resolution. 
Furthermore, this modification will 
not affect the size or shape of any 
character, such as letters, numbers or 
punctuation . Only the graphics 
characters are affected by becommin£ 
smaller and greater in number. 

It would be helpful if you have a cop' 

of the "TRS -80 Microcomputer


The Author's Prototype Board Technical Reference Handbook" 

which is sold by Radio-Shack. Also,< 


" 

I 
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background in digital electronics is 
almost a must. for without it, I would 
recommend you not break the seal on 
the bottom of your keyboard . 

This modification consists of more 
than 50 added integrated circuits in an 
out-board box, as well as an additional 
power supply to power them . It 
requires cutting traces and adding 
wires inside the keyboard . The added 
chips, for the most part, consist of 
additional video memory. There are no 
changes to existing ROM, and the 
access to these additional video 
memory cells is through the BASIC 
"OUT" statement. 

The complete modification, with 
drawings, schematics and text 
consists of between 30 and 50 pages. 
Only an overview will be presented 
here. This project is not intended for 
the novice in electronics; you should 
know what you are getting into before 
attempting it. This article should show 
what can be done, as well as help you 
decide if the project is within your 
capability. 

HOW IT IS NOW 
The screen, as you know. is divided 

into 1024 locations. 64 horizontally on 
each of 16 lines vertically (See Fig 1 ). 
Each of these 1024 locations are 
capable of displaying one character 
(letters. numbers or punctuation). or a 
graphic character (a combination of 
six squares). The graphics character is 
shown in Figure 2. 

If you light up only one of the six 
squares of the graphics character on 
your screen, you will note that it 
consists of four horizontal scanning 
lines (we'll call these "rows"). It also 
consists of three dots per row. You 
cannot see the separation between 
these three dots, but they are there. 
Therefore, since there are two of these 
sauares side by side in each graphics 
character, there are a total or six dots 
(columns) and a total of twelve rows 
per graphics character. 

Figure 3 shows how a letter (the 
letter 'S') occupies the same location 
that a graphic character could occupy. 
All letters, numbers and punctuation 
are of a 5 X 7 dot matrix arrangement. 
Notice the sixth dot of each row is 
alwavs blank. Thrit r.olumn is 11sP.d for 
the separation between characters on 
the same line. The separation of each 
of the sixteen lines is achieved by 
blanking the top line, and the last four 
scanning lines of the graphic 
character location. 

In the Technical Handbook, page 
108, schematic sheet 2. you will 
notice Z29 (character generator) and 
ZS (graphic generator). each being fed 

from the video memory through latch 
Z28. Each of these generators feed a 
parallel in - serial out shift register 
(Zl 0 and Z11 ). of which the serial out 
becomes the modulation for the video 
screen . It is important to note that only 
one of the shift registers is turned on 
at a time. Now, if we modify only the 
input to shift register Z11 for the 
graphic character. we will not affect 
any letter, number or punctuation 
displayed on the screen . 

WHAT WE ARE TRYING TO DO 
If we were to obtain individual 

control of each of those six dots 
(columns) across the graphics 
character. (which is easily done) we 
would havd three times the resolution 
as normal. However, that would give 
us a high, rectangular shape, so we 
must cut the height down some. This 
can be done by allowing the graphic 
character to remain on the screen for 
only one half the scanning rate; 
instead of four scanning lines per 
graphic square - only two. It is a little 
more troublesome to achieve this. but 
is can be done. 

Figure 4 shows what we would have 
- one column of two rows. We can now 
light up and control any one of 36 dots 
in each of the 1024 graphic character 
locations on the screen, giving a total 
resolution of 36864. 

As Figure 4 shows, when in the 
higher resolution, the normal six 
square graphic character will occupy 
the upper left six squares of this new 

· 	36 square character . This allows the 
retention of all normal graphic 
commands. 

Figure 5 shows a simplified drawing 
of the modification necessary to the 
input of the graphic register Z11 . 
There are six memory block sect ions at 
the top of Figure 5. Each memory block 
consists of six memory units (21 LS02 
1 K static memory chips). The six units 

in memory block 1 are the normal 
screen memory units in your 
keyboard . As shown in the schematic 
(sheet 2, page 108 of the Technical 
Handbook) they are Z62,Z61 ,Z45,Z46, 
Z47 and Z48. 

USING HIGH RESOLUTION 
The command OUT 254,x (xis from 

0 through 6 and sets the graphics 
mode) is used to select which part of 
the former graphics character we will 
be lighting up. You will be allowed to 
draw on the screen six different times, 
because there are now six times more 
dots than normal. In high resolution 
mode " one" (OUT 254, 1 ). all graphic 
commands will print at normal screen 
location, but only affect the upper left 
portion of the new 36 square graphic 
character (see Fig 4). 

When you select mode " two" (OUT 
254.2), you will have all the screen 
locations to draw on again . Only this 
time your graphic commands will 
affect only the upper middle portion of 
the new graphics character . You can 
continue to modes 3, 4 , 5 and 6 . Each 
time you will regain all screen 
locations to draw upon; but each of the 
graph ics commands will be affecting 
only that portion determined by the 
mode you have selected. 

The screen display will not forget 
what you have drawn in a previous 
mode. It will continuously display 
them on the screen, even though you 
are now in a different mode. And. they 
will remain there until you go back to 
that mode and change them. The 
graphics at a particular locat ion can be 
removed and replaced by a letter or 
number, regardless of the mode you 
are using . Letters, numbers and 
punctuation are always stored in 
memory section 1 (the normal screen 
memory). They take precedence over 
all graphics . 

When in mode " zero" (OUT 254,0), 
the normal six square graphic 
characters are utilized, but the graphic 
for them are the same as the graphics 
stored in mode "one" . The memory 
used for mode " one" is the same 
memory as that used for the normal 
graphics in mode " zero". 

Be aware you may have to program 
the graphics on the screen six 
different times. depending upon the 
nature of your drawings - but then, 
you have six times as many graphics 
dots with which to program! 

Note: Complete documentation. 
including drawings, schematics and 
text is available from the author for 
$15.00. Address requests to: Larry 
S Panattoni,216 South 18th Ave .. 
Yakima, Washington 98902 (price 
includes postage) 	 • 
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Normal & Upper left 

' Cut traces here "" ,,,.,. 

Parallel in -
Serial out 

Upper middle 

Z11 

Upper right 

MULTIPLEX SWITCH 
(A set of 7 chips) 

Parallel in -
Serial out 

Existing Z11 
rewired 

Lower left 

Video Out 

Lower middle 

lower right 

The existing chip Z11 is cut 
out of the circuit and rewired 
as shown. 

Memory 1 consists of the 
original 2102 memory chips 
Z62.Z61 .Z45.Z46,Z47 and 
Z48. Memory 2 through 6 are 
added 2102' s. 

~---~ Video Out 

SIMPLIFIED BLOCK 

DIAGRAM of HI- RES 


MODIFICATION 


Figure 5 
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PARTS LIST 

QUANlTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

30 2 10 2 LHPC 10 24 X 1 bi t s t a t ic RAM 
4 7 4LS 15 7 switch 
2 74LS9 3 count e r s 
2 74LS08 quad 2 i np ut NANO gates 
5 74LS 32 quad 2 i nput OR gates 
1 74 156 mul t ipl exer 
6 7 4 LS 36 7 hex buffers 
2 74LS368 hex buffers/ i nver ter s 
2 74 0 4 h ex inverters 
5 74LS 17 4 dat a latc hes 
5 
1 

74LS153 
74LS 132 

gra phics generators 
quad 2 i nput s chmi tt NANO gates 

1 74LS04 hex i nvert e r s 
1 7 4LS 30 8 input NANO gate 
1 74LS 175 dat a l atch 

16 
62 

14-p in wire-wrap IC sockets 
16- pin wi re- wrap IC s ocket s 

1 203 7 40-p in EDGE-CARD CONNECTOR w/cable 
5 16- pin DIP connector c a ble 
1 
1 
1 

10K OHM, 1/ 4 WATT 
68 OHM , 1/ 4 WATT 
.33 OHM, 2 WATT 

res isto r 
r es i s t or 
resis t or 

1 
1 
1 

560 OHM , 1/ 4 WATT 
1.2K OHM , 1/4 WATT 
3. 3K OHM , 1/4 WATT 

r esist or 
resis tor 
resist or 

1 
1 

1K OHM, 1/ 4 WATT 
4 . 7K OHM , 1/ 4 WATT 

pot entiometer 
res istor 

1 220 micro-fa r ad, 16VDC capacitor 
1 1OK micro- farad , 16VDC capaci tor 
1 . 00 1 mi cro-farad , 16VDC capacito r 
1 10 micr u-fa rad, 16VDC capacitor 
1 47 micro-fa rad , 16VDC capacito r 

29 • 1 mic r o-farad , 16VOC capac i t o r 
1 MJE 2955 t rans is t o r 
1 2N.3904 (2N2222 ) t r ans i stor 
1 6 . 2 voe ZENER diode 
1 f u ll- wave b ridge rectif i er 
1 6. 3 volt .3 amp transformer 
1 723C vol t a ge r egul ato r 

micel l aneous board , wi r e-wrap wire, heat-s ink, etc. 

NOTE : a ll i ntegrated c ircui ts, sockets , a nd 40 - pin socke t 
{wi t h cable) are available from: 
HOBBY WORLD 
195 11 BUSINESS CENTER DRIVE 
NORTHRIDGE , CA 9 1 3 24 
Yo u may call toll- free: 
1- 800-4 23 - 53 8 7 
In CA c a ll 1- 800- 382- 365 1 
Their l o c al number is (21.3) 866- 92 0 0 

INCOME TAX 


For The TRS-80* 

TAX PROGRAM BOOK 
Many Tax Programs - Helpful 
Programming Hints for New
comers - and How to Handle 
Your Own TRS-80, Taxwise. 

The book that lets you program your own Income Taxes . In· 
eludes Form 1040A, Form 1040, Schedules A, B, C, D, E, F, G, 
A and SE, Form 2210, Investment Credit , Minimum Tax, 
Maximum Tax, Depreciation , 10·Year Averaging and others. 

How to take advantage of tax credits and a chapter that will help 
all newcomers. Written for easy learning. $1495 PPD. 

See Your Dealer, or write to -
Gooth Software 
931 S. Bemiston 
St. Louis, Mo. 63105 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 

. . '~~· . .. •rRS·SO is 
'\ -· 

--..' r~d~~p
Ft Worth , TI< 76102 

From tHe 
Originator 

of the 
TRS·SO® 

Project 

FORTRAN 
Now Sale Priced! 
Comparable to compilers on large 
mainframes and minicomputers. All 
of ANSI Standard FORTRAN X3.9
1966 is included except COMPLEX 
data type . Therefore , user$ may 
take advantage of the many appli
cations programs already written in 
FORTRAN. Package includes: 

FORTRAN Compiler 
Macro Assembler (Z80) 
Linker 
Library 
Lib Manager (Not in TRS-DOS 

version) Price~ 
For this month only 

Sale Priced at $250.00 
Manual $25.00 

(Specify TRS-DOS or CP/Mversions) 

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research Corp. 
TRS-80 is 3 registered trademark of Radio Shack. 

PASCAL 
UCSD Pascal, the powerful general 
purpose language system , de
veloped for large and complex 
programs is now available for your 
TRS-80. 
The FMG/UCSD PASCAL system 
opens a new generation of value 
for your TRS-80 . Package in 
cludes: 

Operating System 
Screen Editor 
Z80 Macro Assembler 
Debugger 
Pascal Compiler 
Utilities and System 
Reference Book $150.00 
Requires 48K System 

with 2 Drives 
Available without 

Macro Assembler 
Linker and Debugger $100.00 

CP/M OPERATING 
SYSTEM 
Editor, Assemble r, Debugger and 

Util ities fo r 8080 and Z80 Sys 

tems . Up to four flopp y disks. 

Package includes: 

CP/M System Diskette 5114'' 

CPiM Features and 


Facilities Manual 
CP 'M Editor's Manual 
CPiM Assembler Manual 
CP M Debugger Manual 
CP'M Interface Guide $150.00 
(Set of 5 manuals .. . ... .. $25.00) 

-r Call or Wnt e . • 
:::: .-:.~- for Complete lnformat1on 

4 ?~ 

A 0 1V1s1on of Applied Data Corporation 

P 0 . Boll 16020. Fort Worlh . Texas 76133. {817) 294·251P 



on BASIC 


It has been said that it is difficult to set MEMORY SIZE 
from inside a BASIC program. To a certain extent that is 
true, but in a very special case you can 

The Case where you can is at the very beginning of a 
program, within th e first few executable lines. Here, 
before the program has generated any str ing s, you can 
change MEMORY SIZE . 

To see why this works, we have to look at how th e high 
end of memory works . Location 16561 contains the 
address of the highest rriemory&avaiiable to the BASIC 
program. The interpreter will start putting newly created 
strings (except those wholly defined within a program 
line). into the space cleared by a CLEAR instruction 
starting at this location. 

If you are carefu I not to create any str1 ngs u nt 1 I you have 
changed the MEMORY SIZE , then there are no references 
to this area and nothing will be messed up when you work 
up there . An example of a possible use .for this area is to 
decide whether or not to put a machine language program 
in memory, compute where 1t shou ld be located, memory 
protect for it, and then POKE it in · · 

In order to see how it works, let's step th rough the 
process. First , exec ute a CLEAR 1000 to c lear the high 
memory and remove all pointers Then locate the top of 

·available memory as a double precision number 

SM# = PEEK(16561 +PEEK(16562) *256 
Now, subtract off th e number of bytes that the machine 
language routine will take (let's say 100 bytes): 

SM# = SM# - 100 
This will be the memory protect loca ti on. W e now have to 
put it back. Since this is a number larger than 256, we 
have to take it apart into two bytes so we can POKE it back 
into memory. To take it apart, we execute the following 
statements: 

X2 = INT(SM#/ 256): X1 = SM# - X2 *256 
The new values X 1 and X2 are the two byte 
representation of what w e want for a MEMORY SIZE To 
set MEMORY SIZE, we do: 

POKE(16561 ),X1 : POKE(16562),X2 

After this is done, we can POKE our machine language 
routine in without fear . Executing another CLEAR will se t 
aside memory for strings starting at our new MEMORY 
SIZE . Be careful, if you don't CLEAR before se tting the 

Multipl e command lines can be very useful , and they 
can be used in command mode as well as 1n programs. 
Th e com mand li ne 

CSAVE :CSAVE:CSAVE 
will save a program to tape three times in a row. Not all 
commands will work this way, s ince they return con trol 
directly to BASIC. The line 

ClOAD? :CLOAD?:CLOAD? 
will on ly veri f y the first program on a tape and not the first 
three . 

Need to have the month of the year available eas ily? The 
simplest way 1s to store a st ring with the names of all the 
months, and then use a MIDS fun cti on to get the cor rect 
one. If you are int erested in having only the first three 
letters of the month name, then you ca n use the s tring . 

MONTHS ' 'JANFEBMARAPRMAYJUNJUL 
AUGSEPOCTNOVDEC' ' 

If you know the number of the mor:ith (for insta nce fro111 · 
inputting the date as 6 1 23 / 79 and breaking down the 
string for the .month number M 1 6) then th e cor rect 
month name can be taken from the s tring with the 
following call · 

MIDS(MONTHS,(M -1 ) *3 + 1,3) 

This says that the first charac ter o f th e month na111e 1s 1n 
pbs 1t1on (M - 1)' 3+ 1 1n th e string MONTH S, and the .nanw 
1s 3 spaces long For M 6 (June). the fir s t charac ter 
should be 1n pos1t1on 16 In fa ct, we have 

MIDS(MONTHS, 16,3) . " JUN" . 

which 1s what we Wilntl 
This isn't limited to 1ust months . You can CJ lso use thi s 

technique to for 111 Hexadec imal numbers as s trings· by 
forrrnng il s tring 

HEX$ "0123456789ABCDEF" 
and pulling th e correc t character ou t of the stri ng for each 
pos1t1on of the HEX number as you compu te 11. 

Clearing memory 1s alvvCJys a problem <ind sometimes 
you 1u st can't tell how much memory w ill l>e·available 1n a 
part icu lar sys tem It 1s lega l however. lo use a statement 
like thi s 

¥i,. CLEAR 2 ' MEM / 3 
MEMORY SIZE, it dosen't work and if you don't CLEAR To clea r two -th1rds o f the avililallle 111e111ory for s trings . In 
after MEMORY SIZE you may have a string that conta ins this way, you do not have to specify a number for the 
your machine language program. CLEAR that rnay or may not 111 into the target system . 
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Did you know that the statement: 

PRINT STRING$(60,"*") 

will have the same effect as . 

PRINT STRINGS(G0.42)? 

Do you need to know what line a program is in during 
execution? Location 40A2H and 40A3H (16546 & 16547) 
hold the current line number. Try the following during a 
program . 

PRINT PEEK(16546)+256*PEEK(16547) 

It should print out the line number. This information can 
also be used from within a USR routine to tell where (in a 
program) control has been transferred from . 

A frequent source of confusion for the new computer 
owner is the distinction between Bits, Bytes, and Words. 
There is a simple explaination, the definitions are 
different depending upon who you read and what system 
you are talking about. 

Everyone agrees that a ..Bit .. is simply the smallest unit 
111 a computer . It 1s a single 1 or 0 , an ON or OFF in a 
memory location. A .. Byte" on the other hand, is a group 
of eight Bits together as a unit. 

W e can refer to an ..eight bit byte.. which is a number 
that ranges from 0 through 255 (decimal). or 0 through FF 
(Hex), or 111 terms of actual bits , 00000000 through 
11111111 (binary). What is so special about a Byte? Well, 
1t happens to be a fundamental unit for many ·computers · 
since. 1 Many m1cropr.ocessors handle 8 bits at a time, 
and , or 2 Data coding 1s generally in 8 bit bytes(ASCll for 
example can be coded 111 8 bits). 

Have you heard of the ..NIBBLE..? It is a group of 4 bits 
taken as a unit . Each Hexadecimal digit can be 
represented by a NIBBLE. 

A Word is more loosely defined . Generally a computer 
Word is the largest unit that the processor can handle at 
one time . For example, in the TRS-80, most normal work 
is done with an 8 bit word size (although some 
computations can be done with 16 bits), while the Control 
Data 6400 computer works with 60 bits at a time, a 60 bit 
word size' 

/ 	 Here is another ROM routine to try in your Model I. If 
/ 	 you set the HL registerto point to an ASCII number, then a 

call to 1E5A will return the Hex value in DE (register pair 
BC is used in the process) . Try this short routine using 
DEBUG (or another monitor such as TBUG) and single 
step through: 

CD 5A 1 E 

You can put this anywhere in memory. In assembly 
language, this is just .. CALL 1E5A... In order to see how it 
works, use the register command for your monitor to set 
HL to a memory location, then set the PC register to the 
address of the first byte of our little program, then single 
step and look at DE . You might want to try putting some 
ASCII codes into a few memory locations after the 3 byte 
program. 

ROM location 0049 is the start of a keyboard scan 
routine that scans the keyboard until a key is pressed and 
.then returns the ASCII value of the key in the A register, 

ROM location 0033 displays the byte in the A register 
on the screen at the current cursor location . e\. 

.,. '<~~~ ~ RACET COMPUTES~ lllK llRT MERIE 'DIM'FOR MOD I AND MOD II** TRS-80111 

FAST _ Now you can sort an ~SK di!kette _ FAST 
m less than 3 minutes 

Perfect for your multi-diskette RANDOM file mailing lists, inven
tory, etc. Ideal for specialized report generation, sort, merge or 
combination. All machine language stand-alone package 
Efficient and easy to use. No separate key files required! Physical 
records are rearranged on diskette! Supports multiple sub records 
per sector including optional sector spanning. Sorts on one or 
more fields - ascending or descending. Sort fields within records 
may be character, integer, and floating-point binary. Provides 
optional output field deletion, rearrangement, and padding. 
*Sort timings shown below are nominal times. Times will vary 
based on sort and system configurations. Nominal times based 
on Mod 148K 4-drive configuration, 64 byte records, and 5 sort keys. 

TYPE FILE SIZE SORT TIME TYPE FILE SIZE SORT TIME 

SORT 
SORT 
SORT 

(Bytes) 
16K 
32K 
85K 

(Sec) 
33 
49 
173 

SORT 
SORT 

SORT and 

(Bytes) 
340K 
680K 

85K SORT + 

(Sec) 
1081 
2569 
1757 

SORT 170K 445 MERGE 1275K Merge 
DSM for Mod I (Minimum 32K, 2-drives) $75 On·Disk 
DSM for Mod II (Minimum 64K, 1-drive) $1500n·Disk** 
Mod II Development Package $100* • 

andMachine Language SUPERZAP, plus Editor/Assembler 
Disassembler patches. 

Mod II Generalized Subroutine Facility 'GSF' $50* * 
•*For Mod Ii Programs, Include Mod Ii DOS diskette with order 

For Development Package, also include copy of Apparat 
NEWDOS + 5'1• diskette. 

CHECK, VISA, MIC, C.O.D. 

oo BASIC for Level II and Disk Systems $49.95 

Full MATRIX Functions - 30 BASIC commands!! 

Mathematical and common matrix functions. Change arrays In 

mid-program. Complete array handling. Tape array read and write, 

including strings. Common subroutine calls. 

Over 50 more STRING Functions as BASIC commands!! String 

manipulation, translation, compression, copying, search, screen 

control, pointer manipulation and utility functions. Includes 

multikey multivariable machine language sorts. Load only machine 

language functions that you want! Where you want in memory! 

Relocating linking loader! More than you ever expected!! 

oo BUSINESS(RequlreslnflnlteBASIC)$29.95 

20 Business oriented functions including: 

Printer Automatic Pagination with headers and footers! 

Packed Decimal Arithmetic (+,-,*,I) 127 digits!

Binary array searches and hash code generator! 

COMPROC Command Processor for Disk Systems $19.95 

Auto your disk to perform any sequence of DOS commands, 

machine language loads, BASIC, memory size, run program, 

respond to input statements, etc. Single BASIC command file 

defines execution! Includes auto key-debounce, screen print and 

lower case software driver. 

REMODEL + PROLOAD Specify 18, 32, or 48K Memory SSU6 

REnumber any portion or ail of BASIC program. MOve any portion 

of program from one location to another. DELete program ilnes. 

MERGE all or any portion from tape. Save and verify portion or 

all of combined merged programs to tape. 

GSF (Specify 16, 32, or 48K) $24.95 

18 Machine language routines. Includes RACET sorts. 


TRS-80 IS AREGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION 

~ RACET COMPUTES 1Calif. Residents add 6% WHEN ORDERING PLEASE 
Telephone Orders Accepted (714) 637·5016 ADVISE PUBLICATION SOURCE 702 Pllmd1l1, Or1ng1 CA 92111 

http:BUSINESS(RequlreslnflnlteBASIC)$29.95
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!<NOW YOUR 
COM PUTER 

"The Facts do not necessarily reflect the Tr uth " 
Kung Fu, circa 1970 

A walk through the inards of your machine, and a 
simplified look at what goes on there. 

Mike Schmidt, Editor 

Are you intrigued by what goes on 
inside your computer? Would it help 
you to program it if you did know? How 
about all the fancy jargon you see 
spread all over the pages of this and 
other publications; terms like HEX, 
ASCII, Machine Code, Interpreter, 
Compiler etc? Where do all these 
terms come from and why do we need 
them? 

To answer just one of the questions 
above we can say that you really do not 
need to know the internal workings of 
your computer to program it - but it 
sure helpsl If you are the type of 
person who can operate comfortably 
on "blind obedience", just following 
the rules and never wondering about 
them, this may not be for you . On the 
other hand, if you are not --

Let 's look at figure 1. This is 
a functional block diagram of your 
computer system. Ther.e are five main 
blocks including the power source. 

Megabytes for the 

Now users of the rnost popular micrncorn· 

puters can add truly massive disk storage to their 
systems with Micromation'sMegabox. It features 
dual 8" drives with double density recording to 
provide over one Megabyte of disk storage Or you 
can choose opt ional double-headed drives to 
provide over two megabytes Micromation is a 
leading su pplier of floppy disk systems for micros 

A TRS-ao· compatible Megabox plugs 
directly into the TRS-80 This version of Megabox 
includes provision to add up to 32 Kof RAM to 
your TRS-80' system. so you can have uµ to 4 
Megabytes of disk storage and 48K ol RAM wi thout 
an expansion interface This Mega box brings big 
system performance to your system at one-third 
the cost per byte of mini-floppy systems 

Our SOL '-version of the Megabox insta llswith
out modifica tion. and the sottware is all ready to go 
Micromation's double densi ty recording gives you 
nearly twice the storage of the Helios· at a sub
stantially lower pr ice -and most imporiant ly you 
can run CP/ M' so you have access to the broadest 
range of sottware avai lable in microcomputing 

Combine an Exidy Sorcerer · with aMegabox 
by plugging the controller into the Sorce rs· S· 100 
expansion bus Boot lrom our Sorcerer" system 
diskette and you re up and running without any 
modifica tions to you r hardwJre or soltware 

Our DOUBLER double density flnppy disk 
control ler features true double -lensity recording 
with a capaci ty of 512K bytes on each side of the 
diskette Doubler systems are easy lo install and 
use A hardware UART rs included on thecontroller 
lo provide instant system communicat ions Th1; 
cont roller cando apower-on-1ump to theon-boa rel 
PROM bootstrap And its last and rel iable because 
the board s ha rdware includes a phase· lock 
oscillator and CRC er·mr detecl ion ci rcu ilry 

i'v1:cr1j,llalio11 disk systems are designed to run 
CP/ M.' the" rdustry standard operating system 
You can choose higher level languages such 
as MBASIC CBASIC FORTRAf\I COBOi.. or 
PASCAL. And theres a wide selection ol busi11ess 
application packages to choose from 

Megabox systems open new opportunities 
lor ownersof todays most pnpular 111icrrico111puters 
They feature the highest av:1 ilable capacity 
pertormance and reliablrty And they are com
patible with your system But best nf al l ;-1t 't2295 
a Megabox is priced fl)r vi!lue Ask lor delarls al 
your local computer store or cont?.ct Mic1omat1on. 
1620 Montgomery St San Francisco. CA 9·~ 111 
or phone r415i ~98-0289 

The Megabox with 1,000,000 
existing software to easi ly keep a 
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•1r======================================================7i 

:------G 
! 1 

..---Pow-er~___., ~~ 
Source ~--CP_u___. L:_J 
: I
i______EJ 

Figure 1 

Since the power source is taken for 
granted, it is sometimes left off of such 
diagrams. 

Note that all lines lead to the Central 
Processing Unit which in our case is 
the zeo microprocessor chip. Just 
about everything that goes on in your 
computer either goes through, or is 
controlled by, that Central Processor 
(CPU). 

We need a means of getting 
information into the CPU, so there is 
an Input block. This is generally the 
keyboard, but it can also be the 
cassette recorder or a modem. The 
input block can also represent such 
things as joy-sticks, digitizers, light 
pens and other assorted paraphenalia. 

The output block obviously 
represents our video screen. It can 
also represent a line printer, an X/Y 
plotter, the modem again, or the 
cassette recorder (during CSAVE or 
PRINT# operation). It can also 
represent other things which can be 
controlled by the computRr. 

As you can see from the above, even 
though the functional blocks are 

(Continued on Page 59) 

TRS-sqsol~Sorcere~ 


byte storage capacity can be operated with 
general ledger, accounts receivable, and payable. 

80-U S JOURNAL Mar-Apr 80 
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Dear Mr. Uter. 
No need to settle for second 
best any longer. Now you can 
produce ..hard-copy" print 
outs on a Selectr ic II, and do it 
at a low cost! 

\ Xou rea.lly should get more 
information on SELECTRA , 

IF Y 0 U 0 W N A TRS 80 ~.... . . 

1acrTOA.Jl~1Nt1 PUiS""V"fi'ff''JilST A 

CABLE LENGTH AWAYFROM A


( Typewriter Quality: ) 
clean, clear, high-fidelity''HARD C 0 Py'' 

Word Processing System! 

...just a simple hook-up with the supplied cables 
and your SELECTRA-PRINT is ready to run. 

For Word Processing on a TRS-80, for example, 
just command "LPRINT" and SELECTRA-PRINT 
automatically outputs clear, clean, high-fidelity, 
hard copy. . .. and of course you can use it to 
print-out any other information you might need. 

SPECIAL NOTE: 
SELECTRA-PRINT is a Selectric II typewriter and 
although it has been modified for computer 
print-out, it may still be used as a standard 
office typewriter. 

PRICE: $1,850.00* ·ms-so Version 
OPTIONS: 

Dual Pitch 
Correction Feature 
Noise Reduction Feature 
RS-232 Interface 

$2025_00 

$195,00 
$195,00 

$65,00 
$195 ,00 

* SELECTRA-PRINT is VERSA TILE! 
SELECTRA-PRINT is compatible with most micro
and mini-computers including PET • Apple • 
Heath HB • IMSAI • Cromemco • Alpha Micro
systems • Space Byte e North Star Horizon • 
SWTP • Vector Graphic • Sol• Polymorphic• 
Digital Group • Ohio Scientific • Altair• Sorcerer 
Xitan e Rex e KIM e EXORcisor .... 

"From now on, PRINT-OUT 
takes on a new meaning" 

M30 

micro 
computer 

devices 
inc. 

960 E. Orangethorpe, Bldg. F 
Anaheim, California 92801 

Telephone (714) 992·2270 

med 
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"Innovators to the Microcomputer Industry" 

http:1,850.00


From ACCESS UNLIMITED . . . 

TRS-80 Owners 
Save on Equipment & Software! 
We buy in quantity. You buy at .discount. Brand new 
factory-warranted products .from Apparat, Percom and 
other best-rated. companies. 

Order today, call toll-free: 1-aoo-s27-4196t 

Percom Mini-Disk Systems 

These mini-disk systems from Per
com store more data, are more rel i
able. TFD-100T"' units store 102K 
bytes of formatted data on either 
disk surface. TFD-200TM drive sys
tems provide 197K bytes of for 
mated data on-line. (35-track Tandy 

drives store only 86K bytes.) Access times are fastest possible 
with your Expansion Interface. Heavy duty power supply - in
cluded with each drive - runs cooler, lasts longer. Low noise 
three -wire ac power cord is safer than RS two-wire cord . Multiple 
drive systems are mounted in a si ngle enclosure. Enclosures are 
finished in compatible silver enamel. Prices : 

TFD-100 TM (40-track) 
One-Drive Add-On 
Two-Drive Add-On 
Three-Drive Add-On . . 
TFD-200 TM (77-track) 
One-Drive Add-On ... 
Two-Drive Add-On 
Three-Drive Add-On . . 

. .. . $ 374 .95 
749.95 

1124.95 

. . $63495 
1268.95 
1903.95 

Price includes Percom PATCH PAK TM described elsewhere in this 
ad. 

Disk System Interconnecting Cables 
Improved design places drive 0, which includes the cable termi· 
nation, at the end of the cable  not in the first position like the RS 
design - to eliminate the reflected noise of an unterminated 
cable and thereby improve data and control signal integrity. 
Prices · 

Two-Drive Cable 
Four-Drive Cable . 

. $ 24 .95 
34.95 

Power Line Filter 
Eliminates switching spikes and other noise caused by equip
ment sharing the TRS-80* ac power line. Also reduces TV interier
ence caused by the TRS-80. • 11 5/250 V, 50-400 Hz. Instructions 
for easy installation in standard aluminum mini-box chassis. 
Pri ce . . . . $ 19.95 

Media 
Minidiskettes: 
10 Disks in a convenient plastic organizer box . . 
Single Disk . · 

Cassettes: 

. . $34 .90 

.. $ 3.49 

These data cassettes provide orders-of-magnitude improvement 
in data integrity over ordinary audio cassettes . Features include a 
pi lon-coated pressure pad which eliminates lint and minimizes 
erratic tape motion, and an energy-absorbing foam pad that is 
superior to a leaf-spring-mounted pad which tends to oscillate 
and cause fluttering . Five-screw case virtually precludes defor
mation during assembly. 
Pilon-10™ 
Pilon-30™ . 

. . $1 .95 ea 

. . $1.99 ea 

Disk System Software 

MICRODOS,™ an ad
.tanced, easy-to-use operat
ing system for TRS-8os• 
using Percom disk storage 
systems, works entirely with 

Level II BASIC commands . MICRODOS™ replaces primitive 
TRSDOS*, is more poweriul and faster, yet resides in only 7K 
bytes of RAM. Up to 10 user-defined functions may be added to 
existing functions, and hexadecimal constants may be used in 
expressions. MICRODOS ™is supplied on a system minidiskette 
that also includes three self teaching BASIC language programs: 
(1) a fi le management prog ram, (2) a disk utility program 
illustrating how disk utilities may be written with only a few BASIC 
statements, and (3) a sample application program. The applica 
tion program is an expandable, user accessible "notebook" of 
information about MICRODOS '"BASIC statements. Price $29.95 

PATCH PAK™ is supplied free (on disk) with the p~rchase of a 

Percom TFD-100™ or TFD -200.™ PATCH PAK™ extends 

TRSDOS* to accommodate 40- and 77-track drives. It also de

glitches TRSDOS* 2.1. With the patch applied to TRSDOS" 2.1, 

interierence with disk operations from the TRS-80° "heartbeat" 

pulse is eliminated, as is premature stopping of the drive motor 

during operation - a problem sometimes referred to as "si lent 

death ." PATCH PAK™is applied to your system disk "on the fly" 

using two drives. Application instructions are included. 

Price (if sold separately) . $10.00 


new DOS, new DOS + - Disk operating system corrects and 

improves TRSDOS* 2.1 Fixes keyboard bounce. Fixes APPEND, 

LOC and VERIFY. Fixes SYS3 bugs which crash the disk directory, 

and bugs which cause "Lost Data" errors. Enhancements in

clude: machine language line renumbering program • laster 

LOAD & SAVE functions• space saving allocation of minidiskette 

g ranules • password disable/re-enable capability• va lidity 

check of output to disk - and more. new DOS+ also includes 

these exceptional utilities : Editor /Assembler with tape & disk 1/0 

and output to line printer• disk-based disassembler with output to 

line printer • SUPER ZAP - Apparat's hex dump utility • Level I 

ROM located in Level II RAM • LMOFFSET for Tape/Disk transfers 

- and more. Prices: 

new DOS . .. $49.95 
new DOS+ . . . $99.95 

New! the SEPARATOR TM 

This PC board plug-in adapter for the 
TRS-80* vi rtually eliminates data read 
errors (CRC error - Track locked 
outt) which occur on high density 
inner disk tracks when clock and data 
bits are not reliably separated during playback. This problem has 
plagued many TRS-80* systems . The SEPARATOR™ is installed 
in the Expansion lnteriace without modifying the host system. 
Caution: Opening the TRS-80* Expansion lnteriace may void the 
limited 90-day warranty. Price . . . .. .. . $29.95 

How to Order 
Order by calling Access Unlimited toll-free on 1-800-527-4196t. 
Mail orders al.so accepted Orders may_ be charged to a VISA or Master Charge ACCESS UNLIMITED 
account..or paid by a c~shter's check, cert1lied check or money order. We accept COD 

orde~s with 25% deposit SQfry, we cannot accept pe1sonal checks We pay shipping 

an~ 11:1surance charges on orders over $1 ,000 00. Add approximate insurance and 
 315 N. Shiloh . Ste. D 1 · Garland, TX 75042sh1ppmg charges for under $1 ,00:0 00 lf in doubt about these charges, ask when you

call 1n your Older. Texas residents include 5% sales tax Minimum order: $20 00. Allow 2 
 1214) 494-0206
lo 4 weeks for delivery 

tTexas residents call (214) 494-0206 ™ trademark of Percom Data Company, Inc. 
Prices and specifications subject to change wiihout notice. "RADIO SHACK and TRS-80 are trademarks of Tandy Corporation 



Fun & Games 

NINE TAC TOE 

Roy Groth, Brookl ine, MA 

FOR 16K Level II and UP.. 

Most people knowthatTicTacToe is 
a trivial game. With perfect play, every 
game will end in a draw. 

Playing nine games of Tic Tac Toe at 
the same time against the computer to 
see who can win the most of the nine 
may not be trivial though . The first 
player seems to have some advantage, 
but even when going first , it is difficult 
to beat this program . Going either first 
or second, you stand a chance of 
losing at least half the games . 

The board consists of nine Tic Tac 
Toe grids. Every space contains a 
number between one and twenty 
seven. Each of these numbers appears 
in three different spaces . The 
positions of these numbers is not 
ranclom. It is helpful to study the 
focations of the numbers before 
commencing play. 

You are always "X " , and the 
computer is always "O" , but a flip of 
the random number generator 
determines who goes first. 

You take your turn by selecting a 
number that has not previously been 
chosen . Your symbol will then mark in 
the three places where your number 
appears. 

Play proceeds in this manner, each 
player trying to form straight rows of 
three numbers (horizontal, vertical or 
diagonal) in one or more of the nine 
games. When a row of three in any 
game has been formed, that game is 
won . There is only one winner in each 
game. Once a game has been won, no 
more numbers in that game may be 
marked, although the same numbers 
can be selected if they appear in other 
unfinished games . 

A totally filled game in which no one 
has three in a row is a draw. Play 
continues until the w inner of all 
games has been decided. The player 
who has won the most of the nine is 
the winner. A draw occurs if both have 
won an equal number of games. 

When you run the program, there 
will be a delay of a few seconds to read 
and process some data . Once that is 
done, the game board will appear. 

The nine Tic Tac Toe grids are on the 
left of the screen . In the upper right 
hand portion of the screen the 

10 CLS 

20_ DEFINTA-Z 

30 DIMBD(8,2,2) ,X(26,2,2) ,WI(8) ,BM(8) 

40 REM ****************************** **** 

50 REM * NINE TAC TOE * 

60 REM * PROGRAMMED BY ROY GROTH * 
70 REM * CONCEPT COURTESY OF: * 
80 REM * GAMES MAGAZINE * 
90 REM ******************************* *** 

100 PRINT"ONE MOMENT PLEASE •••• THERE'S A LOT OF DATA TO READ." 

110 FORI=OT026:FORJ=OT02:FORK=OT02:READX(I,J , K) :NEXTK: 


BO (X (I ,JI 0) -1 Ix (I ,JI 1) -1, x (I ,JI 2) -1) =I+ 1 :NEXTJ, I 
120 DATA 1,1,1,2,1,2,3,1,2,1,2,1,3,2,2,5,1,2,1,3 , 1,3,3,2,8,1,1, 

1,1,2,2,1,3,6,2,1,1,2,2,5,1,3,6,3,1,1,3,2,6,1,1,8,1,2 
130 DATA 1,1,3,2,1,1,9,1,1,1,2,3,5,1,1,9,2,1,1,3,3,8,1,3,9,3,1, 

2,2,2,3,1,3,4,1,1,3,2,3,4,2,1,5,2,2,3,3,3,4,3,1,8,2,1 
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numbers one through nine appea r, 
each followed by a dash Each number 
corresponds to one of the nine games 
The top row of games, from left to 
right, correspond to the numbers one 
through three, middle row, four 
through six and the bottom row , seven 
through nine. 

The dashe s mean that th e 
correspond ing game 1s unfini shed If a 
game becomes a draw, th e dash 
changes to a " C" . If either player wins 
a game, the dash changes 10 that 
player's symbol. 

When "YOUR MOVE" appears 111 
the lower right of the screen, you enter 
the number you wish to take , 11 the 
move is legal. " X 's " will be placed 
where appropriat e . 

If the computer ins_tead displays 
" YOUR MOVE " again, then the move 

you JU SI made w as not a legal one, and 
you try again 

Wh en th e co mput er 1s " thmk1ng" 
about 11 s move, <1 graphics segment 
will w ork it s way down the right side of 
th e scr een . Thi s not onl y keeps you 
occupi ed whil e w o1l1ng, 1t gives you an 
idea of how 111 uch lung er Ihe comput er 
1s go1n9 lo take Al tim es, the 
comput er will ch <mg t! 11 s 1111nd, cind 
will let you know that 11 h<1 s 

At th e beg111111ng of tlw 9anw, llw 
compul c:r will tdke <11lo u1 25 seconds 
lo decHh: un a 111ov tJ Near tlw encl of 
llw g a nH~. tlu: t111H: taken 1s r educt~d to 
less tl1a11 10 second s 

Wlwn all 1111it: qilllll!S aru f1111slwcf . 
til e f111al r t:s 11i1 1s cf1 splayt:d l lw 
co111p11ter tlwn asks if you w1 sil lo pl ay 
aq;1111 Most <1 ss urt-:cfl y you V\ , . v' 

lo, 111 onif.:r f(l ilVf.!llUtJ yrnir le • 

28 



00 
0 140 DATA 2,2,3,4,1,2,6,2,2,4,2,2,6,3,2,5,2,3,4,3,2,6,1,2,8,2,2, 660 GOSUB910:GOSUB1000:GOSUB1010:GOT0270 
c 2,2,1,4,1,3,9,1,2,4,2,3,5,2,1,9,2,2,4,3,3,8,2,3,9,3,2 670 GOSUB940:GOSUB1000:GOT0270 
(/) 150 DATA 2,3,2,3,1,1,7,1,3,3,2,1,5,3,2,7,2,3,3,3,1,7,3,3,8,3,1, 680 GOSUB950:GOSUB1000:GOSUB1030:GOT0270 

2,3,3,6,2,3,7,1,2,5,3,3,6,3,3,7,2,2,6,1,3,7,3,2,8,3,2c.... 
0 160 DATA 2,3,1,7,1,1,9,1,3,5,3,1,7,2,1,9,2,3,7,3,1,8,3,3,9,3,3 
c 170 GOSUB690 
::0 100 IFRND(4-l<3GOT045o z 190 	SV=-32767:MS=O:SB=1l> 
r 	 200 FORMV=OT026 

210 SET(127,MV)
~ 
Cl,) 	 220 IFX(MV,0,0)=0GOTC310..., 

230 	SC=O:FORNU=OT02:GOSUB240:NEXT:GOT0280' l> 	 240 BD=X(MV,NU,0)- 1 : X=X(MV,NU,1)-1:Y=X(MV,NU,2)- 1 
"O..., 	 250 IFWI(BD)<>OGOT0270 
00 	 260 ONX+Y*3+1GOT0600,610,620,630,640,650,660,670,680 
0 	 270 RETURN 

280 	 IFSC<SVGOT0310 
290 	 IFSC=SVANDRND(SB) <>1SB=SB+1:GOT0310 
300 	SV=SC:MS=MV:SB=2 
310 	RESET(127,MV) :NEXTMV 
320 	PRINT@693, "I MOVE" ;MS+1; II II; :MV=MS 
330 	 FG=O 
340 	FORNU=OT02:BD=X(MV,NU,0)-1: X=X(MV,NU,1)-1:Y=X(MV,NU,2)-1 
350 	 IFWI(BD)<>OGOT0390 
360 	FG=1 
370 	BD(BD,X,Y)=-1 :X(MV,O,O) =O:SC=O:GOSUB260:IFSC>500WI(BD)=-1: 

GOT0390 
380 	BM(BD)=BM(BD)+1:IFBM(BD)=9WI(BD)=2 
390 	NEXT 
400 	 IFFG=OPRINT@693,"NO, I DON'T";:X(MV,O,O)=O:GOT0190 
410 	GOSUB700 
420 	FORI=OT08:IFWI(I)=OGOT0450 
430 	 NEXTI:GOT01130 
440 	GOT0520 
450 	 PRINT@817,"YOUR MOVE?";CHR$(95) ;:A$=INKEY$ 
460 	B$=INKEY$:IFB$=""GOT0460 
470 	 IFASC(B$)=13GOT0500 
480 	 IFASC(B$)>570RASC(B$)<48GOT0460 
490 	PRINTCHR$(8) ;B$;CHR$(95) ;:A$=A$+B$:GOT0460 
500 	PRINTCHR$(8) ;:MV=VAL(A$)-1:IFMV<OORMV>26GOT0520 
510 	 IFX(MV,O,O)<>OGOT0530 
520 	PRINT@817,STRING$(19,32) ;:GOT0450 
530 	FORNU=OT02:BD=X(MV,NU,0)-1:X=X(MV,NU,1)-1:Y=X(MV,NU,2)-1 
540 	 IFWI(BD)<>OGOT0570 
550 	BD(BD ,X ,Y)=-4:X(MV,O,O)=O:SC=O:GOSUB260:IFSC<-135WI(BD)=1: 

GOT0570 
560 	BM(BD)=BM(BD)+1:IFBM(BD)=9WI(BD)=2 
570 	NEXT 
580 	GOSUB700:PRINT@817,"YOU MOVE";MV+1;" ";:FORI=OT08: 

IFWI(I)=OGOT0190 
590 	NEXTI:GOT01130 
600 	GOSUB910:GOSUB960:GOSUB1030:GOT0270 
610 	GOSUB940:GOSUB960:GOT0270 
620 	 GOSUB950:GOSUB960:GOSUB1010:GOT0270 
630 GOSUB910:GOSUB990:GOT0270 

I\) 640 GOSUB940:GOSUB990:GOSUB1010:GOSUB1030:GOT0270 
(0 650 	 GOSUB950:G0SUB990:GOT0270 

690 CLS 

700 PRINT@O ""; 


----~- -- --L- - - -- 
710 FORI=OT08:Q=INT(I/3)*3 

720 FORJ=QTOQ+2 

730 FORK=OT02 

740 IFBD(J,K,I-Q) <=OGOT0890 

750 PRINTUSING"###";BD(J,K,I-Q); 

760 PRINT" ";: IFI-Q=OPRINTCHR$ ( 188); :GOT0790 

770 IFI-Q=1PRINTCHR$(191); :GOT0790 

780 PRINTCHR$(14 3 ); 

790 NEXTK:PRINTCHR$(8) ;" " ,· 

800 NEXTJ 

810 PRINTCHR$(26 ) ;CHR$(29) ;:IFINT((I+1) / 3)=(I+1) / 3GOT0840 
820 FORH=1T03:FORG=1T0 3 :PRINTSTRING$(4,140);CHR$(191) ;:NEXT: 

PRINTCHR$(8) ;" "; 

830 NEXTH:PRINTCHR$( 26) ;CHR$(29); 

84 0 NEXTI 

850 	 FORI=OT0 8 :PRINT@I * 64+53,I+1;" •• " ; :IFWI(I)=OPRINT"-";: 


GOT0880 

860 IFWI(I)=1PRINT" X";:GOT0880 

870 IFWI(I)=2THENPRINT"C";:ELSEPRINT"O"; 

880 NEXTI:RETURN 

890 IFBD(J,K,I-Q)=-1PRINTCHR$(32);CHR$(183) ;CHR$(187) ;:GOT0760 
900 PRINTCHR$(32) ;CHR$(153) ;CHR$(166) ;:GOT0760 
910 QQ=O 
920 SD=O:FORII=OT02:IFBD(BD,QQ,II) <OSD=SD+BD(BD,QQ,II) 

930 NEXTII:GOT01050 

940 QQ=1:GOT0920 

950 QQ=2:GOT09 2 0 

960 QQ=O 

970 SD=O:FORII=OT02:IFBD(BD,II,QQ)<OSD=SD+BD(BD,II,QQ) 

980 NEXTII:GOT0105 0 

990 QQ=1 :GOT0970 

1000 QQ=2:GOT0970 

1010 SD=O:FORII=OT02:IFBD(BD,II,2-II) <OSD=SD+BD(BD,II , 2-II) 
1020 NEXTII:GOT01050 

1030 SD=O:FORII=OT02:IFBD(BD,II,II)<OSD=SD+BD(BD,II,II) 

1040 NEXTII 

1050 ON-SDGOT01080,1090,1100,1070,1110,1110,1110,1120,1110 

1060 IFSD<>OSC=SC-800:RETURN 

1070 SC=SC+1:RETURN 

1080 SC=SC+25:RETURN 

1090 SC=SC+50:RETURN 

1100 SC=SC+2000:RETURN 

1110 RETURN 

1120 SC=SC+60:RETURN 

11 ~ 0 SC=O:FORI=OT08:IFWI(I)=2GOT01150 

1140 SC=SC+WI(I) 

1150 NEXTI 

1160 IFSC=OPRINT@757,"TIE"; :GOT01190 
1170 IFSC>OPRINT@757,"YOU WIN";:GOT01190 

1180 PRINT@757,"I WIN"; 

1190 PRINT@817,"PLAY AGAIN";:INPUTA$:IFLEFT$(A$,1)="Y"RUN 

1200 CLS 



R D Boozer, Inman, SCMISHMASH 
Step-by-step Program Breakdown 

3 	 Sets aside 1000 bytes string space. disorder Secondary routine 120-150 
(Poke instruction in following line makes sure that no letter will appear 
prevents unintentional restoration of more times in the scrambled word than 11 
data caused by loading program off of a did 1n the original word. 
cassette . 180-210 A ssembles the disordered le tt ers into 

5 	 Provides a seed number for subsequent the sc ramb led word . 
random number generation . 213 215 Makes sure a word 1s not reassembled 

20 Determines number of words. into its original form (or anyth ing s1111ila 1) 
30 Value I represents position of the word to 220 Prints on th e screen . the des1gna11on 

to be scrambled (1 =1 for 1st word, etc . 	 number of the word. th e scrambled word. 
and its defin1t1on

40 Reading of word to be scrambled and its 
240 -300 Displays answers upon request

definition . 
500 -540 Data statements con ta1n1ng the words

50-90 Routine which dissassembles the word 
you want scramblecl and their defin 

into its constituent letters. 
1t1onS

100-1 70 Routine which reshu ffles letters 1nto 

3 CLEAR1000 
4 CLS:POKE16553,255 
5 RANDOM 
10 PRINT:PRINT"********************* MISHMASH ************************" 
20 K=10 
30 FORI=1TOK 
40 READA$(I),B$(I) 

Mishmash is an educational word50 NUM=LEN(A$(I)) 
puzzle generator which may have

60 FORJ=1TONUM potential as a teaching a id for 
70 0$(J)=MID$(A$(I) ,J,1) vocabulary building. 
90 NEXTJ Stated briefly , th e program 

scrambl es the letters in each word of a 
group of ten. and it is up to the player 

100 FORQ=1TONUM 
110 X=RND(NUM) :G(Q)=X 

to figure out what each worcl 1s by120 IFW=1THEN160 
examining its garbled letters and

130 FORZ=Q-1T01STEP-1 reading its defin1t1on The program
140 IFG(Q)=G(Z)THEN110 also displays the answers upon 

request.150 NEXTZ 
Although this game 1s part of a book 

of programs written and copy right by 
160 R$(Q)=O$(X) 
170 NEXTQ 

the author. 1l11s particular program is180 NU$="" given into public domain. to be 
190 FORU=1TO NUM reproduced or used 111 <.my wuy by 
200 NU$=NU$+R$(U) reuders of 80 U S . II 1s mea nt as an 

a id to spur student int eres t in210 NEXTU 
vocabulary !Ju1lding . 213 IFLEFT$(NU$,4)=LEFT$(A$,4)THEN 60 

215 IFRIGHT$(NU$,4)=RIGHT$(A$,4)THEN60 
220 PRINTI i II II ;NU$ i "-"; B$ (I) FOR 4K Level II and UP... 
230 NEXTI 
240 PRINT:INPUT"PRESS ENTER FOR ANSWERS";...1$ 
250 CLS:PRINT:PRINTTAB(25),"* ANSWERS*" 
260 FORM=1TOK 
270 PRINTM," ";A$(M) 
280 NEXTM 
300 END 
500 DATA"ABOVE", 11 UPWARD", 11 PRIME 11 

, 
11 F'IRST CLASS" 

510 DA'l'A"PLUMMETING", "RAPIDLY FALLING" I "DISCUSS II, "TO CONVERSE" 
520 DATA"VALUE", "WORTH", "INVEN'l'ION", ".P..N INNOVATION" 
530 DATA"FOLLOW", "TO GO BEHIND", 11 ¥.J\NUAL", "BY HP.ND" 
540 DATA"REVOLUTION", "A TURN OR CYCLE", "PIANO", "KEYED INS'l'RUMENT" 

30 	 80-U S. JOURNAL Mar Apr 80 



PROGRAM STORE 
1202) 337-4691realsof t'~ 

4200 Wiscon sin AveNW POBox9609 W o s h i n g t o n D. C. 20016 

'This TRS-80* fas,cinqtes 

my who1e amily!' 

50 unique programs for all ages 
A package of fifty different game, 
quiz , i nstructional, educational, 
financial and fun programs are 
available for any TRS-80 . Every 
member of your family will enjoy 
the TRS-80 with this set of 
programs called "The Fascinating 
Fifty . " And it is reasonably 
priced at $24 . 95. 

Designed for the whole family, 
these programs are fascinating. ( 
Have fun playing MANCALA or ZOO 
BREAK, guessing WORLD RECORDS or 

~ U, S . PRESIDENTS, learning MOON 
PHASES or WORD COMPLETION and using 
FINANC IAL TIMETABLE or METRIC 
CONVERSION. Other programs 
include: Rocket , Bingo, Dice, 

~ Reverse , World Population, World1Area, States, Air Distance Between 
' 

~ Galactic Empire
j by Douglas G. Carlston 
·4 This is fantastic! "Galactic 
· Empire " opens up a three 

dimensional universe for 
exploration and conquest. While 
travelling through space you 
command the Imperial Forces of 
Galactica, your ship's senior 

~ officers and its computer. You 
must plan you construction of 
additional support craft and their 
arrival at nearby planets . 

-. Increase your strength by taxing 
,~ and enlisting additional troops 

from the varied and unique planets 
,,. you conquer. Besides me.neuvering 

in a three-dimensional universe 
which changes from game to game, 

• your use of time to travel between 
planets is very important. Good 

¥ graphics and the sophisticated 
strategy make this game much 
different from any " Star Trek " or 
11 Star Wars . 11 Explore the galaxy 
for $14 . 95 . You'l l love it! 

Add a 
touch 

of MAGIC 

~JthY~ fe~ishtof~~~: any 
program can accept inputs by 
touching the light pen on the video 
screen . Hundreds of applications ! 
For only $19 . 95 you receive the 
light pen, instructions on using it 
in your programs, several sample 
programs, and a cassette of three 
light pen programs. This is the 
standard pen which several software 
companies support. 

Cities, World Population by City, 
Grade Averages, Number Base , 
Accounts Receivable, Loan 
Amortization, Interest From 
Savings, Business Ledger, Calendar, 
World Clock, Blackboard I, II, III 
& IV, Maze, Letter Recognition, 
Numeral Recognition , Right Reading , 
Word Recognition, How Many, Add On, 
Take Away, Learn To Spell , Sounds 
Like, Story Telling, Multiply, 
Divide, Fractions , State Capitals, 
Foreign Capitals, Cub Reporter, 
Spelling Grade 4, 5 & Jr . High, 
and Test Your Vocabu lary. 

If you would like every member 
of the farr.ily to enjoy your TRS-80, 
today o rder your copy of 
"Fascinating Fifty 11 by Neal Jensen 
for only $24.95. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

DUNJONQUEST 

Datestones of Ryn
from Automated Simulations 
In this microquest you are Brian 
Hanunerhand on a mission into the 
Haunted Mountains and Underground 
lair of Rex the Reaver and his band 
of thieves . A perfect intr oduction 
into the Dunjonquest series which 
started with "The Temple of 
Apshai." 16k $14. 95. 
Also available 11 Temple of Apshai ." 
~24 .95. 

~ m\ 

Invader 
from Level IV 
Machine l ang uage arcade game with 
sound . $1 4 . 9 5 

Adventure 
by Gordon Letwin from Microsoft 
The complete Adventure is the 
ultimate fantasy game which allows 
you to explore the "Colossal Cave." 
This is the same as originally 
written for the DEC PDP-10. It 
fills an entire disk and requires 
32k. For just $29 .95v·d s d Readi 

:.'1·or.. 3outhern States Systems g 
Designed to allow you to develop an o 
inventory of your personal 8 
possessions for insurance purposes, o 
you record for each item its g
description, serial number and g 
value . Permits sorting, modifying o 
and other record man i pulations with 5 
storage on cassette tape . $12 .50 . g 

TRS80 Disk& 
Other Mysteries 
by H.C. Pennington 
We don't usually list books, but this 
one is so unique that we thought you 
would want to know about it. There are 
over 100 pages about how DOS works, how 
a disk is organized, and how to recover 
from errors. This is THE technical 
backup for NEWDOS+ with great 
illustrations. $19.95. 

Disk*Mod 
by Roy Soltoff from Misosys 

This machine language program 
modifies your copy of the Radio Shack 
Editor/Assembler for use with your 
minidisk and any disk operating system. 
You can save and load both text source 
and assembled object files. Unlike the 
NEWDOS+ version you can read the 
directory and the space used and 
available while in the EDTASM. You can 
also ki ll files. It is a complete disk 
modification for one or more drives. 

Other capabilities are also added 
which are not found on NEWDOS+. The • 
block move conunand relocates a section 
of text to any other area . The global 
change command permits , for example , 
changing a label throughout the text. 
The pagination feature provides hardcopy 
on 8 1/ 2 by 11 pages on either single 
sheets or continous paper . In addition, 
high memory can be reserved, like in 
BASIC, for machine language routines 
like printer drivers . You can also t 

display the amount of memory r emaining . 
The <CLEAR> key is functional, the 

symbol table is sorted alphanumerically 
and output 5-across, the scroll up/ down > 
allows 15 lines on the screen, and the 
'DEFM' assembly is improved. Lower case 
input is now permitted and you can 
branch to any address. 
corrects the errors in 
tape version. 

Save your time and 
your disk system by 
Editor/ Assembler today . 

Plus, it a l so 
t he Radio Shack 

make full use of 
upgrading your 

$19 .95 

fr~m I!.9ant e~!re ~ YE5Please send me these TRS-80 programs : 

Using the scientific principle g title price 

behind the tachistoscope, a o 

mechanical device used to flash § 


~~~~a~~~~!-p~~t ;~~~=geo~i~lsc~~=~~ §----------~-~---~---~ 
your eyes and :"ind to quickly 8 
recognize numbers , letters, words o 
and phrases. $7 . 95 8 

postage: -~1.oo 
total:Personal Inventory =§name 

Assure yourself that your TRS - 80 is 
working proper l y. The causes of 
hardware problems are often hard to 
detect, but you can now do a thorough 
diagnostic check of your entire 
computer. I t checks the ROM, the RAM , 
disk drives, video memory and display 
and cassette recorder . Also provided is 
a special test tape and a 12 - hour test 
with a recording of results to find 
those occasional errors. $28.50. 
On disk $38.50 

OOD OOOOODOODDOOOOOOOODOOOOOOOQCO::JCODOOOO'.:lf 
0 THE PROGRAM STORE j
§ ~ 4200 Wisconsin Ave NW 
o {,I' I"\.' PO Box 9609 Dept KR6 

8 Washington , D. C. 20016 

address: 
city , state 
& code 

OC""h""e-c"k_p_a-=-y'"'a"b"i"e,-,t°'o"'T=h:::e---nP::r:::o:::g::r:-:a::m=<sO.t>-o:::r::'.e~ 
0MASTERCHARGE me bank code: ~ 
OVISA exp date: i ~ t!S"~ I 

card number: • 
signature: ' 



!!NOW AVAILABLE!! 

I NDEX 

SEQUENTIAL 

ACCESS 

METHOD 
* Get and Put Records to Disk File by " KEY " 
* Read File in Key Sequence Without Sorting
* Delete Records Without Recopying File 
* Add Records to Disk Files in Any Sequence 
* Variable Key Length From 1 to 50 Characters 

BUSINESS APPLICATION ADVANTAGES 

• Improved Disk Utilization 
· Easier Program Development 
• Improved Operating Characteristics 
· Reduce or Eliminate Sorting 
• Improved Performance 

ISAM SUBROUTINES Documentation 
ISAM UTILITIES On Diskette $50.00 

- PLUS - Free Mailing List Sample Application 
Add 6 % Sales Tax for California Ordsrs 

TRS · BO MODEL I & II SOFTWARE FROM . 

Johnson Associates -or- 24 Hour Order Line 
P.O. Box 1402M For Bank Card Sales 
Redding, CA 96001 (916) 244..0924 

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

YOUR CANADIAN SOFTWARE SUPPLIER 
101 - 8136 Park Road Richmond, BC Canada V6Y 1 Tl 

(604) 270-1532 
"Official Canadian Distributors for The 80-US Journal" 

WE STOCK 
Apparat NEWDOS+ - $119.95 

Racet Computes Utilities 
80-VS Journal - 80-US Software 

+ an unlimited selection of business & home 
application software for the TRS-80 

Order by mail, phone or in person - cash. VISA & Mast ercharge accepted. 
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f ttm~HE PROGRAM STORErea Iso r~' (202) 337-4691 
4200Wiscons 1n Ave NW P0Box9609 Wa sh i ngton D C. 20016 

toioan 	 BASIC TOOL KIT 
by ~rt Canf i 1 from Cybernautics TRS-80 by F. Barry Mu 11 i gar. from TBS 
This is an intriguing game set in the 1860's on If you program in BASIC, you can use this 
the wild China Coast. George Blank said in package . This easy-to-use machine language 
80-US, that he likes "it more than any of the uti 1ity will save you time and and effort. 
other single player games." And Ramon Zamora of The use of variables in BASIC programming can

THIS IS A SMALL SAMPLE OF THERecreational Computing found that it "is so often get rather complicated. While you can 
int ri gu i ng that I p1ayed for over six hours when PROGRAMS ~IE HAVE AVAILABLE, P. keep track of where each va rialbe is used, why

CATALOG IS INCLUDED WITH EVERYI first received a copy." $g.95 . 	 not let the computer do that work? Wel 1 , this
ORDER , program lets the computer do just that. It 

01,ramid of doom produces a "map" alphabetica l ly listing the 
by Scott Adams from Adventure International variabl es i n any of your BASIC programs and 
Adventure #8 is now ava i 1ab1e for you to gives the 1i ne number where they are used. 
explore. Will you be able to collect the In add i tion, the program displays a listing , 
treasures from the recently exposed pyramid? of each line number jumped to followed by the 
$14 . g5 lines from which the jumps are made . This.SYS TEM SAVER S includes a l l GOTO ' s, GOSUB's and RESUMES. This

by Tom St ibolt trom Acornadventure samoler 	 can be especially important when trying to limi t.
If you ever use the SYSTEMby Sco tt Adams from AdJenture International 	 the number of lines in a program or before ..£· 

a command, you shou1d buy this twoThis is a scaled down version to give you 	 making any changes to a subroutine. ~ 
program package. These programstaste for adventure. $5. g5 	 Es ides these two ' too1s' you can a 1so merge ,,
allow you to save any system tape on BASIC programs from cassette, recover any ? 
tape or disk, plu s offer severalfinal aooroach 	 programs '1 ost' by an acci denta 1 NEW , and test
features for machine languageby k. H. Littlefield from Level IV 	 the computer ' s memory. And all of. these ~ 

a ground programers.You fly a multi-engined plane in for 	 functions are available from a single keystroke
$7. 50 In Computer Cassettes Magaz i ne,controlled landing. Quite challenging. 	 while you are working on your BASIC program. " 

Robert Purser said that a tape For these features and more, order your
duplication program "should be inowl tree 	 11 ' Too l kit' today! $Jg. 8o. 
everyone 1 s 1ibrary. We agree andby J ames Ta 11 ey from 80-US 
beleive that System Savers is theCan you fill the tree wi th owls by shooing away 
perfect answer . 	 PACKER

the bats? A l ogical, animated puzzle with 	 by ~ottage Software
With FLEXL, which is one of thesound, 1i ke Android Nim. $9 . 95 	 This is the ulti mate editing tool for BASIC · 

two programs, you can make back-up program 1ines. There are five comands which 
cop ie s of any system format tape.a r eat race 	 a ll ow easier reading of BASIC programs and more .
Most often a cassette that you makeify Scott Carpenter from 80-US 	 efficient execution by the computer.

computer in 1<il 1 load easier tha n an orgi nal.One or more players compete with the 	 The 'unpack' command breaks multiple 
a road race . Outstanding sound effects and This also protects the valuable statement lines i nto si ngle statement l ines wi th .

copies of your system programs.great graphics. $9. 95 	 extra spaces for easier reading and editing.
Plus you also find the fi l ename The ' short' command de 1etes any unnecessary ..Ivino chi mns on any system tape because it is words like LET and all REMarks.

bY Roy Groth from 80-US displayed on the screen. If you The 'pack' commmand compresses 1i nes into 
An animated version of the ca rd game "I Doubt ever forget to save a program fi 1e multiple statement lines up to the maximum 
It" ex cept that you play wit h three cheating name, just use FLEXL to recover it. length you spec i fy while mainta i ning complete 

i •·,, chimps . Includes sound effects. $9.95. And at anytime you can stop the program l ogic. This can easily reduce the
reading of the tape by simply memory requirement by more than 33%! As you can

COncentt OtiOn pressing BREAK. imagine this also speeds up execution of a 
by Richard Taylor from 8Q.. LJ5 For any machine language program, saves time in loading a program from · 
This version of the game has sound effects an<l programmer • FLEXL offers the either tape or disk and saves disk space. 
prizes like a line printer or a disk. $9. 95. advantage of producing more With the 'renumb ' corrmand you can renumber

efficient tapes than the object your BASIC lines. And the 'move ' comand
files from the assembler. It isscramble 	 allows you to move any section of your ~program
also written to interface directlyby ~ico1ard r aylor from 80-US 	 to a new location. (•
with the Sma ll Systems RSM-I andTwo players guess each other's words. You ca 	 So if your programs need more memory, or you · 
other monitor programs. And machineuse either the program's words, or select youi~ 	 need more time, order your 'packer '! 16k, 32k ' 
1anguage tapes can be mergedown. Includes sound. $9 . 95. 	 and 48k versions supplied on two cassettes for · 
following the prompting of the 

program. $29 . 95. $~!~~ : 
 .OR era Disk drive owners can use TDISKby Richard Taylor from Acorn 
to save any system format tape ontoChoose from five operatic select ion s featuring disk. Sargon l,Adventure, Airaid, 	 \'"The William Tell Overture ." Let your TRS-80 	 \. \Edi tor/Assemb 1er and other programs

play music classics! $9.95 . 	 cannot no rmal ly be loaded to disk. -~ 
Now, TOI SK a 11 ows you to save these 
programs onto disk . After DOS READY CREDIT CARD CALLERS MAY PHClllE US 24-HOURS A DAY,

word challenge you will be able to simply type the 0R CUP TH IS COUPOO AND MAI L YOUR ORDER TODAY ! 
by Richard Taylor from Acorn filename and be up and running. It 

8000~00DDOOODOOOOOOOOOODODDODDOOOOODOOOOOGue ss a popular phrase, letter by let t er. One even loads non-contiguous tapes. 0 

or two players can use either the program's TDISK will greatly increase the 0 THE PROGRAM STORE 

phras es or select their own. Includes sound. benifit of owning a disk drive . 0 

0 4200 Wi scans in Ave NW 

$9. 95 And as a FREE BONUS , Acorn 

0 
0 PO Box 9609 Dept KR5 


Software Products, Inc . also 0 Washington, D.C. 20016 
" ................................................... prnvides complete instructions on 0 

0l' how to 1oad Mi croChess !. 5 onto 0 O YES please send me these TRS-80 programs : 
,. disk. A short BASIC program will 0 

0 

title price
let you play chess directly from 0 

0
SPAIN ISH disk. 0 

0by Lindy and Andrew Bartorillo Complete your system with the 0 


The adva nced, Ianguage teaching program contains routines not found in either Level 0 


in excess of 500 phrases, 800 word vocabulary I I or DOS for only $14. 95. Order 0 
0 


and 1600 verb conjugation forms. Switch between your System Savers , today! 0 
0


Spanish to English and English to Span ish. 0 

0Print multiple choice question and answer test. D postage: $ I.OD 

$19.95 on diskette. DI SAS SEMBLER D total: 
(Germa n and French may be ready by the time you by Roy So Itoff from Mi sosys & Acorn 0 

g name :read this.) This two pass Z-80 disassembler 

produces symboli c lab'les with output 0 

0 


0 address :CHECKBOOK PLUS to either the video monitor, printer 0 city, statePtkSONAL FI NANCE MANAGER 	 or tape. Radio Sha ck ' s Editor 0 
0 & code . by Andrew Bartori 11 o 	 Assemb 1er can 1oad the tapes. If 0 CI C'7 e'P~r~o~g~r7am"'SNt'-o=r=e~~~h-e-ck,-..,p~a-y~arb~le""t~o,-.Trh7


~This high ly sophisticated checkbook program for you own the Edi tor Assemb1er, 0 

0 D MASTERCHARGE me bank code: ~ 

disk ca n handle 700 checks per year . It sorts complete the package with this 0 D VJSA exp date: ;~ 0into categories and classifies for ease in tax program. Program on tape for two 0 card number: 	 •preparation by family or sma ll business. di ffer·ent memory 1oca ti ans. TRS 0 
0 signature:

$19 . 95 	 Level II $19.95 0 



TWO Graph 

Plotting 

Routines 


Rod Hallen/Truman Krumholz 

FOR 4K LEVEL II and UP ... 

Displaying data on th e video scree n 
as a bunch of names and numbers can 
get very confusing at times . On the 
other hand, presenting th a t same data 
in the form of a graph usua lly he lps to 
clear up that confusion Graph Plotte r 
was designed to allow tl1 e displ ay of 
a graph cont a1111ng up to 1 2 variabl es 
along with th e names of encl1 

As 1t 1s writt e n 1n th e l1st1ng, Gr apl1 
Plotter will give a bri ef desc ription of 
it's operation , ask for a scal e va lu e, 
and th en ask for the nam e a11d v<i lu e o f 
each variabl e . When all twelve It em s 
or 0 ,0 has bee n entered, a l1or1 zontal 
graph of th e it em s will be displayed 

The scal e va lu e will be print ed at tl w 
top and bottom of th e graph and a 
vertical dotted l111e will divide th e 
graph in half so that the comparative 
value of each variabl e 1s easily see n 

While Graph Plott er as writt en 1s 
intended for d irect input, 11 can be 
modifi ed for use in a vari e ty of pl o tting 
situations . In order to use It w1tli 
another program, you w o uld w a nt to 
set up the scale value d1v1ded by 100 111 
the variable S (S Sca le Value . 1OO J. 
set up the nam es of th e it e ms 111 tl 1t! 
string array NS(O). NS( 1). NS(2), 
N$(11). and set up th e valu es in ~1 

numeric array X(O). X( 1). X(2}, X( 11 ) 
Aft er that w as do ne, a GOTO 380 
would draw th e graph 

While thi s is a re lative ly s 1mp! ~ 

program. 1t does show w hat ca n be 
done with th e TRS -80 graphics 
charact ers Plotting titl es, gam e 
layouts. and oth er vi sual di splays will 
help to make yo ur progra m s look 111 or~' 
profess ional. 

Program 1 
100 REM *GRAPH PLOTTER (C) COPYRIGHT 1979* 

110 REM *BY ROD HALLEN BOX 73 TOMBSTONE, AZ 85638* 

120 CLS:CLEAR200:DIMN$(12) ,X(12) :PRINTTAB(24)"GRAPH PLOTTER":PR 


INT 
130 PRINTTAB(21)"(C) COPYRIGHT 

HALLEN" 
140 PRINT : PRINT 
150 PRINT"YOU CAN ENTER UP TO 12 

OR INSTANCE"; 
160 PRINT"IF YOU WERE PLOTTING 

E PERIOD OF 11 
; 

170 PRINT"A YEAR, ITEM 
NAME WOULD"; 


180 PRINT"BE FEBRUARY, 

THE NUMBER"; 


190 PRINT"OF KILOWATT 
AND VALUE"; 

200 PRINT"SHOULD BE ENTERED CONSECUTIVELY SEPARATED BY A COMMA. 
":PRINT 

210 PRINT:INPUT"PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE ";A$:CLS:PRINT:PRINT 
220 PRINT"mAXIMUM SCALE VALUE IS A NUMBER LARGER THAN THE 

LARGEST" 
230 PRINT"VALUE TO BE 

ING THE" 
240 PRINT"INDIVIDUAL 

EAVIEST" 
250 PRINT"WEIGHED 240 

AT 250." 
260 PRINT"SCALE VALUES 

SUCH AS" 

ENTERED. 


WEIGHTS 


POUNDS, 


FROM 

1979":PRINT:PRINTTAB(24)"BY ROD 


DIFFERENT NAMES AND ITEMS. F 


YOUR USE OF ELECTRICITY OVER TH 


# 1 'S NAME WOULD BE JANUARY, ITEM #2 'S 

ETC. tHE VALUE FOR EACH ITEM WOUI,D BE 

HOURS USED THAT MONTH. THE ITEM NAME 

fOR INSTANCE, IF YOll WERE PLOTT 

OF A GROUP OF PEOPLE AND THE H 

rnAXIMUM SCALE 

TO 999 CAN BE 

270 PRINT"50, 100, ETC. ARE BETTER. IF YOU 
TEMS TO" 

280 PRINT"ENTER, 0, 0 WILL END INPUT." 
290 PRINT:PRINT"USE YOUR BREAK KEY TO EXIT 
300 REM *INPUT SCALE, NAMES, AND VALUES* 

VALUE SHOULD BE SET 


USED BUT EVEN 50S


HAVE LESS THAN 12 I 


THE GRAPH." 

310 PRINT:INPUT"MAXIMUM SCALE VALUE ";S:S=S/100 
320 CLS:PRINT:FORZ=OT011 
330 PRINT"ITEM #";Z+1;:INPUT"- NAME, VALUE ";N$(Z),X(Z) 
340 IFLEN(N$(Z))>9THENPRINT"NAMES LIMITED TO 9 CHARACTERS ":GOT 

0330 
350 IFX(Z)>100*STHENPRINT"VALUES 

:GOT0330 
360 IFN$(Z)="O"THENZ=Z-1:GOT0380 
370 NEXTZ 
380 REM *DRAW OUTLINE* 
390 CLS 
400 FORI=OT0120 
410 SET(I,4) 
420 SET(I,43) 
430 NEXTI 
440 FORI=6T041STEP3 
450 SET(69,I) 
460 NEXTI 
470 FORI=4T042 
480 SET(120,I) 
490 SET(19,I) 
500 NEXT! 

LIMITED TO A MAXIMUM OF";100*S 
510 REM *PRINT SCALE & NAMES* 
520 FORI=OT050STEP5 
530 PRINT@I+08,INT(20*I*S)/10; 
540 PRINT@I+968,INT(20*I*S)/10; 
550 NEXT! 
560 FORI=OTOZ 
570 PRINT@128+1*64,N$(1); 
580 NEXTI 
590 REM *PLOT GRAPH LINES* 
600 FORJ=OTOZ 
610 FORI=1TOX(J)/S 
620 IFX(J)=OTHEN640 
630 SET(19+I,7+J*3) 
640 NEXT! 
650 NEXTJ 
660 GOT0660 
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AP1 is a general ledger package with 
check journal , income statement, 
balance sheet and checkbook recon
ciliation routine. Designed for the 
small business or homeowner. Up to 
50 entries and 40 accounts per 
period. 
·· ··· ································ $25.00 

"Accounting Pack i by SAWYER 
SOFTWARE can be described in one 
word: Fantastic. Any who has 
prepared a balance sheet manually 
will have a slight heart murmur upon 
using the Accounting Pack. It is 
amazing that the program fits In 
SK. I would say the Accounting Pack 
is useful and could justify the price of 
a PET unto Itself for any small 
business.'' 
Review In BEST OF PET GAZETTE. 

AP2 has all the features of AP1, plus 
up to 250 entries per period, Menu, 
formatter for reports and more. 
Requires at least 16K in PET or 
TRS-80. 
AP2 also utilizes a printer for the 
reports. Send device number of 
printer with order for PET. 

$45.00 

•
Telephone Orders Welcome 

~~Li.llH'. ·c.::li: 
~)~l!tf! LiJWI! 
Quality Business Software 


For PETtm or TRS-so·tm (level 11 16K) 


***NEW***
Disk Business Software For Your TRS-80 
GENERAL LEDGER- Maintains 
complete financial Information on 
diskette. Generates hard copy of 
Trial Balance, Income Statement 
(with percentages), Balance Sheet 
and Check Journal. Includes 
commands to edit data, close out 
year end accounts and debit-credit 
verification . 
. ......................... ... ... ..... $125.00 
PAYROLL- Computes FICA, 
Federal and State taxes. State Is 
calculated on percentage of gross 
pay and can be customized for your 
particular state. Will allow use of 
City tax and I or other deductions . 
Utilizes printer for hard copy of 
Payroll Register, including current, 
quarterly and year-to-date totals. 
........ ····· · ·············· ·· ······· $125.00

All disk software requires at least 
32K and one disk drive . 

Payroll computes tax Information 
and updates totals for quarterly and 
yearly reports. Employees can be 
salaried or hourly and pay periods 
can be either weekly, bl-weekly, 
semi-monthly or monthly. Any 
number of employees (8 per cassette 
for PET, 25 employees per cassette 
for TRS-80). 
................. .. ............... ... $30.00 

Payroll-16K for PET. Same as above 
plus ability to get hard copy of 
individual employee records and 
stores 25 employees per cassette. 
... . ................................. $45.00 

Printer Payroll (TRS-80) Includes 
same features as PAYROLL, plus 
utilizes a printer for hard copies of 
employees records and stores 25 
employees per cassette. 
B.A. allows management to have 
available to them Information for 
financial planning decisions utlllzlng 
ratio and growth analysis. 

$30.00 

Call or write for your 
FREE BROCHURE 

on all our 

PET tm & TRS-80 tm 
programs. 

SAWYER SOFTWARE 
201 Worley Rd., Dexter, Mo. 63841 

(314)624-7611 Dealer Inquires are Invited. 

Program 2 

10 REM: GRAPH - BY T. KRUMHOLZ 
20 CLEAR100:DIMA(18) :DIMB(1 8) :CLS:PRINT" * BAR GRAPH *" 
30 PRINT: PRINT"THIS PROGRAM CREATES A BAR GRAPH." 
40 PRINT :PRINT"THE MAXIMWl NUMBER OF POINTS ALLOWED IS 18." 
50 PRINT:PRINT"THE POINTS MUST BE BETWEEN 0 AND 999999." 
60 PRINT:INPUT"SUBJECT OF THE GRAPH";X$:IFLEN(X$)>38PRINT:PRINT 

"TITLE TOO LONG .":GOT060 
70 PRINT:INPUT"NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE PLOTTED";K:IFK>18PRINT:PR 

INT"18 IS THE LIMIT.":GOT070 
80 PRINT:FORG=1TOK:PRINT"ENTER POINT NUMBER";G;:INPUTA(G) :IFA(G 

)>999999PRINT :PRINT"TOO LARGE":GOTOBO 
90 B(G)=A(G) :NEXT:CLS:FORI=1TOK-1:FORJ=l+1TOK:IFB(J)>=B(I)THEN1 

10 
100 B1=B(I) :B(I)=B(J) :B(J)=B1 
110 NEXTJ,I:X1=INT(B(K)) :X2=0:X3=X1:IFX3<=10THENX3=10:GOT0140 
120 FORM=1T05:IFX3< 101(M+1)THENX3=INT((X3+10fM)/10fM)*10fM:GOTO 

140 
130 NEXT 
140 X3=INT(X3) :X4=X3/10 
150 PRINT@B,"----- C 0 MP UTERI Z ED BAR GRAPH _____ ,,; 
160 FORX=16T0125 :Y=35:SET (X,Y) :SET(X,Y-32) :NEXT 
170 X=16:FORY=3T035:SET(X,Y) :SET(X+109,Y) :NEXT 
180 F=64 :FORX=X3TOOS'l'EP-X4 :PRINT@F, X;: PRINT@F+7 ,CHR$ (95) ; :PRINT 

@F+63,CHR$(95) ;:F=F+64:NEXT 
190 E=9:X=767:FORY=1TOK:PRINT@X+E,Y;" ";:E=E+3:NEXT 
200 A=19 :FORG=1TOK: Z=A (G) : Z=INT ( Z/ (X3/30)) : Z=35-Z 
210 FORX=35TOZSTEP-1 :Y=A:SET (Y-1,X) :SET (Y ,X) :SET(Y+1,X) :NEXTX 
220 A=A+6 :NEXTG:PRINT@842, "GRAPH SUBJECT: "; X$ 
230 PRINT:INPUT" PRESS ENTER TO PLOT ANOTHER GRAPH";Z$:CLS:GOT 

060 

Another Way To Do It 

Here is yet another 
way to create a graph. 
This one, by Truman 
Krumholz, draws the 
graph vertically. It does 
not require setting of a 
maximum value, and up 
to 18 items may be 
graphed. As with the 
first graph, this too may 
be used as a subroutine 
in a larger program. 
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Omikron transforms TRS-80~ 

into a powerful business system. 


STANDARD DRIVES 8" Drives give you 5 They don't require any circuit changes, art· MAPPER If is ;1 disk :idaplt'r n111dule which 
times the speed and 3 times the storage of your easy to install, and they don't interfere with the t> nablt~s !hr TRS-8W to run both 5" and 8" 
mini drives! Our system provides a standard normal operation of your TRS-80* All your driv<·,; It will i11tt·rf:Ke to the f\1/\PPER I for 
Shugart interface so you can use either your original software will still run properly. Omikron Cl'· M* t11w1ati ..n. "r can be used alone with 
8" drives or ours. products require a minimum of 16K memory 0111 modifit'd TRS-80' I>OS software. Files can 

and the TRS-80* Expansion Interface. be transfe1Ted bt't Wt'ell the difft>rent size dtives. SOFTWARE CP/ M* is the most popular aper· 
Sperify cable n·quiremt•nts when ordering.ating system for microcomputers. But many 
$99. plus $ 10 per cable Ct!nnector.high-level languages and advanced business * * * 

programs cannot run with the special CP/ M* MAPPER I is a memory management unit SYSl'EMS --· ( hnikrnn's complt•t e systems fea · 
deeigned exclusively for the TRS -80~ The which adapts your T RS-80* lo run standard lure Shugart 8" dri, es mounted in a dual 
Omikron MAPPER with standard CP/ M* CP/ M* The user can choose eitlwr CP/ M* or drive rabinet with hl':·t\ y duty pmver suppl y, 
allows you to expand your software capability TRS-80* DOS through keyboard cimtrnl. The t\ IAl ' l'ERS I and II. r;1hll· and Cl'/ M* st1ftware. 
to go beyond the few available TRS-80 com· package includes CP/ M* software on !i " lli ~k · I>ual drin·s - $17'J:i ; Smgl1• rlrive $1195. 
patible packages. TRS-80* with Mapper out · ette and documentation. Specify memorv si7.e WARRANTY-- fi mo11ths pa11s and labor. Sat is· 
performs systems costing $1000 or more . when ordering. $199. faction gua1:lli11.•1•cl . l>t·;ikr inquiries invited. 

The MAPPER I and "l.' I ' \l j ... ;1 Ti\l 11f ! Jigital 

f{, °'Li!-di. ·1 l< S ~II i-. 


a T~.I .,f !"and~· 

MAPPER 11 are plug-in Call for details on Omikron's TRs..so· DOS package. 
modules. 

INVADERS 

"Alien INVADERS from deep space are now approaching our planet 
in great swarms to colonize on Earth. The invaders feel they must destroy all 
life forms ' ' ." With SOUND! 

This Machine Language Arcade Game Will be the Best in Your Library! 

5 Levels of Play 

Will You Survive? 

from 
LEVEL IV PRODUCTS, INC 

32238 Schoolcraft 
Uvonia, Ml 48154 

Michigan (313) 525-6200 
Outside Michigan 1-800-521-3305 

Hours : Tues through Sat 7 AM to 11 PM 

MASTER CHARGE / VISA ACCEPTED 

ONLY $}4.95 Cassette 

+-##-4 

<x> <x> <x> <x> <x> <X> <X> <X> 
<x> <x> <x> <x> <x> <X> <X> <X> 
<x> * <><> <><> <><> * <x> <X> 

<X> <><> <X> * <X> <X> <X> 
<X> <X> <><> <><> <><> <X> 
<X> <><> * <><> * 

<x> <><> i <><> <><> i .... 
I ...i ... ... ... ... 

>0!0< 

36 



100 YEAR Dollar Jim Peyton, 

Georgetown, KYlnflatorI DefIator 

$$$$$$ $ $ $ $ $ $$$$$$ 


This program compares dollar 
values and prices between any two 
years of the century spanning 1881 to 
1980. Input is through INKEYs. The 
program accepts dollar amounts from 
$1 to $999 ,999 ,999.00. Years or 
dollar amounts outside these ranges 
return an error message and allow the 
user to redo . 

Upon input of years and amounts. a 
dollar value comparison is returned in 
the form of a two bar graph, and the 
user is given a choice between 
comparing price differences for those 
years or comparing other years . If the 
user chooses to compare price 
differences. and if the years are from 
1950 to 1980 (good basic conditional). 
he is presented with a menu allowing 
selection from (1) food, (2) housing, (3) 
utilities, (4) automobiles, (5) medical 
or (6) total costs . Otherwise, he is 
presented with a total cost 
comparison . (No break out of item 

costs was available for the years prior 
to 1950) 

Data Source: The data used as a 
basis for the program is the Consumer 
Price lr.dex. The sources used were 
Historical Statistics of the United 
States: Colonial Times to 1970. p210
211. iJnited States Department of 
Commerce, Bureau of the Census, US 
Printing Office, 1975; and Statistical 
Abstracts of 1978, p 490, Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, US Printing Office, 
1978. The information used is in the 
public domain. Data for housing costs 
in the years 1950-1952 was not 
available and had to be estimated as 
did the entire Consumer Price Index 
for 1980. Consumer Price Index data 
for the year 1979 are estimated based 
on the first seven months and amount 
overall to an 11 .1 percent increase 
over the previous year. The estimate 
for 1980 is a 9.2 percent increase. 
Both of these reflect the Goldman and 
Sacks Econometric Forecast. 
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w 	 FOR 16K Level II and UP .. 
Q) 30 BY: 	 JIM PEYTON 


ROUTE 2 

GEORGETOWN, KY 40324 

APRIL 1979 

10. 1K 


40 I 

50 CLS:FORR=10T017STEP2:FORA=-RTOR:X=R*R-A*A:Y=SQR(X) :Y=INT(Y-. 
5) 

60 SET ((A* 3) +60, 23+Y) :SET ((A* 3) +61, 23+Y) :SET ((A* 3) +62, 23+Y) 
70 SET ((A* 3) +60, 23-Y) : SET ((A* 3) +61, 23-Y) :SET ( (A*3) +62, 23-Y) :NEX 

TA,R 
80 GOSUB210 :FORR=lTOLEN (Tl$) :A$=LEFT$ (Tl$, R) :PRINT@415-LEN (Tl$) 

/2 ,A$; :NEXT 
90 GOSUB220:FORR=1TOLEN(T2$) :A$=LEFT$(T2$,R) :PRINT@479-LEN(T2$) 

/2,A$; :NEXT 
100 FORR=1T0750:NEXTR 
110 CLEAR600 
120 PRINT@531,"NEED INSTRUCTIONS? (Y/N)"; 
130 Z$=INKEY$:IFZ$=""THEN130ELSEIFZ$="N"THEN230ELSEPRINT@531,ST 

RING$(24,32); 
140 X=O 
150 P=598:N=O 
160 X=X+1:IFX>3GOT0230 
170 ONXGOSUB180,190,200:FORT=1TOLEN(A$) :N=N+l:B$=MID$(A$,N,18): 

PRINT@P,B$;:FORR=1T050:NEXTR,T:GOT0150 
180 A$=STRING$(17,32)+" ••• THIS PROGRAM WAS DEVELOPED WITH MUCH 

DIFFICULTY YET WITH GREAT JOY AND SERENITY BY JIM PEYTON OF GEO 
RGETOWN, KENTUCKY • • • I HOPE YOU FIND IT WORTHWHILE • • • " : RETUR 
N 

190 	A$=STRING$(17,32)+" ••• THE PROGRAM CONVERTS DOLLAR VALUES A 
ND PRICES FROM ONE YEAR TO ANOTHER BASED ON THE CONSUMER PRICE I 
NDEX. VALID YEARS ARE FROM 1881 THROUGH 1980 ••• ":RETURN 

200 	A$=STRING$(17,32)+" ••• JUST TYPE IN THE YEARS AND AMOUNTS A 
S DIRECTED (NO NEED TO PRESS ENTER) AND WAIT A BIT. YOU MAY B 
E BOTH ENLIGHTENED AND DISMAYED AT THE RESULTS ••• ":RETURN 

210 T1$="0NE HUNDRED YEAR":RETURN 

220 T2$="DOLLAR INFLATOR/DEFLATOR":RETURN 

230 CLEAR100:DIML(100,7) 

240 RESTORE:FORI=1T0100:IFI<32THENFORJ=1T07ELSEFORJ=1T02 

250 READL(I,J) :NEXTJ,I 


co 260 CLS:GOSUB470:PRINT@400,CHR$(188)STRING$(32,140)CHR$(188) ;:P 
0 RINT@462,STRING$(2,143)CHR$(191)CHR$(32)STRING$(30,143)CHR$(32)C
' c HR$(191)STRING$(2,143) ;:PRINT@528,STRING$(34,131);:A$="":B$="":C 

Cf) $="" 
270 PRINT@603,"$$$$$$$$$";:GOSUB960:FORI=1T04

<.... 280 Z$=INKEY$:IFZ$=""THEN280ELSEIFASC(Z$)<480RASC(Z$)>57THEN2800 
ELSEA$=A$+Z$:PRINT@465," ";A$;:NEXT:A=VAL(A$) :PRINT@470," <<<<<< 

::0 <<<<>>>>>>>>>> ";" ";:GOSUB580:GOSUB970:FORI=1T04 
z 290 Z$=INKEY$:IFZ$=""THEN290ELSEIFASC(Z$)<480RASC(Z$)>57THEN290 

c 

)> 
r 	 ELSEB$=B$+Z$:PRINT@492,B$;" ";:NEXT:B=VAL(B$) :GOSUB590:GOSUB980: 

FORJ=1T010 
~ 
Q) 

300 Z$=INKEY$: IFZ$='"'THEN300ELSEIFZ$=". "THENI=1 OELSEIFASC ( Z$) <4 
..., 80RASC(Z$)>57THEN300ELSEC$=C$+Z$:PRINT@604," ";C$;" ":NEXT 
' )> 310 C=VAL(C$) :GOSUB600 

"'O..., 320 C$=C$+Z$:PRINT@604," ";C$;" ";:NEXT:C=VAL(C$) 

co 330 IFA<BTHENN=(1980-A)+1ELSEN=(1980-B)+1 
0 

100 YEAR 

DOLLAR INFLATOR / DEFLATOR 


1881 - 1980 


VALUE IN 
YEAR 1950 	 $100.00 
YEAR 1980 	 $30.46 

TO COMPARE COST 	 DIFFERENCES ••••••• TYPE 1 
TO COMPARE OTHER YEARS •••••••••••• TYPE 2 

SELECTED COST 	 ITEMS 

FOOD COSTS ••••••••••••••••••TYPE 1 

HOUSING COSTS ••••••••••••••• TYPE 2 

UTILITY COSTS ••••••••••••••• TYPE 3 

AUTO COSTS •••••••••••••••••• TYPE 4 

MEDICAL COSTS ••••••••••••••• TYPE 5 

TOTAL COSTS ••••••••••••••••• TYPE 6 


1 0 0 Y E A R 

DOLLAR INFLATOR / DEFLATOR 


1881 - 1980 

-3

u T I L I T I E S 


COST IN 
YEAR 1950 $100.00 
YEAR 1980 $319.83 

TO COMPARE COST 	 DIFFERENCES ••••••• TYPE 1 
TO COMPARE OTHER YEARS •••••••.•••• TYPE 2 



340 FORI=1TON 
350 IFL(I,1)=A,D=L(I,2) 
360 IFL(I,1)=B,E=L(I,2) 
370 NEXT! 
380 F=1:G=D/E:H=60:GOT0410 
390 G=E/D:CLS:GOSUB470:PRINT@394,"COST IN";:PRINT@457,"YEAR";A: 

PRINT@521, "YEAR" ;B :GOT04.20 
400 CLS:GOSUB470:PRINT@394,"COST IN";:PRINT@457,"YEAR";A:PRINT@ 

521,"YEAR";B:ONXGOSUB750,790,830,870,910,950:GOT0420 
410 CLS:GOSUB470:PRINT@394,"VALUE IN"; :PRINT@457,"YEAR";A:PRINT 

@521,"YEAR";B:GOT0420 
420 AA$="$$###.#" :AB$="$$###,###.##" 
430 IFF>GTHEN500ELSE540 
440 FORI=1T0500:NEXT:GOSUB480:PRINT@780,D$:PRINT@844,E$ 
450 Z$=INKEY$:IFZ$="1"ANDN>31THEN390ELSEIFZ$="1"THEN630ELSEIFZ$ 

="2"THEN260ELSE450 
460 GOT0460 
470 PRINT@24,"1 0 0 YE A R";:PRINT@83,"DOLLAR INFLATOR /DEF 

LATOR";:PRINT@154,"1881 - 1980";:RETURN 
480 D$="TO COMPARE COST DIFFERENCES •••• • .• TYPE 1" 
490 E$="TO COMPARE OTHER YEARS ••.••• • •••• • TYPE 2":RETURN 
500 Y=21 :FORX=38T097: SET (X, Y) :SET (X, Y+1) :NEXT: IF (F*C)>999999PRI 

NT@497,USINGAA$; (F*C*.000001); :PRINT" MIL";:GOT0520 
510 PRINT@497,USINGAB$;F*C; 
520 Y=24:FORX=38T097-H*(F-G) :SET(X,Y) :SET(X,Y+1) :NEXT:IFG*C>999 

999PRINT@562-(H/2)*(F-G) ,USINGAA$;G*C*.000001; :PRINT" MIL";:GOTO 
440 

530 PRINT@562-(H/2)*(F-G),USINGAB$;G*C;:GOT0440 
540 Y=21 :FORX=38T097-1;*(1-F/G) :SET(X,Y) :SET(X,Y+1) :NEXT:IFF*C>9 

99999PRINT@498-(H/2)*(1-F/G) ,USINGAA$;F*C*.000001; :PRINT" MIL";: 
GOT0560 

550 PRINT@498-(H/2)*(1-F/G) ,USINGAB$;F*C; 
560 Y=24:FORX=38T097:SET(X,Y) :SET(X,Y+1) :NEXT:IFG*C>999999PRINT 

@564,USINGAA$;G*C*.000001;:PRINT" MIL";:GOT0440 
570 PRINT@564,USINGAB$;G*C;:GOT0440 
580 IFA<18810RA>1980THEN610ELSERETURN 
590 IFB<18810RB>1980THEN610ELSERETURN 
600 IFC<10RC>1000000000THEN610ELSERETURN 
610 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23) :PRINT@266,"YEAR OR AMOUNT"; :PRINT @336,"0U 

T OF RANGE 
620 PRINT @406,"PLEASE REDO";:FORR=1T01500:NEXT:GOT0260 
630 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINTTAB(21)"SELECTED COST ITEMS" 
640 PRINT:PRINTTAB(14)"FOOD COSTS •••.••••••••••.•.• TYPE 
650 PRINTTAB(14)"HOUSING COSTS ••••••••••••••• TYPE 2 
660 PRINTTAB(14) "UTILITY COSTS •.•.••••••••••• TYPE 3 
6 7 0 PRINTTAB ( 14) "AUTO COSTS •••••••••••••••••• TYPE 4 
680 PRINTTAB(14)"MEDICAL COSTS ••••••••••••••• TYPE 5 
690 PRINTTAB(14)"TOTAL COSTS ••••••••••••••••• TYPE 6 
700 X$=INKEY$:X=VAL(X$) :ONXGOT0720,760,800,840,880,920 
710 GOT0700 
720 FORI=1TON:IFL(I,1)=A,D3=L(I,3) 
730 IFL(I,1)=B,E3=L(I,3) 
740 NEXTI:F=1:G=E3/D3:H=60:GOT0400 
750 PRINT@222,"-1-";:PRINT@284,"F 0 0 

RETURN 
760 FORI=1TON:IFL(I,1)=A,D4=L(I,4) 
770 IFL(I,1)=B,E4=L(I,4) 
780 NEXTI:F=1:G=E4/D4:H=60:GOT0400 

D";:PRINT@348,"- - - -";: 

790 PRINT @222,"-2-";:PRINT@281,"H 0 US IN G";:PRINT@345,"- 
- - - - -";:RETURN 

800 FORI=1TON:IFL(I,1)=A,D5=L(I,5) 
8 10 IFL(I,1)=B,E5=L(I,5) 
820 NEXTI:F=1:G=E5/D5:H=60:GOT0400 
830 PRINT@222,"-3-";:PRINT@279,"U TI LIT IE S";:PRINT @34 3 ," 

- -	 - - - - - - -";:RETURN 
840 	FORI=1TON:IFL(I,1)=A,D6=L(I,6) 
850 	 IFL(I,1)=B,E6=L(I,6) 
860 	 NEXTI:F=1:G=E6/ D6:H=60:GOT0400 
870 	PRINT @222,"-4-";:PRINT@276,"A UT 0 M 0 

40,"- - - - - - - - - - -";:RETURN 
880 FORI=1TON:IFL(I,1)=A,D7=L(I,7) 
890 IFL(I,1)=B,E7=L(I,7) 
900 NEXTI:F=1:G=E7/ D7:H=60:GOT0400 
910 PRINT@222,"-5-";:PRINT@281,"M ED 

- - - - -";:RETURN 
920 FORI=1TON:IFL(I,1)=A,D=L(I,2) 
930 IFL(I,1)=B,E=L(I,2) 
940 NEXTI:F=1:G=E/ D:H=60:GOT0400 
950 PRINT @222,"-6-";:PRINT@277,"T 0 TA L 

41,"- - - - - - - - - -";:RETURN 
960 FORI=1T050:NEXT:PRINT @780,"> TYPE IN 

COMPARED":RETURN 
970 FORI=1T0200:NEXT:PRINT@844," > TYPE IN 
980 FORI=1T0200:NEXT:PRINT@908," > TYPE IN 

WITH A PERIOD)":RETURN 
990 RETURN 

BILE S";:PRINT@3 

IC A L";:PRINT@345,"- 

C 0 ST S"; :PRINT @3 

FIRST OF YEARS TO BE 

SECOND YEAR":RETURN 
DOLLAR AMOUNT (END 

1000 DATA1980,2367,2574,2461,2597,2314,2599,1979,2168,2357,2254 
,2378,2119,2380,1978,1954,2114,2104,2160,1855,2194,1977,1815,192 
2,2049,2134,1766,2024,1976,1705,1808,1917,1890,1646,1847,1975,16 
12,1754,1817,1696,1498,1686 

1010 DATA1974,1477,1617,1632,1458,1366,1505,1973,1331,1414,1467 
,1264,1215,1377,1972,1253,1235,1401,1205,1175,1325,1971,1213,118 
4,1337,1147,1166,1284,1970,1163,1149,1285,1073,1111,1206 

1020 DATA1969,1098,1089,1160,1028,1065,1134,1968,1042,1036,1057 
,1009,1030,1061,1967,1000,1000,1000,1000,1000,1000,1966,972,991, 
963,996,975,934,1965,945,944,927,994,963,895,1964,929,924,908,99 
4,947,873 

1030 DATA1963,917,912,890,994,934,856,1962,906,899,879,994,930, 
835,1961,896,891,869,994,913,814,1960,887,880,863,986,906,791,19 
59,873,871,844,947,911,764,1958,866,885,835,924,874,732,1957,843 
,849,817,893,847,699 

1040 DATA1956,814,822,783,884,801,672,1955,802,816,770,875,789, 
648,1954,805,828,763,853,803,634,1953,801,830,750,842,824,614,19 
52,795,843,740,826,808,593,1951,778,828,730,815,758,563,1950,721 
,745,725,812,725,537 

1050 DATA1949,714,1948,721,1947,669,1946,585,1945,539,1944,527, 
1943,518,1942,488,1941,441 

1060 DATA1940,420,1939,416,1938,422,1937,430,1936,415,1935,411, 
1934,401,1933,388,1932,409,1931,456,1930,500,1929,513,1928,513,1 
~27,520,1926,530,1925,525,1924,512,1923,511,1922,502,1921,536 

1070 DATA1920,600,1919,518,1918,451,1917,384,1916,327,1915,304, 
1914,301,1913,297,1912,290,1911,290,1910,280,1909,270,1908,270,1 
907,280,1906,270,1905,270,1904,270,1903,270,1902,260,1901,250 

1080 DATA1900,250,1899,250,1898,250,1897,250,1896,250,1895,250, 
1894,260,1893,270,1892,270,1891,270,1890,270,1889,270,1888,270,1 
887,270,1886,270,1885,270,1884,270,1883,280,1882,290,1881,290 

http:GOT04.20


'' TRS-80 USERS! 
lburSaltware ,,
Supermarliet 

GAMES 
W1rl1re I 4-game anthology, Level II, 18K $7.95 
B1ckg1mmon by Scott Adams.Level II, 18K 
$7.95 
X·Wlng II by Chris Freund. Level II, 18K $9.95 
T1lp1n by Art Canfll. Level II, 18K $9.95 
S1rgon Cheu by Dan and Kathe Spracklen. 
Level II, 18K $19.95 
Ch119 Comp1nlon by Michael Kelleher. Level II, 
18K $7.95 
Thl'lll D Tic Tee Toe by Scott Adams. Level II, 
18K $7.95 
Concentr1tlon by Lance Mlcklus. Level II, 18K 
$7.95 
Am11ln' M1z .. by Robert Wallace. Level II, 18K 
$7.95 
Time Bomb by David Bohlke. Level II , 18K $4.95 

Lii• Two by Leo Chrlstopherson. With sound 
·Level II, 18K $14.95 
Android Nim by Leo Chrlstopherson. With 
sound· Level II, 18K $14.95 
Cubit by Leo Chrlstopherson Level II, 18K $9.95 
Maat1rmlnd II by Lance Mlcklus $7.95 
Maatermlnd II • Source List -$20.00 
Robot/Bre1kew1y Game duo by Lance Mlcklus. 
Level II, 4K $7.95 
Tycoon by David Bohlke. Level II, 18K $7.95 
Slelom by Denslo Hamlin. level II, 18K $7.95 
I 01m11 for Pretchool Children by George 
Blank. Level II, 18K $9.95 
Ten Pin by Frank B. Rowlett, Jr. Level II, 18K 
$7.95 
At11ntlc B1lloon Cro11lng by Dean Powell. Level 
II, 18K $9.95 
Sp1c1 B1ttl11 by Level IV, Level II , 18K Tape or 
32K Disk, Tape -$14.95, Disk· $19.95 

Stir Trek 111.3 by Lance Mlcklus Level II, 18K 
$14.95 
Dog Ster Adventure by Lance Mlcklus. Level II, 
18K $9.95 

S1f1ri by David Bohlke. Level II, 18K $7.95 
Treaaure Hunt by Lance Mlcklus. Level II, 18K 
$7.95 
'Round th• Hom by George Blank. Level II, 18K 
$9.95 
Pork B1rrel by George Blank. Level II, 18K $7.95 
K1mlken by Russell Starkey. Level II, 18K $7.95 
All Stir B111b1ll by David Bohlke. Level II, 18K 
$7.95 
B1rrlc1de by Small Systems Software. Machine 
Language ·$14.95 
Journey To Th• Center Of The Earth by Greg 
Hassett. Level II, 18K Tape $7.95 
P1ntomlnoes by James Garon. Level II , 16K 
$7.95 
Sn1k1 E1111 s by Leo Chrlstopherson. With sound 

Level II , 18K $14.95 

Now 
In Stock! Understandable! Indexed library with 200 

Assembly Language Routines. 

SARGON was the BEST 
SARGON II is MUCH 

BETTER! 

ZSO Software Gourmet 
Guide And Cookbook 
from Scelbl. $14.95 + $1 postage. 

Seven levels of play . 
faster, better end game . . 

randomized opening. 

$29.95 

BOOKS 
S.rgon Handbook by Don & Kathe 
Spracklen. $14.95 plus $1.00 shipping 
and handling. 
The BHlc H1ndbook by Dr. David A. 
Lien. $14.95 plus $1 
Z80 Instruction H1ndbook by Scelbl 
Publlcatlons. $4.9~ 

The Llttl1 Book Of BASIC Style by 
John Nevison. $5.95 plus $1 
TRS·80 Aaa1mbly L1ngU1g1 Pro· 
gr1mmlng by Wiiiiam Barden, Jr. 
$3.95 plus $1 
Introduction to TRS-80 Orephlcs by 
Don Inman. $7.95 plus $1 
L11mlng Level II by D1vld A. Lien. 
115.15 plus S1 

Celcul1tor by R. W. Robitaille, Sr. 
Level II, 4K $2.95 

Moving Slgnbo1rd by Circle Enter· 
prises. Level II. 4K $9.95 
Hl1togr1ph/Sc1tt1rgram by Gary S. 
Breschlnl. Level II , 18K $9.95. 
Simple Simon by George Blank. Level 
II . Written In BASIC. $4.95 
Mith Drill by K. L. Brown. Level II, 16K 
$4.95 
RPN C1lcul1tor by Russell Starkey. 
Level II, 18K $9.95 
Him R1dlo by Michael Kelleher. 
Level II, 16K $9.95 
Him R1dlo ARS f.1 (32K dl1k) $24.85 
Electronlc1 Aaal1t1nt by John Adam
son. Level II, 16K $9.95 
Preflight by Stephen Hebbler. Level 
II, 16K $20.00 
B11lc St1tl1tlc1 by Steve Reisser. 
Level II, 16K $20.00 
Drill M11t1r1 by Computer Graphics · 
speclly title desired. Level II, 16K 
$7.95 11ch. German, Russian, Italian, 
Spanish, or Music Theory 
K1ybo1rd-80 by ·John Adamson. Level 
II, 18K $9.95 

THE 
COUNT 

SCOTT 1'DAMS' 
ADVENTURES 

C1111tt11S14.85 

Combln1tlon1 on dltk: 
2for124.85 
3 for S31.115 



~lro~@ 
by Lance Micklus 

The STANDARD 
in Smart Terminal 

Programs for the TRS-80 

(32K Disk) 

$79.95 

PERSONAL 
NEWDOS by Apparat $49.95 Text-80 by Frank B. Rowlett, Jr. For 32K disk Typing Tutor by Roger W. Robitaille, Sr. Level II, 
NEWDOS + by Apparat $99.95 systems $59.95 16K $19.95 

aoao.zeo Converalon Level II, 16K $15.00 Secrete of th• Tarot by John T. Phillipp. Level II , 
Software. Level II, 16K $26.95 
Machine Language Monitor by Small Systems 

16K $9.95Renumber by Lance Mlcklus. Level II, available 
In 16 through 48K (specify when ordering) $7.95 Blorhy1hm1 by Frank B. Rowlett, Jr. Level II, 4K 

ware. Disk for 16 through 48K (all In one) $29.95 
Three Monltora for Dl1k by Small Systems Soft· 

$4.95Renumber aource llatlng $20.00 
Personal Finance by Lance Mlcklus. Level II, 

Disk · $34.95 
KVP Extender by Lance Mlcklus. Tape · $29.95; Electric Pencil by Michael Shrayer. Powerful 

16K $9.95machine language word processing system. 
Level II, 16K tape - $100; Disk version · $150 Advanced Peraon.I Finance by Lance Mlcklus 

TRS·232. Tape · $29.95 
KVP 232 by Lance Mlcklus · KVP adapted for the 

for 32K disk systems $24.95Leval Ill BASIC by Microsoft. $49.95 
Home Flnanclal Management by Michael 
Kelleher. Level II, 16K $9.95 

ST80 Smart Terminal Level II, 16K $49.95 Leval I In Level II by Apparat. Level II, 16K$15.00 
ST80D Smarter Terminal for disk systems. Fortran by Microsoft. 32K · 2 Disks. New low 
$79.95 price $195.00 
Micro Text Editor by Don Coons. Level II, 4K or 
16K $9.95 

HARDWARE ACCESSORIES 

TRS ?.32 by Small Systems Hardware - $49.95 

Percom Dl1k Drlve1 Single or dual, for TRS-60's. 
Single drive ·$399.00; Dual drive · $795.00; Cable 
required · $29.95 

ASK ABOUT OUR FREE 
HARDSIDE CATALOG 

TO ORDER (9AM - 5:30 PM, EST) 

TOLL-FREE 1-800-258-1790 

Saltware Exchange

603-673-5144 

• A trademark of Radio Shack and Tandy Corp. 

IMPORTANT 

No sales tax • 

All C.O.D.'s or special • 
delivery orders are a mini

mum of $5 for special 
handling 

When ordering Percom • 
please add $5 each, 

packaging and handling lee. 

PRICES DO NOT • 
INCLUDE SHIPPING 

BUSINESS 
Inventory 11.2 by M. Kelleher and R. W. Robitaille, 
Sr. 16K disk systems $59.95 · 

Inventory Sy1t1m 11.3 by M. Kelleher. Improved 
version, $79.95 

Inventory 'S' by Roger W. Robitaille, Sr. Level II, 
16K Tape ·$24.95; 32K Disk -$39.95 

Peyroll by Stephen Hebbler. For disk systems. 
32K $59.95 

Account• Recelvable II by S. Hebbler. 32K disk 
systems $79.95 

Appointment Log by Michael Kelleher. Level II, 
16K $9.95 Disk version, $19.95 

Oener1I Ledger I by M. Kelleher, requires 32K 
Disk, $79.95 
Mall Llat II by R. W. Rob:tallle, Sr. 32K disk 
systems $99.95 

Small Bu1lne11 BookkHplng by R. W. 
Robitaille, Sr. Level II, 16K. With Journal -$22.00; 
Without Journal . $15.00 

WANTED SAVE $167. Used TRS-60 equipment! We buy and sell used 
equipment. Call or write for details. 

TRS·BO expansion Interface with our 
18K RAM, &Ingle PERCOM disk drives 
with cable, and NEW~OS operatingSPECIAL 

PACKAGE PRICE $150 
SEPARATELY: 

MACRO ASSEMBLER $80. 

FORTRAN $80. 


$669. TRS-80 
16K, LEVEL II 
NO KEYPAD. 

SoftSlde(monthly) 

$18. 1 yr.,Bulk Rate 
$30. 1 yr., Overseas Airmail 

$25. 1 yr., First Class or Overseas Surface 
$38. 8 mos. w/cassette $66. 8 mos. w/dlsk 

PR00/80(bl-monthly) 

$15. 1 yr., Bulk Rate 
$22. 1 yr.,Flrst Class or Overseas Surface 

$27. 1 yr. Overseas Airmail 

SoltSld•"• AppleSeed(monthly) 

$15. 1 yr., Bulk Rate 
$22. 1 yr., First Class 

system. $830. 

6 SoothStreet, Box 68,Milford,NH 03055 

http:16K$15.00


Anatomy of the Program 
(100 Year$ lnflator/Deflator) 	 R C Bahn 

I. 	SUMMARY 
The program compares dollar values and prices 

between any two years of the century spanning 1881 
to 1980. The program provides numerous examples of 
more complex BASIC Statements such as DATA, 
RESTORE, GOSUB, ON ... GOSUB, INKEY$, MID$, 
CHR$, VAL, PRINT@,PRINTTAB and PRINT USING. 
There are several examples of useful video display 
graphics including a concentric circular design, a 
moving banner display, numeric data input panels and 
bar graphing. 
11. LINE BY LINE COMMENTARY 

10-40 Program identification 


50-70 Generate concent ric circ ular pattern with 

set statements 


80-90 Print title of program by "' left to right 

scrol ling ·· routine without destroying 

prior graphics. Note use of PRINT@ and 

trailing semicolon . 

100 Simple timing loop 

110 Clear string space for ··m,JVing banner" 

120 Print instruction query 

130 IN KEYS loop. Note that double quotes("" ") 
represent a 'nu ll string'. or one with a 
length of zero . 

140-150 	Initialize ··moving banner" routine. 

160 	Increment cou nter (X) for the number of 
messages (3) defined in lines 180, 190. 
and 200. 

170 	Fetch next message (AS). form series of 
substrings of length 18 (BS) and display at 
P R is a timer . 

180-200 Strings for ··moving banner" . 

210 -220 Strings for "scrol led " titles displayed in 
lines 80-90. 

230 Initialize and dimension for remainder of 
program 

240-250 Reset start of data read. read data. update 
timing display. 

260-270 Routines to generate "g raphic data input 
panels " for years and dollars. Note use of 
graphics symbols ( 1 28- 191) 

280-320 Data input routine which accepts years 
and dollars by INKEYS statements, 
progressively modifies graphics, 
branches to limit checking routines (580
620) and prints prompting for sequential 
entry of AS, BS.and CS . Note 
concatenation of string variable by AS" 
AS +ZS for keyboard entry. 

330 Set up timing delay for intervals greater 
than 9 years 

340-370 Find values of D and E. 

42 

380 Find inflation / deflation ratio (G) 

390 Print ··cost " labels to be used following 
statement 4 70. 

400 Print "cost" label to be used following 
statements 750. 790. 830. 870. 910. 
and 950. 

410 Print " value" label. 

420 Define formats for subsequent PRINT 
USING statements. 

430 Branch to appropriate bar graphing 
routine 

440 Print next options on video screen . 

450 Accept next data from keyboard . 

470 Routine for printing heading label. 

480-490 Video display of next options . 

500-570 Bar graphing and row labels. 

580-620 Keyboard data input error routines . Note 
use of CHRS(23) for large letters . Th is 
command is turned off by the CLS in line 
260 

630-710 	Print itemized cost menu and accept 

selection from keyboard . 


720-740 	Routine for food costs . All of th e fo llowing 
routines are constructed s1m1larly . 
Initialize data read , read data. define 
appropriate 03 and E3. define G, return to 
line 400 

750 Print food label. 

760-780 Routine for housing costs . 

790 Print hous1n\.J label 

800-820 Routin e for utility cos ts . 

830 Print utility label. 

840-860 Rout ine for auto costs . 

870 Print auto label 

880-900 Routin e for medical costs . 

910 Print medical label. 

920-940 Routine for total costs . 

950 Print total costs label 

960-980 Subroutines for display of video input 
prompts. 

1000- 1050 Data statem ents. All data is stored in the 
array L(l.J) . Records for individual years 
are listed in descending order for the 
years 1980 to 1880 Every record consists 
of at least two numbers the year and total 
eco nomic index number . In the interval 
1950 to 1980.each record contains five 
additional numbers related to the sub 
category indices arranged in the order 
1n lines 640-680. 

1040- 1080 Data. 1980 · 1950. 7 entries per year 

1050- 1120 Data 1949 -1880; 2 entries per year 
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MICROSOFT CONSUMER PRODUCTS 

CONTINUING THE 


MICROSOFT TRADITION 

Microsoft set the standard in microcomputer system software. We know more 
about the structure and capabilities of today's microcomputers than anyone else. 
And now we're using that power in a whole new way! 
Announcing Microsoft Consumer Products. Dis
tinctive software packages backed by the Microsoft 
name. Each is created by a top-notch programmer 
and comes to you fully documented, at a cost you 
can afford. 
Microsoft Editor/Assembler-Plus:· Now get every 
feature of Radio Shack's Editor/Assembler qnd T-Bug 
all in one package. PLUS-many "big computer" 
features to .simplify your programming, editing and 
debugging. All in a low cost cassette package. 
Don't waste time creating both source and object 
tapes-Assembler-Plus assembles directly into mem
ory. Supports' macros anq conditional assembly, too . 
Editor-Plus simplifies editing with extra commands 
like Substitute, Move, Copy and Extend . And 
Z-Bug;· the most powerful debugger ever available 
for the TRS-80, has single step execution, direct 
execution in calculator mode and symbolic refer
ences. And, you can use up to 8 breakpoints at a 
time, with no need to remove a breakpoint before 
proceeding . For the 16K, Level II, cassette TRS-80. 
Priced at $29.95. 
Microsoft Adventure. Only Microsoft offers Adven
ture complete, as originalfy written for the DEC 
PDP-10, now implemented on personal computers. 
The ultimate fantasy/ logic game, Adventure allows 
you to explor~ the depths of the "Colossal Cave'. ' 
collecting treasures and magic, solving puzzles, 
avoiding hazards and adversaries-including the 
dreaded killer dwarves. Don't be fooled by imita
tion or incomplete versions. Only Microsoft has it all . 
Adventure fills an entire disk with everything you 
need for your exploration. Written by Gordon Letwin, 
of SbFTWIN, Associates. Adventure for the TRS-80 re
quires a single-disk, 32K system. For the Apple 11 ; • a 
single-disk, 32K system with either the standard disk 
or language card system. For just $29.95. 

Microsoftlyping Tutor. There's no easier way to mas
ter your keyboard! Faster and more efficient than 
any other teaching method, Typing Tutor helps you if 
you 're starting from scratch or simply building 
speed.The secret lies in Typing Tutor's exclusive TRM ·• 
or "Time Response Monitoring" software. TRM moni
tors your keyboard 20 times per second so the com
puter can evaluate your skill .Your speed.Your errors. 
Your weakest keys. Typing Tutor tells you where you 
stand then automatically adjusts itself to help you 
improve. Written by Dick Ainsworth and Al Baker of 
the Image Producers, Inc. For the Apple II with 16K 
and Apple BASIC or the TRS-80 with 16K and Level II 
BASIC. Priced at $14. 95. 
Microsoft Level Ill BASIC. Upgrade your Level II 
TRS-80 and increase your programming efficiency 
without additional hardware. Microsoft Level Ill 
loads from cassette tape on top of the Level II ROM . 
It gives you every feature of Disk BASIC except disk 
file commands. But that's not ail-Level Ill's high
speed graphics turn your TRS-80* into a virtual elec
tronic drawing board. And there's program renum
bering, long error messages, quick shift-key entries, 
time-limit INPUT statements and many more fea
tures. System requirements: Level II BASIC and 16K. 
Occupies 5.2K RAM. Priced at $49.95. 
Where To Buy. Microsoft Consumer Products are 
sold by computer retailers nationwide. If your local 
computer store doesn't have them, call us. Phone 
(206) 454-1315. Or write Microsoft Consumer Products, 
10800 Northeast Eighth, Suite 819, Bellevue, WA 98004. 

' TRS-80 is a trademark of Radio Shack Corp. ·'Apple II is a trade
mark of Apple Computer. Inc.... Editor/Assembler-Plus and Z-Bug 
are trademarks of Microsoft . TRM is a trademark of The Image 

Producers. Inc . .,~~~--· 



ASEARCH PROGRAM 

Using DOS Random Files, with use of Hash Codes 


Those of you familiar with the common disk-based data 
base management systems are aware that one of their 
major drawbacks is that knowledge of a record number is 
required to locate a particular record on the disk, or a 
sequential (and often iengthy) search through the file for 
some characteristic field must be made. This program 
solves this problem by allowing the user to specify a 
unique number of attributes in lieu of a record number, 
whereupon all the records having these characteristics 
will be displayed and printed by direct random access . 

The particular application shown is for the author's 
personal stereo record collection, but conversion to other 
applications is simple and is described in more detail 
below. For the time being, however, we will demonstrate 
the program's capabilities using this example . Actually, 
four separate disk files are involved: File " INDEX" is 
automatically updated after each run of ATRISRCH / BAS 
is ended (ATRlbute SeaRCH is the main program). and is 
read again when the next run is initiated . It always 
contains the current status of the main data base 
(" RECORDS"). "INDEX" is initially created when program 
"DATABASE/ BAS" is run , whereafter DATABASE/ BAS 
is not needed again . The main program , ATRISRCH / BAS 
first reads "INDEX" and then proceeds to open the 
Database File " RECORDS" for use and displays the 
following menu on the video: 

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING: 
LOOK UP A RECORD =1 
ADD A RECORD =2 
DELETE A RECORD =3 
END =4 
INPUT YOUR CHOICE (1, 2. 3 or 4)? 

We will now proceed to discuss each option . 
ADDING TO THE DATABASE 

Assuming we are just starting, we would take option 2, 
whereupon the following three attribute groups would be 
sought: 
GROUP 1 : CATEGORY OF MUSIC : 

CLASSICAL SOLO PRINCIPAL =1 
CLASSICAL NON-SOLO =2 
LIGHT BACKGROUND MUSIC =3 
JAZZ =4 
WEST INDIAN MUSIC =5 
OTHER =6 

K W Burrowes, Millbrae, CA 

Let us suppose our first record is classical non-solo. so 
we enter 2 . Similarly for " Music type " W.f; are asked to 
select one of the following : 
GROUP 2 : TYPE OF MUSIC : 

VOCAL =1 
PIANO =2 
VIOLIN =3 
GUITAR =4 
OTHER =5 

Our record is orchestral, so we enter 5 . Finally, we are 
questioned about record quality: 
GROUP 3: RECORD QUALITY: 

GOOD =1 
POOR =2 

We enter 1, whereupon we are now asked the following 
specifics about the record . 

RECORD TITLE (40 char)? 

COMPOSER (15 char)? 

PLAYED OR SUNG BY (20 char)? 

QUALITY OF RECORD (5 char)? 


After we answer each request and the record has been 
written to disk, the main menu is again displayed . 

LOOK UP RECORDS 
Assuming we have now repeated the above routine a 

number of times so that our database fil e " RECORDS " 
contains 100 entries. and we now wish to find all our 
records which are: Light Background Music, Played on 
the Guitar. with a Good Record Quality . First we select 
Option 1 from the main menu and then 3, 4 and 1 from the 
subsequent attribute questions, whereupon the first 
record to have these attributes is displayed on the video. 
At this point, the program asks if a modification of the 
record is desired . From now on we say "NO" or "N", and 
the record is printed on the line printer . This cycle 
continues until the la st record with these attributes is 
printed and the main menu returns . Hadthe answer to the 
request for modification been " YES " or "Y", the program 
would have prompted the changes and re -saved the 
record on disk. 

DELETE A RECORD 
Each combination of attributes has a unique attribute 

number associated with it. (We will describe below how 
this is calculated) When the " look up " option is used, 
note that the attribute number is given just below the 
attribute descriptions . To delete a record. we first select 3 
from the main menu and the video display will show a 
request for the attribute number of the file we wish to 
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M800 
Deluxe RT1Y tor the ms-so 
Adds these additional RTTY features to the M80. 
• Split-screen display _Full ASA _ 
• Save all text on casselte 
• Instant Replay - RCV and XMT texL 
• Instant break operation - preserves butters _ 
• WRU - save on cassette - automatically _ 
a Execute external programs - interactive graphics _ 
• One-time callsign insertion . 
• Amo line numbers. maryin labels. CR I LF. CR suppress. XMTR control. 
• 4 small messages (255 char. ea.) plus big message (up to max . RAM). 
•Additional RY , FOX, CO messages . 
• UT4 output speed control. • Baudot (4speeds) plus ASCII (110 baud). 

Requires the 

MBO Ham 
Interface. $99 
 •Auto transmitter control -PTT. 

• PET, APPLE, SORCERER versions available. 

Write or Call for Complete Catalog. 

M80 Ham Interface 
Send-Receive RTTY & CW 
• Auto send. & receive: RTT Y & CW 
• Complete hardware & software. 
• Connects to TRS-80 User Port & Key I headphone jacks 
• 10 message memories - 255 char. ea. 
• Keyboard buffer - allows typing ahead . 
• Uses built-in PLL or external TU . 
• Includes hardware. cassette & manual. 
• Morse trainer - random 5 letter words. 
• Requires Level II Basic & 16K RAM. * 
NEW FEATURES . Assembled 
•MORSE tutorial-1 Dlessons-corrects mistakes &TestedSimplest, fastest way to learn the code! 
•Auto-numbering contest keyer. 
•Interactive Graphics-Custom PIX. $149 


California residents add 6% tax 

• VIS4' 

We are experiencing telephone difficulties, please keep trying. 

delete Say w e enler 19 (wh1cll corresponds to attributes 
2, 5, 1). 111e video will display each record having these 
attribules in sequence, eacll time asking 1f a deletion is 
desir ed . A " YES " or "Y " r eply will remove that subrecord 
from i11 e da ta base hut leave tile re111a111der of the file 
unchanged _ 
PROGRAM FEATURES 
• Size of Directory Wil e n DATABASE . BAS is run. the 
user mu st input the directory size In general, the size 
chosen depe nds on tl1 e total number of entries planned 
for file " fffCORDS " A good rule of thumb is lo use a 
number equ al to J1, _. to 2 limes tile number of entries 
ant1c1pat ed. (Til e larger tile directory size, shorter the 
access time needed to find the initial record. using the 
Hasl11ng Fu11c11on described below) Of course, the DIM 
statement s (DATABASE .- BAS line 20 and 
ATRISR CH BAS lin e 30) should be appropriate ly 
changeu 1f 11 ecess ;-ir y (1 .e. if size 1s greater than 300). 
• Attribute Nu111be1 - Line 8010 shows the equation 
used to cal culate a unique attribute number for each 
comb111at1on of attributes for this application . In general, if 
we have N 1 possible attributes of type A 1, N2 possible 
attributes of type A2 . and so forth. 

11 (N2 * N3 * N4 ... . )(A1-1 )+(N3 * N4*. .. )(A2
1)+ ...+AN 

In our ca se, N1 ' 6, N2 5,N3 ~ 2. Al C. A2 -- Land A3 -= B, 
so 11 (5 ' 2)(C-1)+2(1. -1)+B 
or 11 - 10C • 2L+B-12 
T111s equatio n w ould be 111ud1f1ecl to suit tile application 
being conside red_ 

• Hashed Array Search Routine - subroutine 8000 uses 
a hashed search routine for rapid access to the first sub
record corresponding to a given attribute number . Once 
the first sub-record is found, it links to the second, the 
second links to the third, and so forth, thus enabling the 
program to rapidly find all the sub-records _(A sequential 
search would be very slow by comparison) . 
CHANGES TO ATRISRCH/BAS FOR OTHER 

APPLICATIONS 
The following changes can be made to adapt the program 
to other applications: 
LINE 30: Change size of index as described above to 2 
times the number of entries anticipated in "RECORDS". 
LINES 1120-1150, 6020 - 6050, 6140- 6170, 9000
9190, and 10000 -10180: Modify these lines to pertain 
to tl1e attributes of the new application. 

LINES 3030, 3130, 5000, 5020. 5030: Change to fit 
the new application 's field lenglhs and subrecord 
def1n1tion (for further discussion see te Radio Shack 
TRSDOS & Disk BASIC REF Manual, pages 7-73 and 7 
74) 
LINE 3050: ,t\ssumes that the first field length exceeds 
3_If less than 4, uselF LEFT$(A$,1) <>" " .. . 
LINE 8010: Change equation as described above. 
NOTE. Retain ES as the final item in the field statement 
L111e 5030 with length 4 and do not add any new uses for 
the variable ES beyond those already us.ed . The reason is 
that E$ 1s used by the program to "Link" one sab-recorcl to 
the nex t one with the same attribute number of signify t!w 
end of the "chain " . e 
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FOR 32K DOS and UP ... 

DATABASE 

10 CLS 
20 DIM F(300) ,I(300) ,K(300) 
30 PRINT"PROGRAM TO SET UP DATA BASE FOR ATTRIBUTE INDEX" 
40 PRINT"INDEX FILE NAME IS 'INDEX'" 
45 INPUT"SIZE OF DIRECTORY (300 MAXIMUM)";N 
50 OPEN "0",1,"INDEX" 
60 PRINT#1,N;OOO 
70 FOR J=1 TO N 
80 F(J)=-1:I(J)=O:K(J)=-1 
90 PRINT#1,F(J) ;I(J) ;K(J) 
100 NEXT J 
110 CLOSE 
120 PRINT"DATA BASE PREPARED" 

10 'PROGRAM TO SEARCH A FILF. FOR CERTAIN ATTRIBUTES 
20 CLEAR 1000 
30 DIM F(300)-I(300) ,K(300) 
40 CLS:PRINT"ATTRIBUTE SEARCH PROGRAM FOR RECORDS":PRINT:PRINT 
50 OPEN "I", 1, "INDEX" 
60 INPUT#1,N,V1 
100 FOR J =1 TO N 
110 INPUT#1,F(J) ,I(J) ,K(J) 
120 NEXT J 

00 125 CLOSE 

0 130 OPEN "R",1,"RECORDS"

' 135 CLSc 

140 PRINT"SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING :" 

14 1 PRINT: PRINT" LOOK UP RECORD = 1 " 


(fl 

L. 142 PRINT"ADD A RECORD = 2"
0 143 PRINT"DELETE A RECORD = 3"c 
:::0 144 PRINT"END = 4" 
z 145 PRINT:INPUT"YOUR CHOICE (1, 2, 3, OR 4)";Z 
)> 148 ON Z GOTO 150,200,300,990r 149 GOT0135
s:: 150 ' LOOK UP RECORD 

Q)..., 155 GOSUB 9000 
' 160 F1=-1 

"O 165 GOSUB8000
)> 
..., 

170 IFR<>O THEN 178 
00 175 INPUT"RECORD NOT FOUND. CONTINUE";Z$0 

999 CLOSE:END 
1000 'FIND SUBRECORD BY KEY% ,MODIFY OR DELETE & LPRINT 
1030 GOSUB5000 
1080 CLS:PRINT"KEY NO.";KEY% 
1090 PRINT"PHYSICAL RECORD NO.";PR%;TAB(30)"SUBRECORD NO.";SR% 
1100 GOSUB 6000:GOSUB6100 
1110 LPRINT"KEY NO. = ";KEY% 
1120 LPRINT:LPRINT"RECORD TITLE:"TAB(25) ;A$ 
1130 LPRINT: LPRINT"COMPOSER: "TAB ( 25) ;B$ 
1140 LPRINT:LPRINT"PLAYED OR SUNG BY:"TAB{25) ;C$ 
1150 LPRINT:LPRINT"QUALITY OF RECORD:"TAB(25);D$ 
1160 LPRINT:LPRINT:LPRINT 
1170 RETURN 
3000 'ADD NEW RECORDS TO DATAFILE 
30 20 PR%=LOF ( 1) 
3030 KEY%=(PR%-1)*3+1 
3040 GOSUB5000 
3045 IF PR%>LOF(1) THEN3060 
3050 IF LEFT$(A$,4)<>" "THEN KEY%=KEY%+1:GOT03040 

3060 PRINT"BLANK SUBRECORD EXISTS IN PHYSICAL RECORD";PR% 

3070 PRINT"SUBRECORD NUMBER";SR% 

3075 PRINT"KEY NUMBER";KEY% 

3080 INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO ADD A NEW SUBRECORD";Z$ 

3090 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)="N" THEN RETURN 
3100 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)="Y"THEN3120 
3110 PRINT"ANSWER YES OR NO":GOT03080 
3120 GOSUB6140 
3130 KEY%=KEY%+1:GOT03040 
5000 PR%=INT((KEY%-1)/3)+1 
5020 SR%=KEY%-3*(PR%-1) 
5030 FIELD 1,((SR%-1)*85) AS STARTHERE$,40 AS A$,15 AS B$,20 AS 

C$,5 AS D$,4 AS E$ 
5040 GET 1,PR% 
5050 RETURN 
6000 PRINT:PRINT"RECORD DETAILS:" 
6010 PRINT 
6020 PRINT"RECORD TITLE:"TAB(25) ;A$ 
6030 PRINT"COMPOSER:"TAB(25) ;B$ 
6040 PRINT"PLAYED OR SUNG BY:"TAB(25) ;C$ 
6050 PRINT"QUALITY OF RECORD:"TAB(25) ;D$ 
6090 PRINT:PRINT:RETURN 
6100 INPUT"DO YOU WISH TO UPDATE THIS DATA";Z$ 
6110 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)="N"THEN RETURN 
6120 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)="Y"THEN6140 
6130 PRINT"ANSWER YES OR NO":GOT06100 
6140 LINEINPUT"RECORD TITLE (40 CHAR)";A1$:LSET A$=A1$ 
6150 LINEINPUT"COMPOSER (15 CHAR)";B1$:LSET B$=B1$ 
6160 LINEINPUT"PLAYED OR SUNG BY (20 CHAR)";C1$:LSET C$=C1$ 
6170 LINEINPUT"QUALITY OF RECORD (5 CHAR)";D1$:LSET D$=D1$ 
6180 IF F1>0 THENLSET E$=MKS$(-1) 
6210 PUT 1,PR% 
6220 RETURN 
8000 'HASHED ARRAY SEARCH SUROUTINE 
8010 I1=10*C+2*L+B-12 
8020 Q1~INT(I1/N) :R1=INT(I1-Q1*N) 
8030 IFQ1>0 THEN8050 
8040 Q1=1 



00 
0 177 GOT0135 
c 178 GOSUB10000 
(J) 180 KEY%=K(R) 
(._ 182 GOSUB1000 
0 184 KEY%=CVS (E$) 
c 186 IF KEY%<=0 THEN 
:n 200 'ADD A RECORDz 205 GOSUB 9000 

r 210 F1=1 

215 GOSUB8000 

p 

$ 
Q) 220 IF R=O THEN 275 

~ 225 V1=V1+1 :KEY%=V1 
p 227 GOSUB5000 -c..., 230 GOSUB6140 

135 ELSE 182 


OJ 235 IF I(R)=I1 THEN250 
0 240 K(R)=V1:I(R)=I1:F(R)=1 

245 GOT0135 
250 KEY%=K(R) 
253 GOSUB 5000 

255 IF CVS(E$)>=0 THEN KEY%=CVS(E$) :GOT0253 
260 LSET E$=MKS$(V1) 
262 PUT 1,PR% 
265 GOT0135 
275 INPUT"DIRECTORY 
280 GOT0135 
300 'DELETE A RECORD 
310 INPUT"ATTRIBUTE 
320 F1=-1 
330 GOSUB8020 
340 IF R<>OTHEN370 
350 INPUT"RECORD NOT 

FULL REORGANIZE. READY";Z$ 

NUMBER OF RECORD";I1 

FOUND. CONTINUE";Z$ 
360 GOT0135 
370 KEY%=K (R) 
375 K1=-1 
380 GOSUB5000 
390 GOSUB6000 
400 INPUT"DO YOU WISH 
410 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)="Y" 
420 IF LEFT$(Z$,1)="N" 

TO DELETE THIS RECORD";Z$ 
THEN460 
THEN440 

430 PRINT"ANSWER YES OR NO.":GOT0400 

440 IF CVS(E$)<0 THEN 135 

450 K1=KEY%:KEY%=CVS(E$) :GOT0380 

460 N1=CVS(E$) 

490 IF N1<0 AND KEY%-K(R)<.01 THEN F(R)=-1:I(R)=O:K(R)=-1:GOT01 


35 
500 IF K1>0 THEN KEY%=K1 
510 GOSUB5000 
520 LSET E$=MKS$(N1) :PUT 
530 GOT0135 
540 K(R)=N1 
550 GOT0135 
990 CLOSE 
992 OPEN "0",1,"INDEX" 
994 PRINT#1,N;V1 
996 FOR J=1 TO N 

ELSE 540 


1,PR% 


997 PRINT#1,F(J);I(J);K(J).i:. 
998 NEXT J-...J 

8050 

8060 

8070 

8075 

8080 

8090 

8095 

8100 

8105 

8110 

8115 

8310 

8500 

9000 

9010 

9015 

9020 

9030 

9040 

9050 

9060 

9070 

9080 

9090 

9100 

9110 

9120 

9130 

9140 

9150 

9160 

9170 

9180 

9190 

9200 

10000 

10005 

10010 

10015 

10020 

10025 

10030 

10040 

10050 

10060 

10070 

10080 

10090 

10100 

10110 

10120 

10130 

10140 

10150 

10160 

10170 

10180 


R=R1+1:Q=Q1 
'REPEAT 
FOR J=1 TO N-1 
IF F(R)>O THEN 8100 
IF F1>0 THEN8500 
R=O 
GOT08500 
'EXIT OR TRY AGAIN 
IF I(R)=I1 THEN 8500 
R=R+Q1:Q=INT(R/N) :R1=INT(R-Q*N) :R=R1+1 
NEXT J 
R=O 
RETURN 
'INPUT ATTRIBUTES 
CLS:PRINT"INPUT ATTRIBUTES" :PRINT:PRINT 
PRINT"CATEGORY OF MUSIC":PRINT 
PRINT"CLASSICAL SOLO PRINCIPAL = 1" 
PRINT"CLASSICAL NON SOLO = 2" 
PRINT"LIGHT BACKGROUND MUSIC = 3" 
PRINT"JAZZ = 4" 
PRINT"WEST INDIAN MUSIC = 5" 
PRINT"OTHER = 6" 
PRINT:INPUT"CATEGORY NUMBER";C 
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"TYPE OF MUSIC":PRINT 
PRINT"VOCAL = 1" 
PRINT"PIANO = 2" 
PRINT"VIOLIN = 3" 
PRINT"GUITAR = 4" 
PRINT"OTHER = 5" 
PRINT:INPUT"TYPE NUMBER";L 
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"QUALITY OF 
PRINT"GOOD = 1" 
PRINT"POOR = 2" 
PRINT:INPUT"QUALITY";B 
RETURN 

'LPRINT TITLES 

RECORD":PRINT 

LPRINT"CATEGORY OF MUSIC: "; 
ON C GOSUB 10060,10070,10080,10090,10100,10110 
LPRINT"TYPE IF MUSIC: "; 
ON L GOSUB 10120,10130,10140,10150,10160 
LPRINT"QUALITY OF RECORD: "; 
ON B GOSUB 10170,10180 
LPRINT"A'i'TRIBUTE NUMBER";I1;" (";C;",";L;",";B;")" 
LPRINT:LPRINT:RETURN 
LPRINT"CLASSICAL SOLO PRINCIPAL":RETURN 
LPRINT"CLASSICAL NON SOLO":RETURN 
LPRINT"LIGHT BACKGROUND MUSIC":RETURN 
LPRINT"JAZZ":RETURN 
LPRINT"WEST INDIAN MUSIC":RETURN 
LPRINT"OTHER":RETURN 
LPRINT"VOCAL":RETURN 
LPRINT"PIANO":RETURN 
LPRINT"VIOLIN":RETURN 
LPRINT"GUITAR":RETURN 
LPRINT"OTHER":RETURN 
LPRINT"GOOD":RETURN 
LPRINT"POOR":RETURN 
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The 8th in a series on Assembly 

Language Applications. 

SYSTEM! Phil Pilgrim 
Discovery Bay Software Co 
Port Townsend, WACOMMAND 

For Model I, Level II 16K or 32 / 48K DOS 

Selectively scroll any portion of your video screen, 

while holding the remainder stationary! 

Before launching 111to this issue's 
project , some words are in order about 
the last one (Keyboard Macros , 
Jan / Feb '80, page 52) Some of you 
were confused by the use of the word 
ENTER in that column, and with good 
reason . there was no way to dist111gu1sh 
tile sequence of letters E' -N-T-E-R from 
the word ENTER meaning " hit the 
ENTER key" The same was true of 
BREAK and SHIFT. As 1t happened, the 
itali cs were dropped somewhere 
between manuscript and finished page, 
and I apologize for tile confus ion So 
henceforth 111 thi s co lumn any word like 
ENTER or SHIFT appearing 111 italics 
means to h11 (or hold) tha t key, 11 does 
not mean to type out the word Now, on 
with th e new business 

Thi s issue 's project is lengthy code 
wise, but easy to describe. It 's purpose 
is to allow the definition of rectangular 
subregions (zones) on the screen into 
which all t ext subsequently PRINTed 
or LISTed will be displayed. It 's like 
having multiple screens within a 
screen which can be set up and 
dismantled at will, with the regions 
outside a given zone protected from 
overwriting . It's applications are 
many, including mult iple and 
independent columns for numerical 
output, split screen ettects wl1ere111 

LISTings of different program 
segments can be displayed and 
compared side -by-side. and screen 
protection, which is handy in data 
entry systems Your imigination, no 
doubt, will produce many other uses 
for this utility 

With ZDSPLY act ivat ed, the display 
routine behaves in normal fashion 
until the control code 1, CHR$(1)from 
BJ....SIC is received . It then accepts two 
more parameters, specifying the 
locations of the upper -lefthand and 
lovver-righthand corners of the new 
display zone. Next, it homes the cursor 
in the upper - lefthand corner of the 
zone, and returns . Henceforth, any 
charac ters sent to the display routine 
will be displayed in the defined zone, 
the entire zone scrolling when 
necessary, just like a regular screen . 
The zoned display may be exited by 
one of four methods. Hitt111g the 
CLEAR button, a CLS instruction, 
PRINTing a CHR$(31 )[Clear to the end 
of the frame], or PRINTing a CHR$(0) 
In any of the above occurances,the 
screen is returned to 11 ·s normal 
(unzoned) display. 

The parameters spec1fy1ng t11e 
corners of the zcnes are derived from 
the PRINT (cJ' pos1t1ons(see page E 1 of 
the Level II manual). Since the CHR$ 

command requires a parameter 

be tween 0 and 255, we must conver t 
these PRINT (ci· positions to something 
that can be printed. To do this , simply 
take the INTege r of the result of the 
PRINT(!' ' pos1t1on d1v1ded by 4 . The 
stat ement 

PRINT CHR$( 1),CHR$(INT(3514)), 
CHR$(INT(5 75 14)); 

Will ca use a zon e to be defined whose 
upper-lefthancl corner 1s PRINT@ 
pos1t1on 35. and whose lower
r1yhtlla nd corner is PRINT(iil position 
575 . At that time, anything PRINTeel or 
LISTed will stay within those 
boundri es, 1ust as thou gh the rest of 
th e sc re en neve r ex isted 

Whil e in til e zoned mode, certain 
co ntro l characters are not recognized 
Th ese are CHRS(23) convert to 32
character mode. CHR $(24) -(2 7) cursor 
movement , CHR$(29)move to the 
beg11111ing of the line , and CHR$(30) 
erase to the end of the ///l e . Two 
control codes have different meanings 
from those given in the Leve l 
manual They are . CHR$(28)home. or 
return cursor to print pos1t1on 0 now 
returns th e cursor to the upper
leftlland corner of the zone. and 
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MAIL/FILE SYSTEM 

By Galactic Software Ltd 

Model I A totally new concept in Name, Address & 
• Under constant sort. both Name [, Zip! Phone number Data Base Management.
• Retrieve by any combination of 19 codes! 
• Format your own labels, or use standard format. 

Model I - $99.00 Model II - $199.00• Supports an I I digit alphanumeric Zip! 
• Supports a ··message" line. 
• Complete, user-oriented documentation. 

For Dealers or Distributors contact: • 600 records per non·system disk, 300 w/ system. 
• Simple editing throughout. 
• 32K and one or more drives required. 
• Name rotate, tab listing. and more! galactic software ltd.Model II 

A D1v1s1on of GS & WS. Inc• All features of Model I PLUS-
• Machine Language Sort. Dept MF. I 1520 North Port Washington Road 
• 2500 names per disk! Mequon, WI 53092 
• "Word processor" type input editing. (4 14) 24 I -8030 
• Sort by last [, first name plus Zip Code! 
• 64K Single drive required. 

Dealer Inquires Invited 

CHR$(31 )clear to the end of the frame 
returns to the · unzoned mode and 
clears the entire screen . H1tt1ng 
CLEAR will always return thus to the 
unzoned mode. Note .that you must 
return to unzoned mode before 
defining a new zone. If you want to 
keep the data already displayed, use 
Pf~INT CHRS(O), 

To use ZDSPLY, key the program as 
shown into EDTASM For memory 
sizes other than 16K, change the ORG 
to OBEC2H (32K) or OFEC2 (48K), and 
use MEMORY SIZEs of 48834 and 
65218, respectively DOS 2 .2 users 
will want to subtract 64(40H) from the 
ORG and MEMORY SIZE to 
accomodate the high - memory 
scratchpad In addition, all DOS users 
will want to change the JP 1Al 9H in 
the START block to JP 402DH (return 
to DOS), so ZDSPLY can be saved as a 
' / CMD' file to be loaded and initiated 
from DOS instead of BASIC. Once the 
program 1s entered, assemble 11 , make 
a SYSTEM tape(or i CMD file) and load 
it in the manner appropriate to your 
system Once the START block has 
been executed (by typing ,ENTER 
from SYSTEM or loading as an 

autostart1ny command file) , the 
program will perform as described. 

Now a few words about the program 
itself The START block I111ks ZDSPLY 
into the display calling sequence, then 
exits. ZDSPLY, when called, may be in 
one of four modes, starting with mode 
0 (regular, unzoned display). A 
CHR$(1) takes it to mode 1 (ready to 
accept ULHC parameter), and each 
subsequent character bumps the 
mode by one until mode 3 (zoned 
display mode) 1s reacl1ed . Depending 
on the mode, calls to ZDSPLY are 
fielded by RMODE. GULC, GLRHC, 
and ZONE', respectively . 

The section of the program starting 
with ZONE' 1s the real meat of ZDSPLY. 
ZONE' 1s divided into two major parts 
the section which puts tl1e characters 
on the screen (before CNTRL), and the 
section which handles control 
characters (from CNTRL onward) 
Throughout ZONE calls are made to 
locations 1n the Level II ROM These 
CALLed locations are 0458H (with 
the carry flag set) which does nothing 
but re turn the cursor position in HL 
and the character previously 
"covered" by tile cursor in tl1 e A. 

0480H, which is the universal return 
point and which replaces the cursor at 
it's new position; 04B8H, which turns 
on the cursor; 04BDH, which turns it 
off, and 01 C9H, which executes the 
CLS (clear screen) command. 

ZONE also calls several internal 
subroutines. The most important of 
these, CCHECK, checks to see if the 
cursor address (in HL) is inside the 
defined zone. If not, it returns with the 
carry flag set. LJUST just returns the 
cursor (HL again) to the left edge of the 
zone on the same line. SCROLL scrolls 
all the characters in the zone up one 
l111e, blanks the bottom line, and 
places the cursor at the beginning of 
the bottom line. CLRROW (part of 
SCROLL) just b!anks the current line. 

As it stands, ZDSPLY is just ripe for 
modification . You may even wish to 
implement the missing control codes. 
To do so, iust put the necessary CP's in 
tile CNTRL section, with JR's to your 
routines . A RET at the end of each 
routine will automatically jump to 
0480H 111 ROM to fix up the cursor. But 
111udd1ed or not, you should find 
.dJSPL Y a useful addition to your 

"'"~l' '"n library • 
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0 
(J1 

Side-by-side Listing of 7F74 
7F75 
7F78 

19 
CDEB7F 
3AFE7F 

01080 
01090 
01100 

ADD 
CALL 
LD 

HL,DE 
LJUST 
A, (NCOLS) 

;LEFT JUSTIFY 
;RIGHT JUSTIFY 

Zone Display 
7F7B 
7F7C 
7F7D 
7F7E 

3D 
85 
6F 
CD9D7F 

01110 
01120 
01130 
01140 

DEC 
ADD 
LD 
CALL 

A 
A,L 
L,A 
CCHECK ' ;IN ZONE NOW? 

7F81 
7F84 
7F86 

DA997F 
3620 
C9 

01150 
01160 
01170 

BSPOUT 
JP 
LD 
RET 

C,GOHOME 
(HL) ,20H 

' NO:HOME THE CURSOR 
;BLANK CURSOR POSITION 
;AND RETURN TO 0480H 

7F87 014000 01180 CR LD BC,64 ;CARRIAGE RET: BUMP LINE 
7F8A 
7F8B 

09 
CDEB7F 

01190 
01200 

ADD 
CALL 

HL,BC 
LJUST 

' 
;LEFT 

. 
JUSTIFY 

7F8E CD9D7F 01210 CALL CCHECK ; IN ZONE? 
7F91 
7F94 

DCBD7F 
AF 

01220 
01230 

CALL 
XOR 

C,SCROLL 
A 

' NO:DO SCROLL 
;CLEAR THE ROW 

7F95 CDDB7F 01240 CALL CLRROW ; 
7F98 C9 01250 RET ;AND RETURN 

Ct:J 
0 

c 
(fl 

7EC2 
7EC2 
7ECS 
7EC8 
7ECB 
7ECE 
7ECF 
7ED1 
7ED2 
7ED4 
7EDS 
7ED7 
7ED8 
7EDA 
7EDB 
7EDC 
7EDD 
7EDE 
7EDF 
7EEO 
7EE3 
7EE7 
7EE8 
7EE9 
7EEB 

21CB7E 
221E40 
C3191A 
3AFF7F 
B7 
2845 
3D 
2827 
30 
204 7 
69 
260F 
29 
23 
29 
23 
29 
29 
22FB7F 
ED5BF97F 
7D 
93 
387B 
1F 

00100 
00110 
00120 
00130 
00140 
00150 
00160 
00170 
00180 
00190 
00200 
00210 
00220 
00230 
00240 
00250 
00260 
00270 
00280 
00290 
00300 
00310 
00320 
00330 
00340 

START 

ZDSPLY 

GLRHC 

ORG 
LD 
LD 
JP 
LD 
OR 
JR 
DEC 
JR 
DEC 
JR 
LO 
LD 
ADD 
INC 
ADD 
INC 
ADD 
ADD 
LD 
LD 
LD 
SUB 
JR 
RRA 

7EC2H 
HL,ZDSPLY 
(401EH) ,HL 
1A19H 
A, (MODE) 
A 
Z ,RMODE 
A 
Z,GULHC 
A 
NZ,ZONE 
L , C 
H,OFH 
HL,HL 
HL 
HL,HL 
HL 
HL,HL 
HL,HL 
(LRHC) ,HL 
DE, (ULHC) 
A,L 
E 
C,ZMODE 

;16K MEM SZ=32450 
;LINK INTO CALLING SEQ. 
' . 
;RET TO L2/ DOS USE 402DH 
;GET MODE 
;IS IT ZERO? 
; YES:REGULAR MODE 
;IS IT ONE? 
; YES:GET UPPER LH CRNR 
;IS IT TWO? 
; NO : DO ZONE DSPLY 
;GET LOWER RH CRNR IN L 
;OF=3C AFTER SHIFTING 
; SHIFT LEFT 
;ADD ONE 
; SHIFT LEFT 
;ADD ONE 
;SHIFT LEFT 
;SHIFT LEFT 
;SAVE SHIFTED LRHC ADDR. 
; GET ULHC ADDR. 
;GET COLUMN PORTION 
;SUB COL. PART OF LRHC 
;NO . COLS <= 0: FORGET IT 
;RESHIFT NO . COLS 

7F99 
7F9C 
7F9D 
7F9E 
7F9F 
7FAO 
7FA2 
7FA6 
7FA7 
7FA8 
7FAA 
7FAB 
7FAC 
7FAE 
7FB2 
7FB3 
7FB4 
7FB6 
7FB7 
7FB8 
7FBA 
7FBB 
7FBC 
7FBD 
7FC1 
7FC4 

2AF77F 
C9 
ES 
29 
29 
3819 
EDSBF97F 
7D 
BB 
3811 
7C 
BA 
380D 
EDSBFB7F 
7B 
BO 
3805 
7A 
BC 
3801 
AF 
E1 
C9 
ED5BF77F 
3AFE7F 
4F 

01260 
01270 
01280 
01290 
01300 
01310 
01320 
01330 
01340 
01350 
01360 
01370 
01380 
01390 
01400 
01410 
01420 
01430 
01440 
01450 
01460 
01470 
01480 
01490 
01500 
01510 

GOHOME 

CCHECK 

CCHOUT 

SCROLL 

LD 
RET 
PUSH 
ADD 
ADD 
JR 
LD 
LD 
CP 
JR 
LD 
CP 
JR 
LD 
LD 
CP 
JR 
LD 
CP 
JR 
XOR 
POP 
RET 
LD 
LD 
LD 

HL, (HOME) 

HL 
HL,HL 
HL,HL 
C,CCHOUT 
DE, (ULHC) 
A,L 
E 
C,CCHOUT 
A,H 
D 
C,CCHOUT 
DE, (LRHC) 
A,E 
L 
C,CCHOUT 
A,D 
H 
C,CCHOUT 
A 
HL 

DE , (HOME) 
A, (NCOLS) 
C,A 

;GET ULHC ADDR. IN HL 
;RET TO 0480H 
;CHECK IF CURSOR IN ZONE 
; SHIFT HL LEFT 
;AGAIN 
;OUT OF BOUNDS:RETURN 
;GET ULHC ADDR. 
;GET COLUMN PORTION 
;CURSOR TOO FAR LEFT? 

' YES:RETURN 
; GET ROW PORTION 
;CURSOR TOO HIGH? 

' YES:RETURN 
;GET LRHC ADDR. 
; GET COLUMN PART 
;CURSOR TOO FAR RIGHT? 

' 
YES:RETURN 

; GET ROW PART 
;CURSOR TOO FAR DOWN? 

' YES:RETURN 
;RESET CARRY 
;RESTORE CURSOR 
;AND RETURN 
;SCROLL : GET ULHC ADDR . 
;GET NO . OF COLS . IN BC 

L 
0 
c 
::0 
z 
)> 
r 

'.5: 
Q) 
~ 

)> 
"C 
~ 

Ct:J 
0 

7EEC 
7EED 
7EEE 
7EF1 
7EF2 
7EF3 
7EF5 
7EF6 
7EF9 
7EFB 
7EFC 
7EFE 
7EFF 
7FOO 

1F 
3C 
32FE7F 
7C 
92 
3871 
3C 
32FD7F 
180D 
69 
260F 
29 
29 
22F77F 

00350 
00360 
00370 
00380 
00390 
00400 
00410 
00420 
00430 
00440 
00450 
00460 
00470 
00480 

GULHC 

RRA 
INC 
LD 
LD 
SUB 
JR 
INC 
LD 
JR 
LD 
LD 
ADD 
ADD 
LD 

A 
(NCOLS) ,A 

A,H 
D 
C,ZMODE 
A 
(NROWS) ,A 

MODI NC 
L,C 
H, OFH 
HL , HL 
HL , HL 
(HOME) ,HL 

; . 
;AND INCREMENT 
;SAVE . IT 
;GET ROW PORTION OF LRHC 
;SUB ROW PORTION OF ULHC 
;NO . ROWS <= O:FORGET IT 
;INCREMENT IT 
;AND SAVE 
;BUMP MODE TO 3 
;GET UPPER LH CRNR IN L 
;OF=3C WHEN SHIFTED 
;SHIFT HL LEFT 
; AGAIN 
;SAVE UPPER LH CRNR ADDR. 

7FCS 
7FC7 
7FCA 
7FCB 
7FCD 
7FDO 
7FD1 
7FD2 
7FD3 
7FDS 
7FD6 
7FD7 
7FD8 
7FDA 

0600 
3AFD7F 
3D 
280D 
214000 
19 
ES 
CS 
EDBO 
C1 
D1 
3D 
20F3 
EB 

01S20 
01530 
01540 
0 1 SSO 
01560 
01570 
01580 
01S90 
01600 
01610 
01620 
01630 
01640 
016SO 

NXTROW 

SCDONE 

LD 
LD 
DEC 
JR 
LD 
ADD 
PUSH 
PUSH 
LDIR 
POP 
POP 
DEC 
JR 
EX 

B,O 
A, (NROWS) 
A 
Z,SCDONE 
HL,64 
HL,DE 
HL 
BC 

BC 
DE 
A 
NZ,NXTROW 
DE , HL 

GET NO • OF ROWS 
MINUS ONE 

JUST ONE ROW:DONE 
GET ADDR . OF NEXT ROW 

SAVE IT 
SAVE COLUMN COUNT 
MOVE NXT ROW TO THIS ONE 
RESTORE COLUMN COUNT 
NEXT ROW IS NOW THIS ROW 
DECREMENT ROW COUNT 
ZERO? NO:DO AGAIN 
YES:HL=~OTTOM ROW 



(,0 
0 
' c 

(/) 

L.. 
0 
c 
:::0 
z 
)> 
r 
$; 
OJ 

""' 
)> 

"O 
""' co 
0 

7F03 
7F04 
7F05 
7F08 
7FOB 
7FOC 
7FOF 
7F11 
7F12 
7F14 
7F16 
7F17 
7F19 
7F1C 
7F1E 
7F21 
7F22 
7F25 
7F26 
7F29 
7F2A 
7F2B 
7F2D 
7F2F 
7F31 
7F33 
7F35 
7·F37 
7F39 
7F3A 

29 
29 
22F97F 
3AFF7F 
3C 
32FF7F 
FE03 
CO 
OB1C 
1tl08 
79 
FE01 
C25B04 
1BEA 
DA5B04 
37 
CDSB04 
77 
118004 
D5 
79 
FE20 
3813 
FEBO 
3006 
FEGO 
3B02 
D620 
77 
23 

OO•f•.Hf 
00500 
00510 
00520 MODINC 
00530 
00540 
00550 
00560 
00570 
00580 
00590 RMODE 
00600 
00610 
00620 
00630 ZONE 
00640 
00650 
00660 
00670 
00680 
00690 
00700 
00710 
00720 
00730 
00740 
00750 
00760 
00770 CPUT 
00780 

ADD 
ADD 
LD 
LD 
INC 
LO 
CP 
RET 
LD 
JR 
LD 
CP 
JP 
JR 
JP 
SCF 
CALL 
~D 
LD 
PUSH 
LD 
CP 
JR 
CP 
JR 
CP 
JR 
SUB 
LD 
INC 

HL,HL 
HL,HL 
(ULHC) ,HL 
A, (MODE) 
A 
(MODE) ,A 
3 
NZ 
C,2B 
ZONE 
A,C 
01H 
NZ,045BH 
MODINC 
C,045BH 

0458H 
(HL) ,A 
DE,0480H 
DE 
A,C 
20H 
C,CNTRL 
80H 
NC,CPUT 
60H 
C,CPUT 
20H 
(HL) ,A 
HL 

SHIFT HL LEFT 
AGAIN 

SAVE ULHC IN ROW/COL FORM 
INCREMENT MODE 

TIME FOR ZDSPLY? 
NO:RETURN 
YES:HOME CURSOR IN ZONE 

REGULAR DSPLY:GET CHAR 
ZONE DSPLY PARS COMING? 

NO:GOTO ROM DSPLY PROG. 
YES: INCREMENT MODE 

CALLER JUST INQUIRING 
SET CARRY 
GET CURSOR POS. IN HL 
REPLACE CURSOR CHAR. 
RET'S GOTO 0480H . 
GET CHAR IN A 
CNTRL CHAR? 

YES:TAKE CARE OF IT 
GRAPHICS? 

YES:BRANCH AROUND 
LOWER CASE? 

NO: BRANCH AROUND 
YES:CHANGE TO UPPER 

PUT CHAR ON SCREEN 
INCREMENT CURSOR POS. 

7FDB 47 
7FDC 3AFE7F 
7FDF 3D 
7FEO 4F 
7FE1 ES 
7FE2 ES 
7FE3 D1 
7FE4 13 
7FES 3620 
7FE7 EDBO 
7FE9 E1 
7FEA C9 
7FEB 3AF77F 
7FEE E63F 
7FFO 47 
7FF1 7D 
7FF2 E6CO 
7FF4 BO 
7FF5 6F 
7FF6 C9 
0002 
0002 
0002 
0001 
0001 
7FFF 00 
7EC2 
00000 TOTAL 

() 1660 
01670 
016BO 
01690 
01700 
01710 
01720 
01730 
01740 
01750 
01760 
01770 
017BO 
01790 
01800 
01810 
01820 
01830 
01B40 
01850 
01860 
01B70 
01BBO 
01890 
01900 
01910 
01920 

ERRORS 

CLRROW 

LJUST 

HOME 
ULHC 
LRHC 
NROWS 
NCOLS 
MODE 

LD 
LD 
DEC 
LO 
PUSH 
PUSH 
POP 
INC 
LD 
LDIR 
POP 
RET 
LD 
AND 
LD 
LD 
AND 
OR 
LD 
RET 
DEFS 
DEFS 
DEFS 
DEFS 
DEFS 
DEFB 
END 

B,A 
A, (NCOLS) 
A 
C,A 
HL 
HL 
DE 
DE 
(HL) ,20H 

HL 

A, (HOME) 
3FH 
B,A 
A,L 
OCOH 
B 
L,A 

2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
0 
START 

A WAS 0, SO B=O 
GET NO. OF COLUMNS 

LESS ONE 
IN BC 

SAVE CURSOR POS. 
AND BOUNCE INTO DE 

ADD ONE 
BLANK FIRST POSITION 
AND THE REST OF THE LINE 
RESTORE CURSOR POSITION 
AND RETURN 
GET LSB OF HOME ADDR 
JUST COLUMN PORTION 
SAVE IN B 
GET LSB OF CURSOR POS 
BLANK COLUMN PORTION 
OR IN HOME COLUMN 
AND PUT IN L 
ALL DONE: RETURN 
ADDR OF ULHC 
ULHC IN ROW/COL FORM 
LRHC IN ROW/COL FORM 
NO. ROWS IN ZONE 
NO. COLS. IN ZONE 
MODE, INITIALLY ZERO 
AUTOSTART AT START 

7F3B CD9D7F 
7F3E DO 
7F3F 2B 
7F40 1845 
7F42 B7 
7F43 2821 
7F45 FE08 
7F47 2822 
7F49 FEOA 
7F4B DB 
7F4C FEOE 
7F4E 3B37 
7F50 CABB04 
7F53 FEOF 
7F55 CABD04 
7F5B D61C 
7F5A 2B3D 
7FSC D603 
7FSE CO 
7FSF 32FF7F 
7F62 D1 
7F63 C3C901 
7F66 AF 
7F67 32FF7F 
7F6A C9 
7F6B 2B 
7F6C CD9D7F 
7F6F 3013 
7F71 11C1FF 

00790 
OOBOO 
00810 
00820 
00830 
00840 
00850 
00860 
OOB70 
OOBBO 
OOB90 
00900 
00910 
00920 
00930 
00940 
00950 
00960 
00970 
00980 
00990 
01000 
01010 
01020 
01030 
01040 
01050 
01060 
01070 

CNTRL 

CLEAR 

ZMODE 

BSP 

CALL 
RET 
DEC 
JR 
OR 
JR 
CP 
JR 
CP 
RET 
CP 
JR 
JP 
CP 
JP 
SUB 
JR 
SUB 
RET 
LD 
POP 
JP 
XOR 
LD 
RET 
DEC 
CALL 
JR 
LD 

CCHECK 
NC 
HL 
CR 
A 
Z, ·ZMODE 
8 
Z,BSP 
10 
c 
14 
C,CR 
Z,04BBH 
15 
Z,04BDH 
2B 
Z,GOHOME 
3 
NZ 
(MODE) ,A 

DE 
01C9H 
A 
(MODE) ,A 

HL 
CCHECK 
NC,BSPOUT 
DE,-63 

STILL IN ZONE? 
YES:RETURN 
NO:TREAT LIKE CR 

CHAR ZERO? 
YES:ZERO THE MODE 

BACKSPACE? 
YES:TAKE CARE OF IT 
CARRIAGE RETURN? 

NO, A 9:FORGET IT 
CARRIAGE RETURN? 

YES:TAKE CARE OF IT 
NO:TURN ON CURSOR 

TURN OFF CURSOR? 
YES:GO DO IT 

HOME CURSOR? 
YES:DO IT 

CLEAR? 
NO:JUST DROP IT 
YES: ZERO MODE 

POP RET TO 0480H 
DO CLS ROUTINE 
ZERO THE MODE 

. 
DECREMENT CURSOR 
STILL IN ZONE? 

YES:FINISH UP 
NO:BACK UP ONE LINE 

BSP 
BSPOUT 
CCHECK 
CCHOUT 
CLEAR 
CLRROW 
CNTRL 
CPUT 
CR 
GLRHC 
GOHOME 
GULHC 
HOME 
LJUST 
LRHC 
MODE 
MODINC 
NCOLS 
NROWS 
NXTROW 
RMODE 
SCDONE 
SCROLL 
START 
ULHC 
ZDSPLY 
ZMODE 
ZONE 

7F6B 
7F84 
7F9D 
7FBB 
7F5F 
7FDB 
7F42 
7F39 
7F87 
7ED7 
7F99 
7EFB 
7FF7 
7FEB 
7FFB 
7FFF 
7F08 
7FFE 
7FFD 
7FCD 
7F16 
7FDA 
7FBD 
7EC2 
7FF9 
7ECB 
7F66 
7F1E 

01040 
01160 
01280 
01470 
00980 
01660 
00830 
00770 
01180 
00210 
01260 
00440 
01B60 
017BO 
018BO 
01910 
00520 
01900 
01890 
01560 
00590 
01650 
01490 
00110 
01B70 
00140 
01010 
00630 

OOB60 
01060 
00790 
01310 

01240 
00710 
00730 
00820 

00950 
00180 
004BO 
01090 
00290 
00140 
00430 
00370 
00420 
01640 
00160 
01550 
01220 
01920 
00300 
00110 
00330 
00200 

01050 
01350 

00750 
00900 

01150 

01260 
01200 
01390 
00520 
00620 
01100 
01530 

00510 

00400 
OOSBO 

01140 
01380 

01490 

00540 

01500 

01320 

00840 

01210 
01420 

017BO 

00980 

01670 

01450 

01020 
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BUSINESS 
COMPUTING 

TR Dettmann, Associate Editor 

A close look at the Model II 

Microcomputer 


Last year. Radio Shack announced 
that it would be releasing a new TRS 
80 computer. not a successor, but a 
big brother to the Model I. We waited a 
long time, and it finally came . 

Most of you have seen pictures of it 
in magazine advertisements. You may 
have read about what it can do. For 
those of you who are not overly 
familiar with it, some of its features 
are: 

2 Z80-A Processors (one for the 
computer and one for the video 
display) operating at 4 Mhz 

Powerup and RESET are handled by 
a small ROM routine which is 
electronically switched out and 
replaced with RAM when the 
routine is complete. 

A full 80 character by 24 line display 
screen with FULL ASCII (Upper & 
lower case). 

The keyboard has an LSI controller 
so that it is independent of the 
Z80-A operation. It also has 
standard typewriter layout and 
a host of normal computer 
keyboard keys including CTRL, 
LOCK, CAPS. REPEAT, HOLD etc. 

An 8 inch double density disk drive 
is built into the system which can 
hold a half megabyte. Three more 

drives can be added in an optional 
external cabinet 

A parallel 1/ 0 port 1s provided for 
printers and two se ri a l I 0 port s 
for printer s, modem s. ''le 

Everythiny includiny pnvvm up and 
RESET can be accompl1shi;d from 
the front of the unit 

An AC line filt e r 1s built 11110 th t' 
power supply . 

On looks alone, the Model II 1s a ni ce 
unit. However, the te s t of the 
computer 1s m its use. 

USER REPORT 

The first thing that strikes yuu is the 
bulk of the machine . It is b1yyer than 
the Model I. but everything 1s tl1ere . 

Turning power on is simply a matt e r 
of pushing up the front panel power 
switch. The computer tells you to 
insert your system disk (DON'T insert 
it before you power up or you will lose 
it!) 

On power up, the system checks 
memory <ind functions and lets you 
know right away 1f there is any 
problem with the hardware . If not, the 
new Tandy Computer (or 1s it Tandy 
Corp?) logo comes up on the screen 
and you are asked for the date (this 
must be input correctly) and the time 
(optional). 

Once you are in the DOS READY 
command mode, you can start playing 

with a wealth of system level 
commands The first impulse 1s to type 
DIR for a directory check. My first 
mistake was typing 1t in lower case . 
Thi s causes a system error because 
the sys tem command interpreter 
1111derstands only upper easel 

Getting the sys tem error so soon 
points out an interesting problem : The 
error messages are all error codes, 
and are not written out. So 1ust what is 
an ERROR 13? A little reading in the 
manual can tell you, but the designers 
provided a handy method for finding 
the E;rror message Just type ERROR 
31 and the system returns the error 
message "PROGRAM NOT FOUND" . 
That 1s, rt found the letters "d1r" in 
lower case, couldn't interpret them as 
a command, and so went on to try and 
exec ute th em as a program . Ohwell. -

lt 1s bes t to run in DOS READY mode 
with the CAPS key on . This automati
cally cap1tal1zes all letters from the 
keyboard so your commands come out 
riyht. One nice feature of this and the 
LOCK key 1s that both have a small 
light 111 the key which lets you know 
they are on . 

Unlike Model I, the keyboard is 
connected to the main unit with a 
flexible cable which moves mto and 
out of the main unit. With the flexible 
cable, you can set the Model II as the 
side of your desk anyles toward you, 
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MILLER MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES OFFERS PROFESSIONAL AND HOBBYIST 
SUPPORT FOR YOUR TRS-80 MICROCOMPUTER 

THE LIBRARY 100: 100 L2 programs on 5 tapes, wi tll bus - MMSFORTH : A very proless1ona1 vers ion or tll 1" :ast and 
puwerkl language, speci fi ca ll y writte n for TRS -80. Includes 
111 11 oductory docum c• ntation w1t l1 further references, demo 

iness. ll ome. educa ti on. games & graphi cs .. .. .. . .. . $49 .50 
WIN21 : A practice & tutorial program for w inning blackjack. 
based on Thorp 's book, " Beat th e [Jc;al er' ". w hich 1s included with p1 ogra111 s 1nclud11 1g Game of Lif e. etc L2 tape . .. .. . . . $44.95 

011 di sk. wit h disk I 0 and virtu al rnemory! .. . . . .. . . . $64.95L2 tape . . . . . . . . . . . ... ..... .. $29.00 
ELECTRIC PENCIL: Th e most popular chara cter- oriented word MicroFORTH PRIMER : The best book on the subject and the 
process ing sys tem. L2 . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . $99.95 major manua l for use with MMSFORTH . .......... . . $15.00
At las t. on di sk with disk I / 0 ! . . . . . . . . ... $149.95 

AUTOI< & QEDIT. L2 tape adds auto repeat to all keys plus 
screen-ori ented edit ing (63 char max lines). Includes infor to 

SARGON II : The best L2 chess tape. now be tt er' $29.95 

LEVEL I IN LEVEL II TAPE: Rega in tho se Leve l I capabi lities 
when needed. no hardware 111odsl . . . . $17.00 

move to disk .. . . .... ..... .... . .. .. ... .... .. ... . .. $14 .95 
AUTOEDIT: Above on disk, for 32 & 48K RAM (if not buying 
ot l1er prog rams on disk, add $5.00 for disk .. . . ... ... $14.95 

RENUM : L2. ten tim es faster th an Rad io Shack 's version. eas ier THE BES l IN DIS!< UTILITY PROGRAMS.· 
lo use. and avai lable now l . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... ... . S17.00 

RENUM , BASIC 1. .$15 .00ea; EDTASM MODS, DISASSEM, 
LMqFFS~~ SJ:JPERZAP~$25 . 00 ea; plus $5.00 per di~k . 
NEWDOS : Appara t s upgrade of DOS 2.1 w ith 30 cor rections, 
20 111.i1or new fea tures We beli eve 1t is tile TRS-80 Software of 
tl1 t~ Yt!dr! Changes & DOS itse lf ex tensively documented 

G2 LEVEL Ill BASIC : L2 tape w ith many di sk features, some 
new comma nds as well . . . . . . . .. . $49 .95 

TERMINAL: TERM program mod. makes your Raclio Sl1ack RS -
232 board and modem cornp at1bl e w 11il co mputer bull etin boards On Di sk . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . ... .. . . $49.95 
& most oth er computers . . .. .. . $7.00 NEWDOS +: Special combination of NEWDOS. above 6 utiliti es 

a11cl more. on disk and w ith documenta ti on (now hear 
this! $99.00. . Th at's right . now just $99.00 instead of 
S199.00! Ot11 best sell er! 

MMS DISK BOOl<l<EEPING SYSTEM : Small accounting 
pacl~a g e for 321< TR S-80 w ith one di sk d11 ve, printer optional. To 
be used wit h the popu lar ..Dome Simp ld iecl Week ly Bookke<: ping 
Record .. (a ' :11lable 111 mos t sta t1 u11 ery stores or from MMS. for 
S5 95) on Li.sk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . 25 .00 

MMS recommends you add AUTOEDIT (see above) to your 
NEWDOS + disk; add $14.95 

Ordering mfo: Payment in fu ll. Mass orders add 5% tax; all add S 1.00 (first class mail). books & Library 100 require S2.00shipping. 
State number of disks and RAM size (most disk programs need 32K. most tapes 16K). FREE REPLACEMENT OF DEFICTIVE 
MERCHANDISE--NO RETURN S ASK FOR FREE FLIERi 

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER SLRVICES 
61 Lake Shore Road 
Nati ck, MA 01760 

(617)653-6136. 9 am to 9 pm ETZ 

an d then bring th e keyboa rd to you 
when you need it. 

SYSTEM LEVEL OPERATION 

Once you h ave ove rcom e th e initial 
proble m s w ith le tting th e DOS know 
what you want , you ca n find a very 
f lex ible co mm and struc ture co mpared 
to th e MODEL I DOS It incor po ra tes 
m any f ~a tures th al do not ex ist except 
111 m ore advanced operat ing syste m s 

M y at tention was drawn to th e 
Command fil e a l.J1l1t y Usi n g th e DOS 
command BUILD , you ca n crea te a file 
of DOS com mands which wil l 
a utoma t ica lly lie exec ut ed by issuing a 
singl e co mmand to " DO " the fil e name 
of commands . With this, you ca n 
l.Juild a powerup AUTO seq u e n ce tha t 
w ill tak e ca re of loading a ll suppo rt 
softwa re. 1nit1al1zing all ha rdw are 
drive rs (the printer and RS23 2's have 
to be se t up be fore use at the 
command level) , and then d e liver lhe 
user t o the m en u o f a BASIC program 
wi th everything ready. 

Thi s one capa bility wil l make the 
Mode l II a pe rfect syste m for 
' Turnkey" type appl ications, where a 
vendor supplies the comput er , th e 
softwa re, and provides th e mainte n 
ance. The end- user interacts with the 

computer only via a menu driven 
program . 

Thi s can be done on the M ode l I, but 
1s n owhe re near as convienie nt as the 
M odel II , since the software has to be 
wr itten by th e vendor to accomp lish 
the task . 

I particularly like the FREE disk 
space com rn a nd, s ince it actually 
di splays a map of the disk, rather than 
1ust putting th e numbers on the 
sc reen . It makes it c lea r how 
everything rea lly is placed o n the disk. 
Overall , I was satisfi ed with th e DOS, 
b ut think th at after a few months, 
so m eone (Apparat maybe?) will come 
out with a better DOS for this system . 

Before I tell you some of the th ings I 
d idn't like, let me say fir st that these 
are mostly " nit -picking " items and are 
only a minor bother . Overall, the 
sys te m 1s easy to use a nd better than it 
might have been . 

Some of the nit -picks a re that (1) 
When changing diskettes, you have to 
do an " I" command at the system level 
or the directories are . all fouled up. 
Apparently the system keeps a portion 
of the d irectory in m emory and so you 
h ave to re - initialize a new disk or the 
system gets co nfused . 

A very depressing problem, is(2)the 
DEBUG system is built to prevent you 
from getting a look at the system . I 
don' t know if the Radio Shack people 
are gett ing paranoid in their old age, 
but anyone with a litt le machine 
language programming can easily get 
arou nd this restriction . Nit (3) is that 
there is no override on the AUTO 
power up f eature. If you set auto on a 
command file that goes into some kind 
of infinite loop, you can really be in 
trouble . 

MACHINE LANGUAGE 
Model II dosen 't forget the machine 

language programmer (though just 
now there is no adequate system 
development software around . I hear 
that RACET Computes now offers a 
Model II Assemb ler , but haven 't seen 
it yet) . At present, you hav'- tw.1 real 
options for writing assembly language 
programs: (1) put them in a byte at a 
time with DEBUG (2) assemble them 
on Mode l I and upload them to the 
Mode l II (More about this later). 

Either option isn't particularly the 
be st. But since the machine does not 
have PEEK and POKE in BASIC, you 
have to ma ke do with this . Why no 
PEEK o r POKE? The official word is 
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that it wasn't needed for this system. 
Whether or not that was the real 
driving force behind it , most of us are 
sad to see them not available . 

BASIC still has the USR call to 
machine language subroutines, so 
calls to them can work once you get 
the machine language in . If you want 
to work exclusively in machine 
language though, writing your own 
assembler may be the way to go 
(unless you can wait) . 

The Model II is no slouch in the 
machine language department . The 
technical information section in the 
DOS manual details calling 
procedures for 97 special " Super
visory Routines " (SVC's) These are 
system routines which can be called 
directly by a machinP. language 
program to accomplish something the 
DOS programmers have already done 
(re - inventing the wheel?) . 

Providing special calling sequences 
for the routines without giving away 
the routines themselves (including 
their locations in memory) makes the 
system safe from the Radio Shack 
side, since they are not compromising 
their software, but still gives us access 
to the programs. I would have liked to 
have seen the actual programs made 
available, but that is probably too 
much to ask (and it takes the sport out 
of disassembling DOS) 

The PARSER for the system 1s 
accessible to the programmer . This 
makes the job of development of 
special programs (such as compilers) 
much easier . Unfortunately, this also 
makHs these programs VERY system 
dependent. 

BASIC PROGRAMMING 
The Model ll's BASIC, designated 
LEVEL Ill by Radio Shack, has 
significant improvements over their 
earlier BASIC's. Microsoft added and 
deleted features as specified by Radio 
Shack so that the system is in most 
respects compatible with programs 
written on the Model I. 

The lack of a PEEK or POKE facility 
has to be the major drawback to the 
system. However, we might forgive 
them since the whole BASIC 
interpreter is much larger . 

· One of the things that BASIC on the 
Model II can do is access the system 
commands while in BASIC. For 
example, SYSTEM"DIR" will print a 
disk directory and then return to 
BASIC (just like the CMD function in 
Apparat's BASIC). 

A major problem in business 
programs is that sorting on the Model I 
takes a long time because of memory 

management. We covered how to fix 
that for Model I earlier (80-US 
Journal, Nov -Dec 79). but that fix 
relies on PEEK and POKE. The Model II 
provides us with the SWAP command, 
which apparently changes the 
pointers to the variables without 
having to physically change the 
strings. So far, I haven 't seen any 
memory management during sorting 
using SWAP. 

File handling is an even more 
impressive improvement. Some 
capabilities latent in the Model I DOS 
such as variable length records are 
now fully operational. We can now 
create random access (now called 
direct access) files truly tailored to the 
application . 

UPLOADING TO MODEL II 
Once you get the software (available 

from Radio Shack) to upload programs 
from your Model I, you can use 
software you have already developed 
to run your new system. You need the 
following hardware to do this : RS232 
in the Model I and an Interconnect 
Cable with DB25 connectors ( 1 male. 
1 female). 

Once everyth!ng is connected, you 
can start sending programs over, but 
don't expect them to go fast. The 
software checks and rechecks and 
sends only one block at a time. This 
can be pretty tedious for large 
programs, but it goes well once 
started. 

After you get the programs on the 
Model II, there will still be rather 
extensive changes needed to make 
them work right Screen displays for 
one will need to be reset. Screens that 
use TAB's and PRINT's will look OK 
and work right, though they will be 
rather small. Displays which use 
PRINT(w extensively will have to be 
modified more severly, since the 
larger screen will displace your 
display enough to make it 
unrecognizable. 

Any programs that rely on PEEK and 
POKE for their effects will have to be 
re-written to somehow use other 
techniques. In many cases, where the 
PEEK or POKE was used for greater 
speed in the Model I, the 4 Mhz clock 
speed in the Model II will make up for 
JI. 

Graphics displays will have to be 
redone completely since the Model 11 
graphics are not the same as those on 
the Model I. They are less extensive 
and use different figures for the 
graphics characters . 

A less obvious change in many 
programs will be the use of control 
codes. In the Model I. executing the 

statement : "PRINT CHR$(23)" causes 
the display to shift to large characters. 
twice the normal size. On the Model II , 
this same statement would erase to 
the end of the current line and leave 
the cursor where it was. Many 
programs that use control codes don't 
clearly identify where they are or what 
they are supposed to accomplish . That 
means that unless you know the 
program well, changing control codes 
to the new machine could be a tricky 
job. 

IS MODEL II FOR YOU? 
Th.at question is one you really have 

to answer for yourself. But assuming 
our impressions are roughly in line 
with what you would think, (had you 
played with the system). then they 
might help . 

The Model II has quite a few things 
going for it : Greater processor speed, 
larger screen display, more storage, 
expandable electronics (does Radio 
Shack have something up their 
sleeve?). The whole unit is built better 
than the Model I and so should be less 
susceptible to the kinds of small faults 
that have plagued the earlier machine 

If you are investing in a computer for 
the first time, the Model II will be the 
better business machine, without a 
doubt. At least for the time being, the 
Model I will certainly hold the lead in 
Games. if that is your only interest. 
and - you can get into . a Model I for a 
lower price at the start . 

You should compare prices 
however. Getting a Model II is not that 
much more expensive than getting a 
full Model I Business System. If you 
are going to go that far anyway, the 
Model II 1s the better choice. 

Still another thing in favor of the 
Model II is the memory. Since memory 
1s clear after system boot, you have 
morfl flex1bi11ty 1n terms of 
programming languages. You don 't 
have lo waste 12K of memory with a 
ROM package that isn 't used for the 
language of your choicer 

From the talks I've had with a 
number of people, much good 
software 1s going to start hitting the 
market soon for the Model II. CP / M is 
already available . Microsoft Inc will 
have FORTRAN. COBOL, and a BASIC 
compiler soon. and most Business 
system houses are beginning to turn 
out Model II versions of their software. 

Radio Siwek has already released a 
General Ledger package, an Inventory 
Management System. a Mailing List . 
Payroll and Accounts Receivable. The 
future for the Model II owner luok• 
IHl\Jhl , particularly 1f he 1s a bu s1rws· 
user • 
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WE MEAN BUSINESS! 
BUSINESS SOFTWARE, THAT IS 

USE YOUR 
FOR MORE TRS-80* 

THAN FUN AND GAMES 

1HE DATA OOBBER $49.95 

Duplicates any program tape to TRS-80 quality. Recon· 
structs date pulses to ensure accurate CLOADs. Permits 
easy loading of even poor quality commercial tapes with· 
out constant volume adjusting. Money·back guarantee if 
not satisfied. 

TiiE ElEClRIC SECRETARY $75.00 
A powerful word processor to tum your TRS·BO into an 

automatic typewriter. Features page numbering. movable 
margins, headers, variable page length, and title centering. 
Enter text. revise. correct, and output to printer page for
matted, justified, even hyphenated as required. Cross
coupling files permits individually addressed form letters. 
Complete with upper/lower case conversion information 
on diskette. Specify if RS·232 adapter is installed in 
interface 

MAILROOM PWS $75.00 
A versatile and powerful mailing program to print labels 

by sequential coding: zip. city. state. customer JD code, 
even last name. Sorts by any code in minutes and stores 
sequentially in a single string (approx. 1500 records per 
diskette). Includes AUTOPRINT. Supplied on diskette. 

MINIMAIL $50.00 
A compact version of MAILROOM PLUS but without 

customer coding. Features alpha·lookahead for dupli· 
cates. Supplied on diskette 

FORMLET $35.00 
Generates form letters from MINIMAIL records. Prepare 

your letter. bulletin. notk:e. advertisement. etc .. then load 
the MINIMAIL files. Your printer will print the inside 
address. letter. and repeat for each name in the file-all 
properly spaced and justified . Supplied on cassette. 

AUTOBOOT $15.00 
Simplifies automatic BASIC program loading from your 

DOS. Permits sequencing through your choice of DOS 
commands, selects files and memory size you specify. and 
loads or runs selected program Allows user to see direc· 
toiy and free space before program runs automatically 
Supplied on cassette 

SIREOiO $JO.OO 
A handy program to make your printer work like an 

electric typewriter Use alone or merge with your programs 
to make what appears on the screen echo to the printer. 
Supplied on cassette 

TELEFON $20.00 
Make your TRS·BO a smart terminal. Communicate with 

time·share and other computers, bulletin boards, etc 
Transfer programs over the phone, For disk systems with 
modem. 

UPPER/LOWER CASE CONVERSION $20.00 
Reprint of KILOBAUD artide explaining how to modify the 

TRS-80 to display both upper and lower case characters. Kit 
contains step-by-step instructions. parts. and necessary soft.. 
ware on cassette for case reversal. echo, and automatic line 
feed routines, 

User group discounts available 

Dealer inquiries invited 


'TRS-80 is a trademark of !he Tandy Corp 


TERMS· Check. money or • 
der. Visa. Mastercharge .. 
Washington residents add · · : 

1 
• 

5 3%fortax 
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* * * • • * * • • * • • • • PACKAGE ONE • • * * • * * • * * * • * * 
GRAPHIC·TREK "2000" - This full graphics, real time game Is full of fast, exciting action! Exploding 
photon torpedoes and phasers fill the screen! Vou must actually navigate the enterprise to dock with the 
giant space stations as well as to avoid klingon torpedoes! Has shields, galactic memory readout, damage 
reports, long range sensors, etc! Has 3 levels for beginning, average, or expert players! * INVASION 
WORG - Time: 3099, Place: Earth's Solar System Mission: As general of Earth's forces, your job is to 
stop the Worg invaslc.n and destroy their outposts on Mars, Venus, Saturn, Neptune, etc! Earth's Forces: 
Androids - Space Fighters - Lazer Cannon - Neutrino Blasters! Worg Forces: Robots - Saucers -
Dlsintegrators - Proton Destroyers! Multi level game lets you advance to a more compllcated game as you 
get better! * STAR WARS - Manuever your space fighter deep into the nucleus of the Death Star! Drop 
your bomb, tt1en escape via the only exit. This graphics game is really fun! May the Force be with 
you! *SPACE TARGET - Shoot at enemy Ships with your missiles.. If they eject in a parachute, 
capture them - or If you're cruel, destroy them! Full graphics, real time game! • SAUCERS  This fast 
action graphics game has a time limit! Can you be the commander to win the distinguished cross! 
Requires split second timing to win! Watch out! 

• • • * • * * • * * * * • * PACKAGE TWO • * * • * • * * * * • • * * 
CHECKERS 2.1 - Finally! A checkers program that will challenge everyone! Expert as welt as amateur! 
Uses 3-ply tree search to find best possible move. Picks randomly between equal moves to assure You of 
never having Identical games. * POKER FACE - The computer uses psychology as welt as logic to try 
and beat you at Poker. Cards are displayed using TRS-SO's full graphics. Computer raises, calls, and 
sometimes even folds! Great practice for your Saturday night poker match! (Plays 5 card 
draw). • PSYCHIC - Tell the computer a little about yourself and he'll predict things about you, you 
won't believe! A real mind bender! Great amusement lor parties . • TANGLE MANIA - Try and force 
your opponent into an Immobile position . But watch out, they're doing the sam~ to you! This graphics 
game Is for 2 people and has been used to end stupid arguments. (And occasionally starts 
them!) * WORD SCRAMBLE - Thls game is for two or more people. One person inputs a word to the 
computer while the othe1s look away. The computer scrambles the word, then keeps track of wrong 
guesses. 

* * * * * * • • • * * * * PACKAGE THREE * • • * • * • • • • • • * 
POETRY - This program lets you choose the subject as well as the mood of the poem you want. You 
give TRS·SO certain nouns o:;;r names, then the mood, and it does the rest ! It has a 1000-word • vocabular.y 
of nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs! * ELECTRIC ARTIST - Manual: draw, erase, move as well as, 
Auto: draw, erase and move, Uses graphics bits not bytes. Saves drawing on tape or dlsk! * GALACTIC 
BATTLE - The Swineus enemy have long range phasers but cannot travel at warp speed! Vou can, but 
only have short range phasers! Can you blitzkrieg the enemy without getting destroyed! Full graphics 
real time! *WORD MANIA - Can you guess the computer's words using your human intuitive and 
loglcal abilities? You'll need to, to beat the computer! * AIR COMMAND  Battle the Kamikaze pilots. 
Requires split second timing. This is a FAST action arcade game. 

* * * • • • * • • • * • • •PACKAGE FOUR • • * • • • * • * • • * • • 
LIFE - This Z-80 machine language program uses full graphics! Over 100 generations per minute make It 
truly animated! You make your starting pattern, the computer does the rest! Program can be stopped and 
changes made! Watch It grow! •SPACE LANDER - This full graphics simulator lets you pick what 
planet , asteroid or moon you wish to land on! Has 3 skill levels that make it fun for everyone. •GREED 
II - Mulli · level game Is fun and challenging! Beat the computer at th is dice game using your knowledge of 
odds and luck! Computer keeps track of his winnings and yours . Quick fast action . This game Is not 
easy! *THE PHARAOH Rule the ancient city of Alexandria! Buy or sell land. Keep your people from 
revoltlng! Stop the rampaging rat s. Requhes a true political personality to become good! * ROBOT 
HUNTER  A group of renegade robots have escaped and are spotted In an o1d ghost town on Mars! Your 
iob as "Robot Hunter" is to destroy the pirate machines before they kill any more settlers! Exciting! 
Challenging! Full graphics! 

* • * • * * * • * • * * • •PACKAGE FIVE • * • * * * * * * * * • * * 
SUPER HORSERACE - Make your bets just like at the real racetrack! 8 horses race in this spectacular 
graphic dlsplay! UP to 9 people can play! Uses real odds but has that element of chance you see In real 
llfe! Keeps track of everyone's winnings and losses. This is one of the few computer simulations that can 
actually get a room of people cheering! * MAZE MOUSE - The mouse with a mind! The computer 
generates random mazes of whatever size you specify , then searches for a way out! The second time, he'll 
always go fastest route! A true display of artillcial intelllgence! Full graphics. mazes & 
mouses! * AMOEBA KILLER - You command a one man submarine that has been shrunken to the size 
of bacteria in this exciting graphic adventure! Injected into the president's bloodstream, your mission Is to 
destroy the deadly amoeba infection ravaging his body! * LOGIC - This popular game Is based on 
Mastermind but utilizes tactics that ma!.(e it more exciting and challenging  has 2 levels of play to make 
it fun for everyone. • SUBMAR.CNER - Shoot torpedoes at the enemy ships to get points. Fast action 
graphics, arcade type game Is exciting and fun for everybody! 

* • • * • • • * • • • • • * PACKAGE SIX • • • • • . * • * * • • * ;-; 
20 HOME FINANCIAL PROGRAMS - Figures amortization, annuities, depreciation rates, interest 
tables, earned Interest on savings and much, much more. These programs will get used again and again. A 
must for the conscientious, lnflation minded person . 

* * * * * * * * • • * • * PACKAGE SEVEN • * • * • * * * * * • * * 
BACKGAMMON s .o - 2 diflercnt s!.(111 levels make this game a challenge to average or advanced players. 
(Not recommended for beginners) . Looks for best possible move to beat you! FANTASTIC GRAPHICS. 
Plays doubles and uses international rules. * SPEED READING - Increases your reading speed. Also 
checks for comprehension of material. Great for teenagers and adults to improve reading skills. * PT 109 
- Drop depth charges on moving subs. Lower depths get higher points in this fast action graphics 
game. * YAHTZEE - Play Vahtzee with the computer . This popular game is even more fun and 
challenging against a TR5· 80! *WALL STREET - Can you turn your $50,000 Into a million dollars? 
That's the object al this great game. Slmulatcs an actual stock market! 

CASSETTE PACKAGES REQUIRE 16K LEVEL II 

PACKAGES ON DISKETTE (32.K) .S5.QO EXTRA 
ALLPROGRAMSGUARANTEEDTOLOAU 

Send check, Money Order or Bank Card # ..TO: SIMUTEK, P.O. BOX 35298 -J 
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85740 

(602) 882-3911141'!!8111!!1!!111'1J'll.!!ll 

PLEASE ADD $2.50 POSTAGE & HANDLING PER ORDER 

3 OR MORE PACKAGES GET 10% DISCOUNT 



The 9th in a series of tutorials on 

Machine Language Progra1nming... 


View from the Top of the Stack 


Last issue, we discussed T-BUG , and some of the uses 
of a MONITOR program. In this issue, we will discuss the 
Radio Shack EditorI Assembler program , and some of it's 
uses. 

As before. a definition is needed. Since the EDTASM 1s 
really two programs, we will provide two of them . The first 
part is the EDITOR. An editor is simply a progam that 
accepts input from a device (in our case. the keyboard or 
the cassette), and allows the user to make changes in the 
text that was input. Last but not least, the editor translates 
the text that you input into a format that 1s acceptable to 
another program. 
That other program in our case is the ASSEMBLER . An 

Jim Crocker. Technical Editor 

assembler takes an input that is 1n a spec 1f1c fo rmat , and 
translates the abbrev1at1ons and code words (called 
source) into something called an OBJECT. Object is just a 
fancy word that means ·machine code that is acceptable 
to the loader' . The loader that we are concerned with is 
the 'SYSTEM' command 111 our TRS -80, so the object 
output form the EDTASM is directly com pa tabl e with our 
SYSTEM command . 

There are a few mere terms that we should becom e 
familiar with . One of th ese is 'OPCODE ' . An opcode is to 
the EDTASM like our BASIC keywords (like CLS, DEFINT, 
etc) are to Level II BASIC. In simpler terms, the opcodes 
are simply a shorthand that allows us lo pack more 

What 1s an S-80? 

No, it's not a new computer - it is the same one you probably 
own now (the same one that snickered at you uJhile you learned 
Basic). 80-U.S. and several other publications are (or have 
already) adopted S-80 as a designation for the computer we all 
use and write about, much the same way that S-100 is used to 
define computers using the S-100 bus. 
It makes things simple - and you will be seeing this reference 
often in this and in other publications. 
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information into a smaller space . It also makes the job of 
the assembler easier, since there is no room for ambiguity 
in the very precise world of machine language 
programming . 

Another word we should understand is FIELD . Fields 
were first developed in the wayback when the only viable 
input device was th.e punched card (also called the IBM 
card). These cards used holes punched in a cardboard 
card to represent letters and numbers_The holes were 
arranged into 80 columns (isn 't it amazing how the 
printers of that time were 80-col umn devices?). When you 
wrote a program to input from a card reader, you 
arbitrarily decided that the first xx columns would stand 
for one thing, the next xx columns would stand for 
something else, and so on _We don't use punched cards, 
but the idea of columns has survived _The fields that we 
use are defined by the TAB (right-arrow) key . The first 6 
columns are called the LOCATION or SYMBOL field . Tab 
once, and you are in the OPCODE field . Tab again, and you 
are at the OPERAND field . 

The LOCATION or LABEL field is (you guessed it) where 
the LABELS live. A label is JUSt what it says it is, a tag we 
put on something so we can recognize what it is later. In 
the case of the EDTASM, the labels are used to 'tag· 
addresses in memory or numeric values . For example, if 
we define the symbol 'C HARLIE ' as being 5000H (H 
stands for HEX). we don 't have to do anything with 
address 5000 anymore Instead, we rnay load, store, 
1ump, or whatever to CHARLIE and the assembler will 
figure out that we mean 5000. There is another thing that 
may be done with labels . Say, for example that you are 
typing in a program that is 1000 bytes long . We can simply 
put a symbol in the right place, and the assembler will 
figure out what it represents for us . 

Opcode is a contraction of the term 'operation code' . 
There are a total of 158 opcodes that can be executed by 
the Z -80 . Included in these 158 codes are all 78 of the 
opcodes that can be executed by the 8080. This provides 
what is known as 'upward compatibility' (now you know 
what that term means) . For all you 8080 'old hands', the 
opcodes are in Zilog format, so you will have to learn them 
to use this assembler . The opcodes (or mnemonics, as 
they are sometimes called) are 'LO', 'ADD', 'SBC', etc, and 
comprise the first half of the term that tells the computer 
what we want to do 

Tile second half of this word lives in the OPERAND field . 
If the opcode tells the computer what to do, the operand 
tells it what to do 1t to . Or, if the opcode tells the computer 
to go somewhere, the operand tells it where to go. A 'LO' 
opcode tells the computer to LOAD something . A ' LO A,B ' 
tells the computer to load the A register from the B 
register. Adding this second half of the word brings our 
total number of operations to somewhere around 7001 
This is where some of the subtle power of machine 
language programming (and the Z-80) comes into view. 

Not all opcodes require an operand to be a complete 
operation . 'EXX', for example, tells the computer to 
exchange the 6 'primary' registers (B, C, D, E, H, and L) for 
the 'alternate' registers (B ', C', D ', E', H ', and L')_ 

The rest of the line of text is called the COMMENTS 
field . Comments are simply the little notes we use to tel l 
ourselves and others what we are doing (not unlike the 
REM in BASIC)_ 

The comment field is assumed to be preceeded by a 
semicolon, and as a result we can put a semicolon in the 
first character of the !'ne, and the entire line becomes 
comment . Comments, by the way, are completely ignored 
by the assembler . 
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GIVE YOUR TRS-80 WHAT IT DESERVES 

All tapes $10.00 each, on cassette. 

C.O.D. orders accepted 

Choose Level I or II. 
A lelevision slation in Florida chose our Biolorecast program (catalog # 

CS-1) to use in a special news broadcast during the November 1978 state
wide political elections Many think ours is the best biorhythm program ever 
written And it loads and executes in less ~' 

One customer is using our~programs (catalog# CS-2) to help him in 
the weather satellite work he does for the Air Force 

Recreation centers. schools. businesses . doctors. and housewives are 
using our Lend Out program . Lend Out (catalog# CS-7) keeps track of things 
loaned o~ple Its hig~ together with its many features and 
ease of use. have made it a best seller. 

And speaking of besl sellers 
Our Turkey Buzzard game (catalog # GT-4) has made an ·even bigger 

splash lhan we expected It is a game that has everything· a detailed 
scenario. character animation. and a general arcade style. It's chocked full 
of dangers and comic pitfalls No wonder I here are those who say it may be 
the most successful work ever to combine a continually changing plot with 
all TRS-80 graphics capabil i ties Already it is becoming a classic among 
classics . 

All of lhe above programs will execute in less than 4K RAM' You can't gel 
those programs from any other company . We invented them and only we 
own the rights to them Sure you can buy one of those cheap "software 
library· · deals. but most of the programs they fealure can be found in books 
Books you can check out from your public library for nothing 

So for something truly different for your computer. look to the creative 
software company --- -- 

Send SASE to receive the product list faster. 

6 Mill St. corrpuirex ¢ 
- PO Box 536 Inman SC 29349 ...... 

LET YOUR TRS-80 HELP YOU FIGHT 

THE HIGH COST OF LIVING!! 


Inflation is robbing every consumer of the purchasing power of his dollar. 
There is no known way to completely stop this invisible bandit; but now, using 
your computer, you can minimize some of the bad effects on your house-hold 
budget with the Computrex HOMEBREW PRODUCTS PROGRAM! With the in· 
formation this cassette software package provides, the average consumer can 
save as much as 50 to 90 percent on the price of common domestic products 
(from antiperspirant to window cleaner). This is because your microcomputer 
can tell you simple, easy ways to make these products from scratch In your 
home. Most products have low-cost ingredients which you can obtain at your 
local grocer, drugstore, or building supplier. The operation of this program Is so 
obvious and straightforward, the documentation so complete and clear, that 
anyone can use this program effectively almost as soon as they receive ill No 
knowledge of computers is required. 

Features: 

1) Finds a product's formula or recipe by either the product's name or category 


use. 
2) It's fast! No long waits for information. 
3) When asked,the program gives a complete listing of all products for which It 

has formulas, and also displays their categories. 
4) Special test feature which can check to see if the entir!' program loaded 

properly. 
5)Morel 

The HOMEBREW PRODUCTS PROGRAM is a Computrex exclusive. You 
can't get it from any other company. So show everyone that that computer of 
yours is more than just a game-playing toy, Order your copy of this uniqu~ soft
ware package today! Price: $16.95 (requires 16K Lfv.r; 

See "NEW PRODUCTS" section of the November Issue of this magazine. 
Also check back Issues for ads describing some of our other fine produ\1ts. 

Note: We do not sell software through dealers and stores because our anti
plagiarism system will only work effectively with an exclusively mail· 
order market. 

C.O.D. orders accepted. 	Phone# In our Oct ad Is Incorrect. Please 
Phone: 1-803-472-2083 use# In this ad to contact Computrex 

Send S.A.S.E. to receive our product list faster. 

6 Mill St. CC5ffij5ljlrex 
PO Box 536 Inman SC 29349 



When we assemble a program, there are three separate 
outputs. They are the OBJECT, SIDE-BY -SIDE LISTING, 

and the SYMBOL TABLE The object was discussed 
before. The SIDE-BY -SIDE LISTING 1s a combination of 
the addresses and hexcode generated by the assembler, 
and the source that is being assembled . They are placed 
beside one another, hence the name A typical line of 
SIDE -BY-SIDE might look like this 

6000 3A0050 CHARLIE LD A,(5000H) 

The address is 6000, the hex code is 3A0050, and the rest 
is word-for-word from the source 

The SYMBOL TABLE is generated to tell us what 
symbols we used, and what hexadecimal address or value 
they represent. Some versions of the EDTASM arrange 
the symbol table in alphabetical order, others arrange 
them in the order in which they occur (I have one that 
dosen't arrange them , it just puts them in whatever order 
it feels like . I think it's reverse polish notation, but I'm not 
sure) . The symbol table can be very useful when making 
changes to a program, or when writing one program what 
overwrites part of another 

Any of the three outputs from the assembler may be 
disabled with a SWITCH. Switches are hold-overs from 
the larger machine which have rows of switches that can 
be read by the computer, and acted upon by the program 
Since we don't have any switches on our computer, we 
simulate them with letters The command to assemble a 
program with no listing (side-by-side), no object output , 
and no symbol table would be 'A / NL/ NOI NS ' The slash 
means that ' this is a switch', and the two letters tell which 
switch it is . Assembling a program like this will resu lt 1n 
nothing being printed except error messages, which 1s th e 
most important use of the switches . A message is printed 
00000 TOTAL ERRORS 
BE YE AWARE that ANY errors in the assembly of u 
program will most likely result in a program that will not 
work I 

An important part of any assembler are the 'PSEUDO 
OPS' . P. pseudo-op 1s used like an oµcode, except tilut 11 
does not assemble into machine code. Instead, they are 
used to give the assembler information the pseudo ·ops 
that are supported by the Radio Shack EDTASM are ORG, 
EQU, DEFL, DEFB, DEFW, DEFS. DEFM. und END 

ORG is short for 'Origin', and tells the assembler where 
to put the program (or data) that follow s 

EQU means 'equates to ' or 'equals ' The µrirnary use of 
the EQU pseudo-op is to define a label that isn't otherwis J 

defined in the program . 
DEFL means 'define label' For the purposes of thi s 

discussion, we will assume that DEFL means the sa me 
thing as EQU, since for the most part it does . 

DEFB means 'define one byte' You can define a !Jyte as 
a decimal number (DEFB 23), an octal number 
(DEFB 230), a hexadecimal number (DEFB 23H), or an 
ASCII character (DEFB 'A') 

DEFW means 'define a [ 16-bit] word '. The syntax 1s tile 
same as the DEFB. Note that if you DEFW'A', the resulting 
hex word is 4100. 

DEFS is sort of like the CLEAR statement 1n BASIC It 
simply reserves a 'st ring ' of memory to be used later . In 
reality, it is just a block of memory that 1s left untouched by 
the assembler. You can reserve from 1 to 65535 bytes of 
memory, but there isn't much need for that mucil in a 
TRS-80. 

DEFM is a very powerful pseudo-op, and means 'define 
memory as the strinq '. In other words , DEFM 'THIS IS A 

TEST' would result in the ASCII for 'THIS IS A TEST' being 
stored starting at the specified address. You can specify 
from 1 to 63 bytes of ASCII using this command . 

Appropriately enough, END 1s the last pseudo -op we 
will discuss. Not unlike the END in BASIC, it means 'this 1s 
the END of my source, so stopl' . You MUST include an 
address or symbol after the END pseudo-op, as this is the 
address that represents the start address to the SYSTEM 
command If you don 't include one, the SYSTEM 
command won't shut off the tape. since 1t 1s looking for 
one . The address you give is the one that is used by the 
'autostart' function (that's what is used when you answer 
.. , ENTER " to the second"'?" . 

There are a few other things about the EDTASM we 
should discuss . One of the things that it can do for us is to 
perform simple math and logical operations on our 
operands Consider Fig 1, borrowed from the example in 
the EDTASM manual The EDTASM will compute 
VIDEO t 1and3FFFH -VIDEO for us, and will translate 191 
int o BF hex for us 

VIDEO EQU 3COOH ;start of VIDEO RAM 

ORG 7000H ;start of program 

START LD HL,VIDEO ;HL now equals 3COO 

LD DE ,VIDE0+1 ;DE now equals 3C01 

LD BC,3FFFH-VIDEO ;BC now equals 400 

LD (HL), 191 ;graphics character 

LDIR ;fill screen 

Figure 1 . 

I lu:m 1s some special syntax ilbout entering 
hexadecimal numbers that is mentioned in the EDTASM 
mu111wl. !Jul 11 1s very easy to miss If the assembler finds a 
11tJ111!Jer in tile operand field, 1t assumes a number. If 1t 
find s u letter, however. 11 assumes a symbol Therefore, 1f 
yo11 try to enter th e value FOH, tile assembler will assume 
y<J1J nwan the symbol called 'FO', and will give an 
'1111dd1ned sym bol ' error To use a value of tl11s type, 
precede the number with a zero . So 'OFO ' will generate 

tl11; fJrOIH!r valllt.! 
That liring s us to tile Imai proo;ss, assembly. The 

ass1rn11Jlur will do it' s !Jest to produc1! u useable output 
from wilalevcn you give 1t , but some t1111es circumstances 
prol111J11 11 99 441 100% of till.! time it 's because of an error 
1n your source. and you ca n use the editor to fix 11. 
So111et111ws. lwwc·!Vf!f, tlwre 1s simply nothing that can be 
dcJ1H: 1ln:S£! ;irn c;;illecl ' ter1111n<li errors', and consist of 
1'1111u s l1lw 'SYMBOL TABLE' OVERFLOW' . That 's tile 
EIJl ASM 's c:q11v1lant to an out of nwmory error Unless 
yo11 <HI! tr y1 nu to <1~;st:1111>1!: a rww 11111.!rpreter in 16K. you 
c; l1uuld11 't l1;iv" any <!XIH!l lt! nC<! w1til tl1al one 

N11w tiliil iill t '1;11 ·s 0111 of tlu! w<1y, wc: will l1:av1: you now 
to (JO and f111cl yo111s1!1f "" E'IJlASM (they ;in~ ;iva1lable at 
<lrl y R<1cl10 Sil;ick slort!) ;11ul pl;iy wrll11l a whil e Tilern an: 
so111e "xil111pl1:s 111llw111;111u;il , ;incl som1! s1mplt! rout111es 
111 llw IJ;11;k ol tlu : IJook lffAU 1'1os1: portions of tlw 
111i11111<il l'1<1t c:xpl;1111 how lo 11 s£: 11 . READ tile 'introduction 
to instruction types on page 111. READ the explanations 
of tlH! <!1 rrn 11wssayes on pa~w 125 

N<Jxl t111H! , Wt! will wkc : ycrn step by step through the 
JHOCC!SS of writ111g <Jlld aSS!!llllJilflg Cl 111acil11ie ·lan\.jll<l!'P 
1iro1p;1111 w., ;11 1: on our w<1yl e 
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KNOW YOUR COMPUTER (from page 25) 
separate, one physical unit can share 
both the input and output blocks, 
notably the cassette recorder and the 
modem. 

The last block in our diagram is the 
memory. Sometimes called the 
"store" or the "core". In it, we can 
store information processed by the 
CPU, instructions to tell the CPU what 
to do and when, and intermediate 
results which the CPU will need at a 
later time. In our case, the memory is 
physically located in the keyboard 
unit. If you have an expansion 
interface unit then more memory may 
be located in it. Both electrically and 
functionally, it still looks like one block 
of memory to the CPU. 

Now lets talk about how "dumb" the 
computer really is. Yes, dumbl You 
may think that with all the high-level 
words we use in speaking 
"computerese", that it must be a 
really intelligent device. It is and it 
isn't. It really does not know or 
understand anything about machine 
language or editors, compilers, HEX, 
ASCII or any of that. What it does know 
well is simply the presence or absence 
of a single voltage. The voltage, when 
present, is usually plus five volts. The 
absence of this voltage results in zero 
volts. Another bit of knowledge the 
computer possesses is "time". Time in 
the computer is generated by a voltage 
which turns on and off at regular 
intervals.(which is the same as saying 
that it has frequency and period). All 
operations in the computer are 
synchronized in one way or another 
with this "clock" or time . 

When it comes to mathematical 
functions the computer only knows 
one thing: Addition. (Yes, that is a 
period after the word "addition"). It 
knows how to look at two voltage 
levels ( in a given slice of time ) and 
produce a zero if both the voltage 
levels were zero, a plus five volts if 
either of the levels were plus five volts, 
and a zero with plus five volts 
transferred to the next element if both 
levels were plus five volts . 

Notice that the computer knows 
nothing about "Binary". Binary is a 
term we humans use. We interpret the 
plus five volts and zero volts as two 
"states". Since there are only two 
states, we can use binary (counting in 
a base of two )to define the state of the 
elements inside the computer. It is we 
humans who attribute the terms 
" high and low" , "one and zero'', "true 
and false", "active and inactive" to the 
two states the compute~ elements can 
take. 

Subtraction in the computer can be 
accomplished by adding the 
compliment. The compliment of a 
series of elements with two states is 
simply changing all the "highs"to 
"lows" and all the "lows" to "highs". 
The process is still one of addition. 
Multiplication is simply repeated 
addition, and division is a series of 
successive subtractions which are 
complimented addition. So, the 
computer gets the job done, but it still 
only knows how to add - and that is all. 

Lets define some of those 
"elements" we speak of above. One of 
the most elementary elements in the 
computer is the "flip-flop". The flip
flop is a storage device in that it can 
hold a high or low voltage level at its 
output. A "trigger pulse" (a zero level 
going to plus five volts and back to zero 
again) will change the "state" of the 
flip-flop, which means that if it 
previously held a high at its output, 
then after the trigger pulse it will hold 
a low there (even after the trigger has 
gone away). Flip-flops may be 
connected so that they represent a 
"counter", so that every time one 
changes from high to low for example, 
it will create a "carry" pulse to the 
next flip-flop in line. Thus, it becomes 
a "binary counter" and will, after the 
input of a series of trigger pulses, 
contain highs and lows such that they 
can be interpreted as a binary number. 
This number will usually represent the 
number of trigger pulses applied. It is 
important to remember that this string 
of flip-flops (or counter, or register) 
will continue to hold that count until it 
is reset, more pulses are applied, or 
the power is turned off. Additionally, 
most flip-flops have two outputs. 
These two outputs are always 
opposites. If one of the outputs is high 
the other must be low and vice versa. It 
is easy to see from this where the 
complement of a binary number 
comes from, as all we would have to 
do is read the " other" output of a 
series of flip-flops. Series of flip-flops 
are called "counters", or "registers". 
Although flip-flops possess the ability 
to "remember" or hold a count, they 
are not to be confused with the main 
memory in your machine. Your main 
memory is somewhat similar, but 
because of size and cost is 
considerably different. 

Another element to consider is the 
" Inverter''. This element is 
" forgetful ", i.e .. it does not remember 
and is not a memory type element. It 
simply inverts whatever voltage level 
is at its input to the opposite at its 

(Cont inued on Page 60) 

Disco-Tech™ 
DDT 


T .M. 

Disc Drive Timer 
for TRS-80 (16K, 32K, 48K) 

& Apple Microcomputers 
Works with any disc drive. 

Radio Shack (new & old 
model drives), Shugart, MPI, 
Pertee & Vista. 
Get the bugs out of yo ur disc drives 
with DDT. DISCO-TECH 's brand 
new program which lets you analyze 
and adjust disc drive motor speed 
within a tenth of an RPM (in a total 
300) with a real time graphic display . 
Anybody can do it' All you need is 
DDT. two screwdrivers. and five 
minutes ' time . No more down time 
and costly repa irs . DDT is faster, 
easier. more accurate than strobe 
tim ing - and DDT is the ONLY way 
to adjust a Pertee. short of taking it to 
a repair shop . Incorrect motor speed 
causes lost data and program in
compatibi lity . DDT lets you check 
disc drive motor speed routinely with 
a detailed motor speed an alysis. so 
your drives are a lways running right. 

Be sure to specify TRS-80 or Apple. 

Cassette $1495 Appl.e available 
on d iskette only. 

Diskette s 1995 
Postpaid 

Check, M. 0 ., Visa, Mastercharge 
California residents odd 6 't safes tax . 

MLUP-1 

Machine Language Utility 


Package No. 1 


TRS-80 Level II or Disc BASIC 

(16K, 32K, 48K) 

Six machine language routines to 
make your TRS-80 more efficient , 
versatile and trouble -free . 

KEYBOARD DEBOUNCE/ REPEAT 
FORMATTEDINPUT-UPWARD 
SCROLLING - DOWNWARD 
SCROLLING - SHIFT & DELETE 
SHIFT AND INSERT 

$2 5 Postpaid 
Write today for complete 
details or to order . 

diSC!:> 
Cfegfl 

r1icrocornputer products 
a division of 
Morton Technologi es , In c. 
P 0 Box 11129, Santa Rosa. Cd 95406 

Dealer inquiries i!wi 1ed . 
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VOLTAGE 

TRANSIENT 

SUPPRESSORS 

MODEL 701 

HAVE YOU HAD 

• Tapes or Discs You Could not 
Load

• Tapes or Discs You could not 
read

• Interface Problems
• Stored Data Change
• Intermittent Machine Halts-

These problems represent an improper buffering of the raw 
AC Power line, which can allow very fast voltage spikes to enter 
your computer and it's peripherals. The TRS-80 Model 701 voltage 
transient suppressor has been designed to stop these voltage 
transients before they reach your computer, and we guaranty it, 
with our 5 Year Limited Warranty . Just plug it in. 

$39.95 + $2 .00 Shipping and Handling 

A.P. SYSTEMS 
P.O. BOX 488, DEPT. 4-80 
MILFORD, PA. 18337 
[717] 686-5900 

ZSOZAP/CMD 
DISK MODIFICATION UTILITY 

TRS-80 SUPER FAST MACHINE LANGUAGE 

Z80ZAP.. . Will allow you to READ in and DISPLAY Disk Sectors. 
Z80ZAP... Will allow you to MODIFY Disk Sectors. 
Z80ZAP... Will allow you to WRITE Sectors to Disk. 
Z80ZAP.. . Will REMOVE PASSWORDS from all Disk Files. 
Z80ZAP... Will CAL CULATE HASH INDEX CODES for any Filespec. 
Z80ZAP... Will inform you where to apply HIT CODE for recovery. 
Z80ZAP.. Will RECOVER "killed" or lost Disk Files. 
Z80ZAP.. . Will COMPARE, BYTE for BYTE any Sector with another. 
Z80ZAP... Will FIND any designated BYTE of DAT A within Sector. 
Z80ZAP... Will allow you to TOGGLE between Drives, same Sector. 
Z80ZAP ... Will allow you to APPLY PATCHES, FIXES, etc. 
Z80ZAP... Will TOGGLE between Z80ZAP and DEBUG. 
Z80ZAP... Will PINPOINT BYTE within Sector with FLASHING CURSOR. 
Z80ZAP... Will do DISK BACKUP with any Disks on any Drives. 
Z80ZAP ... Will LOCATE any BYTE NUMBER within Sector display. 
Z80ZAP . . Will PAGE forward or backward one Sector at a time. 
Z80ZAP... Will "ZERO OUT" entire Sector on display or on Disk. 
Z80ZAP.. . Will Move FLASHING CURSOR with arrow keys. 

$29.95 
ORG-TEX INDUSTRIES 

P.O. BOX 1462 
LEWISVILLE, TX 75067 
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output. If the level going in is zero with 
an occasional high-going pulse on it, 
the output will be high, going low each 
time the input goes high. Simply 
stated, it makes a "one" out of a 
"zero", or a "zero" out of a "one". 
(Another way incidentally, to get a 
complement). 

So far, we haven't yet seen any real 
"logic". The element called a "gate" 
can show us some smarts though. The 
"Gate" element. in its simplest form, 
has two inputs and one output. Since 
there are two inputs, each capable of 
having two states. there are four 
possible combinations of input. Both 
inputs may be high (plus five volts). in 
which case the output is high. Neither 
input may be high, in which case the 
output is low. Either of the inputs may 
be high with the other input being low, 
in which case the output is low. If we 
label the inputs A and Band the output 
C, then we can say that we have an 
"and" gate, because it takes A "and" 
B to get a high at C. Now, are you ready 
for some confusion? The gate we just 
considered can be an "or" gate if we 
consider "lows" as the active signal. -
Lets try it: A low on A "or" B (or both) 
will produce a low at C. Again, the 
interpretation of this is human, since 
the machine is still operating on the 
presence or absence of voltage and 
doesn't know the difference between 
"And" or "Or". 

Connecting gates, flip-flops and 
inverters, along with the clock, we can 
create some extremely complicated 
logic trees (sort of like "spit in the 
ocean" in poker, where one eyed jacks 
and the queen with the axe - only on 
Saturday etc etc ). 

There are variations on these 
elements. A gate may have more than 
two inputs for example. A gate may 
have an inverter built right into it, in 
which case the "and" gate becomes a 
"nand" (not and) gate, or an "or" gate 
becomes a "nor" (not or) gate. 

Lets take a closer look at the CPU, 
since it is the heart of the system. First 
off, it is (speaking now of the ZBO) 
physically about 2 1/2 inches long, 
314 inch wide and about 1 / 8 inch 
thick. It has 20 pins along each side, 
and can be plugged into an 
appropriate socket on a printed circuit 
board. The price of such a chip these 
days is about $11.00. Through the 
wonders of micro-miniaturization this 
little package is crammed full of flip
flops, inverters and gates. It is 
composed primarily of registers 
(strings of flip-flops connected 
together) and many gates. These gates 

(Continued on Page 62) 
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TRS-80 Software 

MONITOR #3 . $39.95 

Disassembler; ASCII and hex displays; memory move, search, verify, 

and modify; read and write object tapes; hex arithmetic: ; object code 

re locater; unload programs from TRSDOS memory areas to disk; 

symbolic tapes; more. 

MONITOR #4 . . $49.95 

Adds: save and read disk files; direct input & output of disk sectors; 

send, receive, or talk to another computer via the RS-232C interface; 

symbolic: disassembly on disk. 

SMART TERMINAL . .... ... ..... ........ $49.95 

Complete system for using the TRS-80 as a terminal to a time-sharing 

computer. Complete set of CONTROL keys, including BREAK. 

Automatic transmission from memory. Load and save files Gi' tape or 

disk . 

PACK/UNPACK . .. ......... .... . . $24.95 

Increase disk file capacity by 33"., with NO NEW HARDWARE. Applies 

only to string data. Ideal for mailing lists, telephone files, etc. 

HOME BUDGET (32K, disk) .. ...... . $49.95 

Keeps track of your checkbook, income, and monthly bills . Computes 

month ly and year-lo-date summaries. 

MAILING LIST (32K, disk) $69.95 

Over 1000 names on il single diskette1 Add, change, find name, 

alphabetic or zip sort, print labels or master list. 

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING (32K , disk) $49.95 
Handles income, expenditures, and payroll for a busint>ss of up to 16 
t>mployt>es. Daily, monthly, and year-to-dale totals . Desig1wd ofter 
Dome Bookkeeping Journal 11612 . 

CONSULTING, ADVICE, DEVELOPMENT OF 
CUSTOM SOFTWARE TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS. 

HOWE SOFTWARE 
14 LEXINGTON ROAD 

NEW CITY, NEW YORK 10956 

TRS-80™ OWNERS 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY TO 


80 SOFTWARE CRITIQUE 
80 Software Critique is a new publication 
devo led to in depth reviews of TRS-80 cassette 
software. Issue # I is now available for immediate 
delivery via First Class M ai l. It is 50 pages long and 
contains detailed reviews of over 50 programs or 
program collec tions. 
Avoid buying disC1ppointing software from now on. 
Reucl 80 Software Critique before you buy. We 
review programs from il user's viewpoint If a 
program is useful or fun . W<' say so. If a program is 
boring or contains bu4s. W(' wil l tell you that, too . 
M any of the programs do crn1l.ii11 lii1qs .1ncl we will tell 
you not to buy. We also i11cludt> .i •io1111e ca lled 
T elephone Directory which you can usl' your com· 
puter to play. 

Money Back Guaranty-80SoftwareCritique 
is a quilrtl'rly publication A one year subscription is 
$24 . Single copil's sell for $7 ..Subscribe for one year 
or buy d single copy . If you are not satisfied with Issue 
# I . rl'turn it tn us and we will promptly refund your 
mone\} . 

This offer is good only while supplies of Issue #1 last. 
Subscribe today. You won't be disappointed. Send 
check or money order to 

80 SOFTWARE CRITIQUE 
P.O. Box 134 Waukegan, IL 60085 

MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAMS FOR YOUR TRS-80 ( *) 

f lJ f i I An all purpose u ti 11 ty for the tape user, 
Examine, clear, 1n1t1al1ze, move, and modify data ln memory. 
Compare two blocks or search for up to 24 bytes of strlnEZ: 
(HEX or ASCII). Punch, load, ver1 fy, or execute ZPO 
programs. Registers are d1splayei1 and changed ln English. 
JU.lip and set 2 breakpoints. Output to Printer and CR'T 
simultaneously. TUT!L also provides a MODIFY pr~~ram that 
remodels the EDTASfll (strips I/O routines, relocates variable 
11st, & re-references all pointers) to provide superior
method of assembly language prop;ramming fC)r the tape user . 
(16K, J2K, & 48K1 all three for ~h 5) . 

lllliil All features of TUTIL plus read & wr1 te disk 
sectors, even to the DIRECTORYt Read entire tracks including 
address marks. Scroll through the disk sector by sector. 
( 16K, J2K, & 48K1 all three for $20) 

[) i 1'J ~fll()[)Turn your Ed1ter/.Asse11bler int• a DISK package. 
This patch modifies EDTASM 1.t & 1.2 under DOS, NEWDOS, or 
VTOS. Capabilities? You couldn't ask f or morel Add full disk 
I/O (source and object code), block move, global change , 
pag1nat1on with optional end-of-page prompting, sorted 
s ymbol table, pr1 nt text bu ffer ut1 li zation, corrected DEFM 
expansion, protect memory, and recover after boot. From 
w1 thin the mod! fled EDTA.SM, you w111 have DIR, FREE, and 
KILL. This package is a must for assembler programmers. A 
J2K system is required to run this patch, ( $20) • 

[) 1'J fllr'l I ( Cemplete your assembly langua11;e tools with t hi s 
disassembler. 2-pass es- provide SYMBOL.~, EQUa tes , and ORG. 
Output to CRT, Printer with paging, or tape cassette. The 
tape loads into Editor/Assembler. Relocate or modify mach ine 
code programs that you purchase. (ll>K & J2K1 both for $20). 

MASTER 	 MISOSYS VISA 
CH ARGE 	 5904 Mgehl 11 Drive 


Alexandria, Va. 22)0) 

70)-969-2998 (5P-11P) 


(*) TRS-80 is a registered trademark of Tandy Corporation 

75 Mega-Byte 

MAJOR COST BREAKTHROUGH 

3/10,000(: per bit! 
(Interfaced and Formatted) 


Plug Com.,atible to virtually 


all mini & micro computers 


Software Compatible 

MegaTape, Inc 


2610 San Mateo NE Suite A 

Albuquerque, New Mexico 


87110 

(sos) 881-SOOO 
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route signals (high and low voltage 
levels - or ones and zeros if you prefer) 
around to the various registers at 
appropriate times. 

Functionally, the CPU contains an 
Arithmetic/Logic Unit (ALU), the CPU 
registers ( there are 14 general 
purpose registers plus index, stack 
and program counter registers), an 
Instruction register, Data Bus controls 
and Address Bus controls . 

It is possible through the use of 
gates to connect various registers so 
that all the voltage levels in one 
register are transferred at the same 
time into the second register. It is also 
possible through the use of gates to 
connect two registers end to end, thus 
increasing the length of the register 
(which is just what happens when you 
go to double precision in BASIC). 

Without getting too involved, lets 
just say that the instruction register, 
upon receiving various combinations 
of highs and lows, sets up gating to 
cause the highs and lows in other 
registers to be manipulated into what 
we can call "addition" if the 
instruction was to add. Or to enable 
gates so that the Address Bus can 
sense a certain memory location 
(which also only contains zero volts or 
plus five volts) and let whatever is in 
that memory location be "felt" 
through the data bus to the ALU. Note 
that data is said to be "moved" to 
memory or from memory. It is not so 
much "moved" as it is "felt", 
"sensed" or "impressed" . 

At this point let us assume we have 
a front panel on our block diagram 
computer in figure 1. This front panel 
will become our "input" device. Lets 
say also that it has a row of 16 lights 
on it with a button under each light. It 
also has a rotary switch which is 
marked with all the registers in the 
CPU, so that by selecting register A for 
example, the plus five volts in each 
flip-flop of register will light the light 
on the panel. Now the lights which are 
on (and those which are off) will 
present us with a pattern of ones and 
zeros which we can read as a binary 
number. Lets say further that at the 
end of our row of front panel lights 
there is a button marked "clear". 
When we push "clear" all the lights go 
out, and register A is cleared. Now we 
can push the individual buttons under 
each light and "load" some binary 
value into register A. We can now 
program our computer in the most 
primative way, but one which the 
computer understands best. We can 

rotate our switch so that we can see 
the address register, then enter some 
memory location. Next we can switch 
to the data register and enter some 
value there (in binary of course). Then 
we can switch to the instruction 
register and enter the appropriate 
binary number which stands for 
"store in memory". It will, and this is 
exactly the way that early computers 
were programmed. If we give it a 
series of meaningful (possible) 
instructions and set the program 
counter to the right place and tell it to 
go, it would probably step through all 
the instructions and execute them 
assuming the program counter is 
incremented. After this, we can rotate 
our switch to the various registers and 
see what the results look like, 

Words cannot describe the drudgery 
of programming this way. When is the 
last time you answered to : 
11011000111 O? (I did, just last week, 
but the answer is unprintable!). 

What do we need now? Well, it sure 
would be nice if we could speak to the 
computer in something other than all 
of those ones and zerosl Lets play a 
little mind game and instead of talking 
in ones and zeros, lets group them into 
threes. Since three binary bits can 
count from zero through seven, let us 
mark off the lights on our front panel in 
groups of three starting from the least 
significant light. Lo and behold! We 
can now speak to the computer in 
Octal, or base 8 ( a decided 
improvement over binary, at least the 
numbers look a little more like what 
we are used to). Now instead of 
writing 1100101001101100, we can 
call it 145154. 

Using three fingers now we can 
poke those buttons with numbers that 
are a little easier to understand, since 
it is easy to learn to count up to seven 
in binary but more difficult after that. 
As you can see, the computer has not 
gotten smarter at all, has it? In fact, it is 
still chugging merrily along with its 
zero volts and plus five volts. We 
changed the whole picture by the way 
we perceive the number. 

Time passes . You are now so fluent 
in octal it is second nature - you even 
dream in octal, a definite sign you 
have arrived in the land of eight. You 
suddenly realize that you are capable 
of co unting to 16 if you really had to . 
Lets see - if we can group the lights in 
groups of four we can make things 
even simpler . But - four places in 
binary go all the way from zero 
through 15 in decimal - how are we 
going to designate the numbers above 
9? How about A. B, C, D, E and F? 

(Can 't you just see George Carlin ori 
stage : "Like WOW man , its 
HEXadecimal!!"). 

Has the computer learned anything? 
No. It is our human - interpretati~>n 
which became a· little more refined, 
thats all. (The computer is STILL 
handling only zero volts and plus five 
volts). 

We are still punching buttons under 
lights on our front panel - but it is a 
little easier now. Especially when we 
try to communicate to other computer 
freaks . Earlier, we had a binary 
number 1°100101001101100 (ugh) 
which we could speak of in octal as 
1451 54 . Now, all of a sudden, this 
same number in hexadecimal looks 
like CA6C - now, isn 't that nicer? (The 
computer - still dumb - is forcing us to 
think . Maybe it is not as dumb as we 
thought!) 

Every time we turn on our computer 
from figure 1 (with the addeq front 
panel - lets call it the Model Figment 1) 
we have to start from scratch. There is 
no program inside that will start things 
going - nothing. Lets say we have 
written a nice little program and 
punched it into memory. It is a useful 
little program, and we want to keep it, 
so we hook up an output device 
(cassette recorder) and include a 
section of code that will read the 
correct part of mem.ory and save our 
program on tape . Outstanding! Turn 
off the power and go to bed. -- How are 
we going to get that program back in?. 

Those kind of thoughts at 3 AM are 
not uncommon with computer buffs. 
Obviously, there is nothing in the 
freshly turned on computer to help us 
load the tape ~- after all, it needs sonie 
instructions tb do that. So, we punch 
in a short '- routirie that wi.11 act as a 
"loader"_ Th·is is what is generally 
called a " bootstrap" loader, ie ., it picks 
itself up by its own bootstraps. Now 
the loader loads our tape, after which 
we can exe(;ute our program (which 
was probably much longer than the 
loader.) It works - but humans are 
never satisfietL · 

Punching in a loader each time you 
power up is a bore. There really ought 
to be a way to have the loader in the 
machine all the time, so that when you 
power up it would automaticaUy 
execute itself_ But how? Lets see - .if 
we take a whole bunch of flip-flops 
and put plus five volts on either the 
preset or reset and leave it there all the 
time •- and then ori power up find a 
way to force the program counter to 
read these flip-flops - thats it! We just 
made ourselves a Read Only Memory 
(ROM)! Well, its not really that sirnple, 

(Continued on Page 64) 
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Talked about at NCC '79, the Cover Feature 
of the August '79 CREATIVE COMPUTING, 
highly rated by COMPUTER CASSETTE Mag
azine and others, ADVENTURE by Scott 
Adams has rapidly become a classic. Each 
ADVENTURE isa 16K machine language pro
gram designed for you, the Armchair Adven
turer! See for yourself what everyone is talk
ing about by ordering one of our seven differ
ent Adventure tapes today from our many 
fine dealers, or order directly from: 

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL 

Box 3435, Dept. X 


Longwood, Florida 32750 

(305) 862-6917 


Each Adventure, only $14.95, Visa and Mas
tercharge accepted, Send For Free Flyer! 

Dealer Inquiries Encouraged 
Available for: 16K TRS-80, 16K SORCERER 

DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION? 

MEMORY LOSS? ERRATIC OPERATION? 


DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE! 


e. 

:l . ~I 
' 

. /"I~ 

·~~:.2IS0-1 

Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be the culprit! 
Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact! 
Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction 
AND curb damaging Power line Spikes, Surges and Hash. 
*ISOLATOR ( IS0·1 Al 3 filter isolated 3-prong sockets; 
integral Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load, 
1 KW load any socket . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $54.95 
*ISOLATOR (IS0-2) 2 filter isolated 3-pronjl socket banks; 
(6 sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression; 
1875 W Max load, 1 KW either bank . . . . . . . $54.95 

*SUPER ISOLATOR (IS0-3), similar to IS0·1A 
except double filtering & Suppression . . . . $79.95 

*ISOLATOR (IS0·41. similar to IS0·1A except 
unit has 6 individually filtered sockets . . . . $93.95 

*ISOLATOR (IS0·5), similar to IS0·2 except 
unit has 3 socket b..-iks, 9 sockets total . . . $76.95 

*CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (add·CB) Add $ 6.00 
*CKT BAKR/SWITCH/PILOT any model 

(·CBS) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Add $11.00 
• PHONE ORDERS 1·617-655·1532 :IC 

• 
Dealer Inquiries Invited . 1E7Electronic Specialists, Inc. 

171 South Main • 

PLUGS RIGHT IN! Exclusive design includes two sample 
programs and complete documentation so you can write 
your own programs in Basic. Long life from standard 
9·volt battery. A bargain at only $24.95! 

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS™ (415) 573·8217 
Post Office Box 4139, Foster City, CA 94404 
D Please send me TRS-80 Light Pens 

($24.95 each enclosed. Calif. residents add tax). 
D Send your catalogs . 

Name~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Address~~-~------------

City State___Zip___ 
TRS-80 Is a trademark of Tandy Corp. US779 

Don't you wish graphics were easy? Well, now they 
are! PICTYPE lets you type graphic characters into 
your BASIC program one rectangle at a time. No 
need to look up the character codes. Moreover, 
statements containing graphics can be LIST ed and 
ED!Ted like normal statements. Graphics show up 
as graphics-not garbage . PICTYPE loads easily 
and saves as part of your program , giving you fast· 
printing, memory-efficient graphics every time you 
run it. So get PICTYPE, and program action-packed 
graphics like a pro! 

PICTYPE on cassette for TRS-80 Level II / Disk 
BASIC, with instructions, postpaid : $19 
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but almost. Has the computer got 
more smarts? No, it just looks like it 
has.' 

We 're really having fun now folks! 
We have a computer which 
automatically reads in its own loader. 
Now we can write all sorts of neat 
things, save them on tape and load 
them whenever we want . But - we are 
still pushing buttons on the front panel 
in "four bit at a time" hex code. Yes, 
we have very comprehensive 
knowledge of the Z80 operation codes 
- the book is dog-eared and coffee
stained by now. Isn't there a better 
way? How about building a program 
that will take just one combination of 
bits and then automatically go through 
a sequence that will replace all the 
finger poking? Sure, it can be done. 
Then how about a way of setting 
breakpoints, so that execution can be 
stopped and the register displayed on 
the lights? That too, can be done. And 
if you put this program in a specific 
place in memory, reserved just for it 
(here comes Carlin again, " Like WOW 
man, he 's built a MONitor!!"). Yes it 
sounds almost like TBUG , in fact, if 
you look closely- -

Shall we check the "smart 
quotient " of our computer again? No, 
don 't bother - it hasn 't really change-:l . 

(Insert an interlude of "elevator" 
music here to denote the passage of 
time). 

Well, time has sure passed fast, 
(glad they finally turned off the 
Muzak!). What? You are STILL not 
satisfied with your computer?? What 
do you want it to do; talk to you in plain 
English? Mmmm - why not? The 
Monitor idea was good, it worked, so 
why not build a real sophosticated 
monitor that will really allow us to give 
it plain language instructions? That 
way we won't have to fool around with 
these HEX codes. Excellent idea of 
course, this will really make the 
computer smart (or will it) . But how 
are we going to talk plain english to a 
bunch of buttons on the panel? And 
how to read plain English from a 
bunch of lights? 

The most obvious way to input 
English would be a keyboard like 
typewriter - hey!, they use coded 
keyboards on teletype equipment, why 
not use one of them? And, they already 
have an 8 bit code set up to determine 
which key is which, it's called the 
American Standard for Information 
Interchange (or something like that) 
anyway, its ASCII for short 
pronounced "Ask Key". We still need 
something in our computer that will 
check to see if a key is pushed, and if 

so, decode the code and do SOl\lething 
with it . Why not put it into the new 
high-level monitor we are about to 
program? That was almost too easy-

Now to the output. There are two 
ways to go here - we can either use the 
same teletype as an output device, or 
make a Video Monitor from an old TV. 
Using the teletype would be easy, just 
shape the output back into ASCII and 
send it to the teletype. But that would 
be too easy - we like the challenge, 
right? 

OK, lets build the video screen 
what do we need? First we have to find 
a Character Generator ROM 
somewhere. This is necessary to get 
the ASCII bits changed into a 
character of the alphabet or a number 
or punctuation. Fine, now we have to 
find some memory that will hold the 
information which goes to the screen. 
Why? Because simply connecting the 
character generator to the main 
memory would cause all sorts of 
garbage on the screen. We need a 
separate section of memory, just for 
the screen, that can be connected to 
the main memory at will to update the 
screen. That way, the characters on 
the screen will remain stationary, 
instead of flying around. 

Now we have to build an output 
section into our new monitor, and a 
control section (do we dare call it a 
Device Control Block?). Lets do it! 
Throughout all this it is becoming 
painfully apparent that our new 
monitor is going to have to be 
something extraordinary. We have 
given it a lot of chores to do, and it is 
also apparent it has to do a lot more 
yet! 

What more? Well, for openers, if we 
are going to give it commands in plain 
English, it has to have built into it a 
" command table" . Then it needs a 
way to take your input from the 
keyboard, decode it and check it 
against that table before it can take 
further action . And what happens if 
you misspell a word? Does the whole 
thing die? Or are we going to include 
something to check for syntax, so it 
can throw the ball back into our court? 
Sure, it needs all of that. How is it 
going to execute what we tell it? 
Wouldn't line numbers with each 
statement be ok? Lets let it execute by 
line number, in ascending order. 

Interesting things happening here 
all of a sudden we realize that if we 
incorporate a command "GOTO", 
followed by a line number, we can 
make the program loop! 

Well, by now you are getting the 
idea and there is no point in holding 

back any longer : our monitor has just 
become a BASIC interpreter! 
(Extremely simplified). In our figment 
1 computer we have to load it into 
memory and go from there - but it 
works. (By the way, do you think our 
computer has more smarts than 
before? - No, it is hung up on zero volts 
and plus five volts - but we sure have 
come a long way!) 

Now lets put our whole BASIC 
interpreter into a ROM and let our 
power -up sequence read that ROM 
into memory, so that we will 
automatically be in BASIC on power 
on . It saves valuable memory space for 
other things doesn't it? 

BASIC is sure nice, but did you 
notice how slow it is? With all the 
syntax checking and look up tables, 
and the moving things to memory and 
getting them back again - punching 
buttons was a chore, but at least it was 
fast! 

Now that we have a nice way to 
input letters and numbers, lets see if 
we can write a different kind of 
program. One that will punch the 
buttons for us when we input symbolic 
code like " LD A " for " load A " . (You're 
way ahead of me, aren't you?) That 
way we have the advantage of 
machine language speed (button 
punching directly into the registers) 
and still being able to talk in somewhat 
plain language. Since it is going to 
" assemble " the code for us, lets call it 
an "Assembler" . We also need a 
means to make additions, deletions 
and corrections to this code, so lets 
build in an editor, so that now we have 
an Editor I Assembler! 

But how can you use the 
Editor I A ssembler if every time you 
power up you automatically go into 
BASIC? Shall we disconnect the ROM 
(with BASIC in it) with a swit ch? We 
could do that (but you know we won't). 
We are going to include a new 
command in BASIC that will do it for 
us - it will be called " SYSTEM ". and is 
going to drop us out of BASIC so we 
can · load and use our Editor/ 
Assembler . (Ever read SYSTEM 
COMMAND in that journal with the 
funny name, - oh yes, its called 80-US 
or something like that - anyway, 
there 's a guy called " Pilgrim " in there 
who really comes across with the 
assembly language stuff) . 

All together now - has our computer 
got any new smarts? No - it still only 
knows nothing except zero volts and 
plus five volts . Then again, it made us 
think it had some real intelligence, and 
you have to give it some credit for 
that! e 
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BOOK Reviews 


Introduction to TRS-80 

Graphics 

by Don Inman 

Dilithium Press 

Portland, Or 1979 

$8.95, 133 pages 


Since the introduction of the TRS
80, we have seen a number of virtuoso 
craftsmen appear in the field of TRS
80 graphics. Most of us envy the 
apparent ease with which Leo 
Christopherson generates superb 
graphics characters and animates 
them. 

It is no surprise then that we find a 
new book available for the beginner to 
start in this fascinating area . Make no 
mistake, this is primarily a beginner's 
book but even the more experienced 
can gain from reading it. 

The book is based on the TRS-80 
Level I graphics and so uses SET and 
RESET instructions to generate 
displays. It does not cover advanced 
graphics such as those found in the 
more popular games programs. There 
are no machine language controlled 
displays, no music, and no super fast 
graphics. 

Before you take this as a reason 
NOT to read the book, look at what it 
can give you . The most el!'lmentary 
techniques of screen display, 
including SET. RESET, and PRINT AT 
'are clearly explained and their use is 
illustrated with real programs that 
work! 
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Some particular discussions of 
interest were in chapter 7 (" Sitting 
Ducks") where a shooting gallery 
program is developed from start to 
finish. including techniques for 
generating moving ducks on the 
screen . 

Chapter 6 talks about drawing 
curves, including making a figure with 
PRINT"s and TAB's. The book even 
covers such techniques as three 
dimensional figures. graph axes. and 
making letters out of graphics. 

The beauty of the book is that it 
carries you along well with programs 
you can run and play with to learn the 
techniques it is trying to teach . 

If you want a solid grounding in 
graphics, suitable for Level I machines 
(but workable on Level II), this book is a 
good place to start. 

Introduction to TBUG 
by Don & Kurt Inman 
Dilithium Press 
Portland, Or 120 pages 

As TRS-80 users become more 
sophisticated in the ways of the 
computer. more of them are turning to 
machine language programming to 
achieve the speed that is available as 
well as for the challenge. Being able to 
say to friends who were impressed by 
a program, "No, I programmed that 
myself. in Machine Language!", has 
become a goal for many. 

As expected, a growing number of 
books have become available dealing 
with Assembly Languages for the Z80 
or with the TRS-80. But, to this point. 

no one has produced a book that takes 
you through the most important tools 
of the Assembly Language 
programmer. those tools in his 
Machine Language Monitor program. 
No one. that is. until this book 
appeared. 

Machine Language programming is 
a difficult and time consuming task. 
You must pay careful attention to 
everything that is happening in 
memory and keep track of hundreds of 
individual instructions. The new 
programmer might think that this is 
handled in much the same way as he 
normally handles a BASIC program. 
For most people that means program, 
test run , re-program. test run , etc. But 
this dosen't have to be the case. 

When I first went in to get an 
Editor I Assembler. the store clerk 
tried to tell me that it was all I needed. 
He said that TBUG was just a poor 
cousin of the Editor / Assembler . How 
wrong he was! 

TBUG (or any Debugging Monitor 
such as D-BUG in Disk systems) is a 
powerful tool that lets you find what is 
wrong with a Machine Language 
program or test out new sections of 
code in a controlled manner . You can 
look at what you are doing, step by 
step, set stop points where control is 
returned to you (called breakpoints) 
and much more. 

Having justified the need for TBUG. 
it is clear that we need to know how to 
use it effectively. The manuals which 
come with it are reasonably clear, but 
they are just what they are written to 
be: manuals. To really learn th e use of 
TBUG , you need more. This book 
provides it . 

The book is written to work with 
either Level I or Level II systems. and it 
assumes little or no prior knowledge of 
Machine Language programming. It is 
not a text in programming though, it is 
a learning aid for the use of TBUG. 

The book is arranged in "problems" 
instead of chapters . Each problem 
treats some programming technique 
and how TBUG is used in each. The 
first problem is "Talking to the 
Computer " . It shows you how to get 
characters from the keyboard (using 
ROM rout ines) and display them on 
the screen . 

The second problem is displaying 
data from memory. Then there is 
" Using the recorder", "Gaming", 
"Drawing your own Graphics" , 
" Games with Graphics", and finally 
" Debugging with TBUG" . 

The book is very readable, and most 
important, it includes a large number 

(Continued next page-1 
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of example programs with which to 
work . IVlost of the programs are ~·········~~~i:j~~i:i~~~;·········~
written so that you could use an 
EditorI Assembler or TBUG to get •e M1chln1 llngu119e modules Inking with T·BU6 	 ••them into memory. Either way, you . ··········-·············--········-··············---····-·····-··-···························--·········································-·· .
will learn much about the system. 	 ......~~P.'!!..~~:..~~~-~~-.1?.'-~~!!!~~~!!'..~~-~!~.~£..<:.~T.e.~~~!.~!!~~~-'-~~--~!.~~£~~£~,.~~!:..!.i:!.~c.!~~~...... • 

If you are serious about Machine 
Language programming, you should 
have a Debugging Monitor. TBUG is a 
good choice . If you have a Disk 
System, you already have D-BUG 
which will work as well. In fact. some 
of the exercises were done with 
TBUG, and some with D-BUG when I 
worked through the problems. The 
programs worked, and the debugging 
and other techniques from the book 
worked . Only the terminology of the 
commands was different. 

If you still think that an 
Editor I Assembler is all you need to do 
Machine Language programming, 
then by all means read this book, work 
with TBUG or some other monitor, and 
you will wonder how you ever got 
along without it. 

Leaming level 11 
by David A lien 
Compusoft Publishing 
San Diego, Ca 
$15.95 plus postage 
352 pages 

The Level I user 's manual which 
came with your TRS-80 and was 
written by the same author is a classic . 
It is a unique book and served well, 
teaching owners of a very complex 
technical device how to master it and 
put it to work. 

But who stayed with Level I for any 
length of time? 

Levell II BASIC opened new doors 
for us. It increased the capability of our 
computers. With Level II we could do 
meaningful things. But the manual 
which came with Level II left a whole 
lot of us scratching our heads. 

The information is there. It is simply 
not explained or elaborated upon. The 
power of Level II was locked up in the 
manual, instead of in our heads and 
imaginations. 

Now, Learning Level II is available 
(the second half of the Level I user's 
Manual). It takes over where Level I 
left off. It begins by covering every 
update needed to make the Level I 
Manual fully compatible with your 
Level II computer . "Old timers" can 
skim these changes to come up to 
speed. New owners simply adjust 

EMU fl.: Software emulation of the 6502 microprocessor. T·BUG displays the byte, EMU takes It from 
there. Now you can write, debug and execute 6502 object code programs on your TRS-801 Includes: 

a) Disassembler. Posts the standard 6502 Assembly Language mnemonic form next to T·BUG 
displayed byte, within expanded scrolling field. 
b) Single-Stepper. Displays the 6502 Processor Programming Model in abefore/alter format, including 
expanded flag configuration and top six stack elements, all updated alter each instruction is 
SPACE·ed. 
c) 4-speed TRACE mode. Animates the Programming Models, activates a keyboard scan port 
accessible to 6502 instructions. User ENTERupt. 
d) F11t Interpretive RUN mode. Realistic execution of 6502 progams. 
e) 13 Key Implicit Keypad. Backspace, Relative Space, many more. 

How to have a 6502 without having a 6502! Compare, contrast. work in a powertul programming language 
distinct from BASIC or Z-80 machine code. EMU 'fl opens the way to software communication with Apple II 
and PET. Comes with 16 pages of directions. examples, 6502 Instruction Set Summary card. • 
16K Level II EMU ~2 No. BL· 1 24.95 

Super TLEGS: Onboard relocator for T·BUG, ends revolting coincidences. Moves T-BUG to your choice of 
high RAM, goes along so you can move again. Generate multiple T·BUGS in your RAM for experimentation 
with kustom monitors. HP punch backups of worn commercial tapes. Also relocates TSTEP, IN LOCO pak. 
16K Level II SuperTLEGS No. LL·O 9.95 

TSTEP: Single-Stepper for T·BUG. Actually see everything you must imagine as you SPACE through ROM or 
RAM. Indispensable for debugging, analyzing alien program material or learning the Z-80 instruction set. 

a) Before/after display of CPU registers in HR·like format, completely user accessible, independent of 
T·BUG registers. 
b) Before/after testable !lag configuration.• 	 c) Before/after top six stack elements, as initialized by the user or the program being examined . 
d) 8 Key Implicit Keypad, including Backspace, CLEAR, Zero registers, more. 

Subroutines can be single-stepped or run directly, control remaining with TSTEP. Comes with 12 pages of 
directions, examples. TLEGS relocates, IN LOCO links . 
16K Level II TSTEP No. LL·1 11.95 • 
II LOCO fllk: Minimal complete set of on-site hand assembly tools for T·BUG. Includes Backspace, Relative ••Space, Delete byte, Insert byte, CLEAR, Hex/ASCII line display with checksum, faster NP and Hl. TLEGS • 
relocates, TSTEP links. • 
4K Level II IN LOCO pak No. LL-2 9.95 • 
.75 mailing for each program, •CA add 6%. 	 ALLEN GELDER 

P.O. Box 11721 • 
San Francisco, CA 94101l 	 • 

• 
• 

T·BUG, TRS-80 tm Radio Shack.Apple II tm Apple Computer, PET tm Commodore Corp. • ....................,...........................•• 

TRS - 80 OWNERS! 


WE WANT TO BE YOUR 

ALTERNATE SOURCE 

FOR SOFTWARE & INFORMATION! 

THE ALTERNATE SOURCE is built around a publication by the same 
name. Bi-monthly issues feature a special assortment of articles, ideas and 
programs to make you a better programmer and your TRS-60 more 
responsive. A must for every Level II, Disk Basic. or Z-60 programmer. 
THE ALTERNATE SOURCE is directed at helping TRS-80 owners tran
scend the 'beginner' category. Six issues are just $9.00. Sample copy 
available for $2.00. 

CHECK OUR SERVICE, QUALITY AND PRICES ON SOFTWARE: 

ISAR - Information Storage and Retrieval is THE Information Manage
ment program for micros! Whether your needs are for hobby or 
business, mailing lists or formatted reports , nothing on the market today 
beats ISAR's speed (uses random file structures created by easy user 
prompts) and price: just $16.95 on formatted only diskette! Documenta
tion included. 

DVR - a machine language Driver with special commands allows you to 
input lower case/shifted upper case or echo screen output on printer. 
Provides key bounce fix and repeating key function plus other extras! On 
cassette or disk. Specify Level II or DOS and Memory Size. $9.95 on 
cassette, $12.50 on disk. 

COPYDISK - a machine language utility which allows disk owners to 
copy ANY and several files using easy user prompts! Allows single drive 
owners to access and copy formatted only diskettes or multiple drive 
owners to copy files without system diskette. $15.95 on diskette. 

All programs include instructions. Don't mutilate your copy of 80-U.S. 
write your order on a separate sheet and mail to: 

THE ALTERNATE SOURCE 

1806 Ada Street 


Lansing, Ml 48910 


VISA & MASTER CHARGE orders by phone, (517) 467-3356. Please 
include 50¢ per program lo help defray postage costs. Dealer inquiries 
invited. 
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their Level I manual as they go, a 
chapter at a time. When finished, both 
sets of readers go rig ht on to the rest of 
Learning Level II. It's simple and it 
really works since the same author 
wrote both of them . 

As the name implies, it 
concentrates on Level II BASIC. Every 
inportant BASIC capability is explored 
in detail with the emphasis on 
learning how to use it. Also, you will 
learn how to use the Editor - a 
powerful tool for changing and 
correcting Basic programs both while 
learning and when writing those 
special programs. Dual cassette 
operation. using the expansion 
interface, the realtime clock, printers 
and other perhipheral devices are 
covered. 

A special section deals with 
converting Level I programs to Level II 
- and you can understand it! 

This is not just a book you read . You 
prop it up by your computer and follow 
through with " hands on" the 
computer (the only way to learn). Even 
if you think you have a good working 
knowledge of Level II, this book is 
bound to teach you something you 
didn 't know (or forgot about) that will 
make programming easier for you . 

It is a reference book which takes 
you through, step by step, all the 
fundamentals and nuances of Level II 
Basic . Since it has an index, you can 
refer back later for refresher study as 
needed . 

The book contains 25 chapters, 
starting with a Level II Overview, 
through the Editor, Chasing Bugs and 
Errors, and AUTO line numbering. 
Part II goes into advanced concepts of 
Learning Level II and includes a 
discussion of the ASCII set, Strings in 
General, (LEN , DEFSTR, CLEAR and 
DIM), Search and Sort, VAL($), 
INKEY$, What Price Precision?, PRINT 
USING, the math functions, PEEKS 
& POKES, and Multi Dimension 
Arrays - just to name some . 

Almost any chapter can be worth 
the price of the entire book . 

The only thing wrong with this book 
is - Where was it when Level II first 
came out? And why didn 't Radio Shack 
carry on with the fine start they had 
and include it with Level II? 

Well, no use crying over spilt milk, it 
is here now, and is worth your while to 
look into. Learning Level II is available 
from Compusoft Publishing, 8643 
Navajo Road, San Diego, CA 92119 for 
$15 .95 plus $1.45 postage and 
handling . If you own a Level 11, you 
really should get this book. 
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The Incredible Secret 
Money Machine 
by Don Lancaster 
Synergetics 
$6.95 159 pgs 
Howard W. Sams & Co 

Don Lancaster is my choice for the 
patron saint of all the Walter M ittys in 
computerdom. He is an absolute 
genius at taking some big bucks 
project like a TV Typewriter and doing 
the same thing with a few dollars 
worth of unlikely parts. One of his 
current projects is a $25 pneumatic 
hardcopy interface. His prototype, 
using an aquarium pump for an air 
compressor, costs $16 .00 and will 
drive an IBM Selectric typewriter at 
160 words per minute! 

In The Incredible Secret Money 
Machine, he does to big business 
what he did to video terminals with his 
$35 . TVT-6 a few years ago. With his 
suggestions and your own interests, 
you can have your own small business 
and find independance, set your own 
working hours, and maybe even make 
a good living as well! 

The book i s outrageous , 
provocative, entertaining, and 
downright informative . From a 
countercultural standpoint, he tells 
how to start your business without 
capital, how to pay minimum taxes, 
get others to pay you for enjoying 
yourself, and even how to invest your 
profits . He details the traps to avoid 
with unforgettable rules like " don 't 
mess with the eagle". Translation: 
Never tangle with the federal 
government, as they have a long 
memory, and unlimited time and 
money to make life miserable for you. 
For example, don't let the FCC know 
that you have clipped a home-built TV 
game to the antenna of a television set 
without paying the $3100. type 
approval fee . There is an excellent 
section in the book on how to write 
and get published. The sections on 
strategy and tactics will spiit your 
sides with amusement. but ignoring 
the information presented may just 
split your business into nothingness. 

The Incredible Secret Money 
Machine is $6.95 postpaid from 
Synergetics, Box 1077, Thatcher AZ. 
85552, and comes with a money back 
guarantee - a safe one, for you won't 
want to part with it. 159 pages. 
paperback, published by Howard W . 
Sams & Co. 

Advenlure 

·_..,~\Inlernalionaf~~ :: ~!·_ 
Proudly Announces 

GALACTIC EMPIRE 
by Doug Carlston 

(For The TRS-80 Level 2 16K) 

Beyond all Star Trek programs! This real time 
simulation pits you and your puny fleet against 
an entire galaxy. Traveling at sublight speeds, 
assisted by your executive officers you must 
carve out a Galactic Empire. As system after 
system is conquered you'll add to your growing 
fleet , but be careful to plan far enough in ad· 
vance or ships and supplies may not reach you 
in time and populations may revolt! You'l l have 
1000 years to accomplish your mission, but be
warned, few mortals are able to outlive a millen· 
ium! 

Available now for $14.95 from the company 
that brought you Adventures. Write for free 
flyer or ask for it at your local computer dealer. 

Adventure International 
Box 3435 

Longwood, FI 327 50 
Visa/ MC orders, call (305) 862-6917 

Let Your TRS·80® 

Teach You 


ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 

Tired of buying book after book on assembly 

language programming and still not knowing your
POP from your PUSH? 

REMsoFT proudly announces a more effi
cient way, using your own TRS-80® , to learn the 
fundamentals of assembly language programming 
--at YOUR pace and at YOUR convenience. 
Our unique package, "INTRODUCTION TO TRS·BO® 
ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING" , will provide you with 
the following: 
• Ten 45-minute lessons on audio cassettes. 
• A driver program to make your TRS-80"' video 

monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor. 
• A display program for each lesson to provide 

illustration and reinforcement for what you are 
hearing. 

• A textbook on TRS-80® Assembly Language
Programming. 

• Step-by-step dissection of complete and useful 
routines to test memory and to gain direct control 
over the keyboard, video monitor, and printer. 

• 	How to access and use powerful routines in your 
Level II ROM. 
This course was developed and recorded by 

Joseph E. Willis and is based on the successful 
series of courses he has tought at Meta Technologies 
Corporation, the Radio Shack Computer Center, and 
other locations in Northern Ohio. The minimum 
system required is a Level II, 16K RAM. 

REMASSEM·1 only$69.95 

REMsoFT, Inc. 
571 E. 185 st. 


Euclid, Ohio 44119 

(216)531-1338 


Include $1 .50 tor shipping and handling. 
Ohio residents add 5V.% sales tax. 

TRS-80® Is a trademark ot the Tandy Corp. 
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second. The graphics consist only of 
lighted blocks on the screen with a 
number or letter beside them . 
However, I find them a little more 

Software Reviews 


Temple of Apshai 
Automated Simulations 
16K L2 Cassette $24.95 
Invasion Orion 
Automated Simulations 
16K L2 $19.95 

The Temple of Apshai is on both 
sides of one tape. It comes with a fifty 
four page book of instructions, 
referred to as the " Book of Lore ", and 
two pages of additional instructions, 
all in a plastic envelope. 

This game is roughly based on the 
game of Dungeons and Dragons, 
except the computer version requires 
only one player . You are first in •ro
duced to the Innkeeper, a burly, tough 
old bird who will help you choose a 
character and then sell you the 
equipment for your trip. All the while 
he will be trying to talk you out of as 
much of your silver as he can. After 
you have finished bargaining, you are 
asked to select a level of the temple 
you wish to explore. There are four 
levels, and each level makes it harder 
for you to survive. The treasure 
increases in value with increasing 
levels of play. It varies from magic 
arrows (useful against Antmen), to 
copper, gold and silver ingots. After 
fighting off such incredible monsters 
as Antmen, Centipedes, and Jellies, 
you pick up your treasure and must 
fight your way back through the maze 
of rooms to the Inn. There you are 
presented with a careful tally of your 
wealth, and given the chance to 
continue your adventure, or take the 
money and run. 

The various commands at your 
disposal, plus the four levels of diffi
culty make this a demanding game for 
the beginner and hardened 
adventurer alike. Even after many 
games, one can easily become 
absorbed, and spend several hours 
slashing his way back through the 
dank and terrible rooms of the temple . 
Even after securing the treasure, the 
challenge is not gone. The return trip 

to the Inn is always more difficult 
since you are burdened by the weight 
of all of your treasure and the wounds 
you have suffered. 

During your travels you often need 
to refer to the Book of Lore for an 
account of the room you are in . While 
you are trying to find the correct page, 
a monster may suddenly spring upon 
you before you have a cha nee to do 
anything about it. You can avoid this 
problem by hitting SHIFT@, which will 
freeze the display until you are ready 
to go on . 

Even though the price seems a little 
steep, it is a very good game. With a 
trusty Broadsword, and a magic 
tali sman or two, it is possible to 
conquer the world . The game is a great 
escape, and is well worth having. 

C Quante 

Invasion 0 rion 
Automated Simulations 
16K L2 $19.95 

In our May/ June issue we reviewed 
Starfleet Orion . This is the single 
player version of the same game. It 
shares many features with Starfleet 
Orion, including the same worksheet 
tablet, an attractively bound and 
thorough instruction booklet , a series 
of programs, includin;i the game 
program, the game builder program, a 
graphics cover, and data for two of the 
ten new scenarios all of which are on 
the same cassette tape. 

The scenarios constructed with the 
Starfleet game and the Invasion game 
will each work in the other game, 
expanding to a library of 22 games 
plus the capacity to do your own. Each 
of the scenarios is given a story line, 
and while this is well done in the first 
version, it is even better in the single 
player game. 

I had two complaints about the first 
version , and they still exist in the 

pleasing to the eye in Invasion 
because a line has been added at the 
bottom of the screen for a reference 
point, the ships have been spaced 
better in the scenarios, and a larger 
display has been added for a planet, 
giving some improvement. My other 
complaint was about pacing, and this 
is also somewhat improved, as the 
computer enters its strategy a little 
faster than a human player. 

The computer player is not as 
sophisticated as a human player and 
needs the advantage of a more 
powerful fleet for a fair game. 
However, this gives the human 
beginner a chance to play some easy 
games to learn, as the computer will 
play either side. 

One particularly nice feature of the 
new version is the explanation of the 
computer strategy in the back of the 
book. It helps you to understand what 
is happening and to plan your own 
strategy and new scenarios. 

Invasion Orion and Starfleet Orion 
are more than just good computer 
games. They are the first really 
successful blending of the war gaming 
hobby with the computer . War gamers 
have built up an elaborate game 
system over the past twenty years, 
and the benefit of that experience is 
clearly seen in Orion. A significant 
factor in the game 's quality is that it is 
a team effort designed by Jim 
Connelley and Jon Freeman and 
tested by a number of war gamers. Jim 
also did the programming, Jon wrote 
the battle manual. Both are to be 
highly commended. 

I like Invasion Orion even better 
than Starfleet Orion, though I have 
been told that the graphics changes 
will . be made to the original version. 
Ratings: 

Instructions: Understandable 
Documentation Excellent 
Challenge : Very Good 
Graphics: Fair 
Pacing : Moderate to slow 
Recommendation : Probably the best 
single person war game currently 
available for a 16K TRS -80. Buy it! 

Invasion Orion is available from 
Automated Simulations, Dept SU, P.O. 
Box 4232, Mountain View, CA. 
94040. The price is $19.95 and it 
comes for Level II only. California 
residents add sales tax . Starfleet 
Orion, for two players, sells for 
$16 .95 . G Blank 
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Periodical Cross Reference 
by Dave Stambaugh 
The Software Exchange 
Milford, N.H. $19.95 Disk 
$14.95 Cassette 

Have you ever sifted through a 
stack of magazines trying to find that 
article on how to implement super 
graphics. or how to tune up your 
Subaru. or the strengths and weak
nesses of that company whose 
stock you were considering as an 
investment? You know it is there 
somewhere - was it in 80-U.S. or 
Kilobaud? Was it in the April issue? 
No. it must have been in ..... 

Well. now that you have your own 
computer system. why not use it to 
do the work for you? 

Periodical Cross-Reference 
Program by Dave Stambaugh uses 
your TRS -80 to catalog magazine 
articles by subject, publication. date, 
page and title. You can build a file 
using any subjects or publications 
you like. You can search through a 
file and list (to the Video or Printer) 
only those articles under a particular 
subject or publication, or you can list 
all the entries. You can edit, delete or 
sort the entries . You can load a file, 
make corrections or additions. and 
save it back on disk or tape. The disk 
version also includes a tape-to-disk 
conversion program for your data 
tapes in case you upgrade to disk at a 
later time, and a sample data file. 
The two versions of Periodical 
Cross-Reference and the minimum 
system configuration for each are: 
Cassette Version - 16K Level II 

(approximately 120 entries per 
file) 
Disk Version - 32K single disk 
(approximately 250 entries per 
file) 

If , you have more memory, the 
program will allocate space for more 
entries. 

This was an interesting program to 
review. I put it through it's paces and 
tried every option. The program is 
menu-driven throughout, and when 
you have no printer it ignores 
LPRINT. thus preventing lock-outs. 

It sorts a file by date, publication. 
page and will alphabetize the subject 
classes and publications. The video 
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display is "paged", so that files 
longer than 16 lines will remain on 
the screen . 

If publications are not your bag, 
this program can easily be modified 
(simply change the heading names) 
to keep virtually any type of 
reference list. 

The program falls into the class of 
"meaningful" things to do with you r 
computer. and the price makes it an 
exceptional value. IMS 

Space Battle 

by R. Papo 

Level IV Products 

Livonia, Mi 

16K L2 Cassette $14.95 


Since I have already reviewed 7 
space war games in previous issues of 
80-U.S., it would take a good game to 
bring another review. This is another 
space war game review, and you may 
safely conclude that I have found 
another good one. 

In many ways Space Battle, from 
Level IV Products, is like Time Trek, the 
top rated Star Trek game in my Jul
Aug 79 80-U.S. review. The display 
routines are in machine language, it is 
real time. it is tough, and the enemy 
maneuvers on you during battle. 
Actually, it is not quite as good in the 
battle routines themselves, largely 
because action alternates between 
the player and the enemy, while ·in 
Time Trek your ship is always under 
your control. The extra control makes 
Time Trek a better action game. 

The unique value of Space Battle 
lies in the extra dimensions of the 
game. Instead of cruising the galaxy 
with an unlimited supply of taxpayer 
financed weapons, supporting 
services and energy, you are a 
mercenary. In Space Battle, you must 
pay for the energy you use, the 
torpedoes you fire, repairs 
accomplished at the space station. 
even funeral expenses for crew 
members killed in battle or dead of 
radiation sickness. You receive a 
bounty for each enemy ship destroyed 
to pay for these expenses, and 
hopefully make a profit. As if you did 
not have enough to worry about 
between fighting the enemy and 
making a profit, there is a further 
consideration . If you lose too many of 
your crew, you may not be able to fully 

replace t he lost members, as the 
potential recruits at the space station 
will be afraid to serve under you. 

Actually, it is not too hard to make a 
profit. What is tough is staying alive. In 
the battle routines, the enemy gets 
first shot, and they shoot pretty well. 
One good hit and it is all over for you, 
sometimes before you even get a 
chance to fire . Successful strategy is 
based on the fact that the enemy has a 
difficult time locating you in the four 
corners of the screen. If, instead of 
charging boldly into a quadrant with 
your hyperdrive, you ease into one of 
the corners quietly with your reaction 
drive rockets, you have a much better 
chance of survival. The only way I have 
won the game was by never entering a 
quadrant containing an alien without 
such advance planning. 

In order to keep your mind on what 
you are doing, you must also 
remember that attempting to go too far 
can damage or destroy your drive 
units, putting too much power into 
your laser can damage that, and if your 
shie lds use more energy than your 
sh ip has left, the reactor blows up, 
killing you . In short, this is a 
challenging game with a lot of factors 
to create interest. Do not expect to 
become expert at it easily. 

The graphics routines are nothing 
special, showing only your ship and 
the enemy in uninspired profiles, with 
the exception of the star base routine. 
If you move into a quadrant with a star 
base. the huge space station opens up 
and draws you inside with a tractor 
beam. It can be lots of fun to watch. 

The game is supplied in BASIC, and 
loads its own machine language sub
routines . You must protect memory 
prior to play. It is available for 16K 
Leve l II on cassette . 

Ratings: 

Challenge Tough 
Graphics Fair (Star Base 

is excellent) 
Pacing Fast 

Content Excellent 
Value Good to very 

good 
Animat ion Good 

Cost : Level II Cassette (for 16K) 
$14.95 

Order from : Level IV Products 32238 
Schoolcraft, Livonia, Ml 48154, OR 
from The Software Exchange, PO Box 
68, Milford, NH 03055, OR from 
80-US Software. 3838 S. Warner St, 
Tacoma, WA 98409 

Recommendation: One of the best 
space war games ava ilable. G Blank 
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A User Report 


Racet Computes 


GSF/DOSORT 

TR Dettmann, Associate Editor 

The never ending search for better utilities is an 
important one for most programmers. Particularly on 
Microcomputer systems; good utilities are necessary 
because of limited memory and speed. 

Even " good" large system programmers often write 
bad programs for Microcomputers because they are not 
accustomed to the low speed that is normal with a Micro. 

In one case I know of, a business program was 
developed for a firm with a straight bubble sort 
programmed in to handle several hundred items. On a 
Mini (or Maxi) computer , the businessman would have 
been done in minutes. On the TRS-80, the sorting could 
take hours if the list gets over about 200 items. Sorting 
improvements (see 80-US Nov-Dec 79)can help: but 
using a better sort to start with is more important. 

The people at RACET COMPUTES (702 E Palmdale, 
Orange, CA 92665) may have given us the fastest in 
memory sort possible for the TRS-80. It makes any BASIC 
program sort slow by comparison . For our article (Super 
Sorting, 80-US, Nov-Dec 79) we sorted a file of 450 
names and addresses in about eight and one half minutes 
using VARPTR techniques. This was good, considering 
that previously the program had taken about 4 hours. 

Running the same file with the RACET sort facility in 
their GSF (Generalized Subroutine Facility) , we get it 
sorted in about 3 seconds! 

Are GSF and DOSORT worth the $24.95 price tag? 
What are they? - Let's take a look at both packages. 

GSF 
The Generalized Subroutine Facility is just what the 

name implies, a generalized library of in-memory routines 

for use with your programs through USR calls . There are 
seven basic capabilities of the package: 

(1) Display Screen Control 
(2) Drawing Lines 
(3) Duplicating Memory 
(4) Moving Data 
(5) Compressing & Uncompressing Data 
(6) Reading and Writing Tape Data 
(7) In-Memory Sorting 

These capabilities reside in high memory, in memory 
protected mach ine language programs. 

Let's see what they can do. For display screen control , 
we can scroll the screen up, down, left or right, and 
reverse the video if we want. This is not a complete 
reversal, since you can specify those sections of th e 
screen where reverse video is desired. 

The line drawing routines draw either vertical or hori 
zontal lines incredibly fast . Lines can be made to flash at 
you on the screen so fast you won 't believe it is really your 
TRS -80! The memory duplication routines can be used to 
set variables to zero, fill in large blocks of a screen display, 
or anything where you want some portion of memory to 
quickly take on the same value . 

The combination of the moving data routines with the 
data compression and de -compression routines make a 
powerful programming tool. Screen displays can be 
stored in memory, either in packed or unpacked form, and 
swapped with another similar display. You can save a 
whole screen in pieces or several screens and bring 
them back as you want them . 
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Imagine the possibilities for really good text editors 
using this type of screen behavior. 

The tape writing and reading routines are designed to 
rapidly perform dumps to and from tape without tape 
leaders between the data items. We have already 
indicated how fast the in -memory sort is, but we didn't 
mention that you can do this super fast sort either on 
strings or on multiple va r iable fields (including several 
different data types). 

DOSORT 
A major difficulty with any type of business application 

is that files often get larger than can be easily handled in 
available memory. What do you do when you can only 
hold 450 names on your 4000 name mailing list in 
memory at a time? 

The normal answer to that question is to split the file 
down by zip codes (or other logical breaks) . If that gets to 
be too much, then split each division further into halves, 
quarters or whatever. Clearly, this will eventually make 
for an unwieldy file. DOSORT was made to prevent this. 

DOSORT is a series of 5 BASIC programs that can be 
modified to suit by the user (within some rather clearly 
spelled out limits) that will allow sorting and merging of 
really large, multi-disk files. This is the kind of capability 
programmers on large systems are accustomed to . 

The DOSORT programs use the GSF routines (GSF is 
part of the DOSORT tape, so you get both packages when 
you get DOSORT). Most particularly, for the in -memory 
part of the sorting process, DOSORT uses the GSF in
memory sort . 

DOSORT is actually a very complex SORT-MERGE 
facility that will break any file down into manageable 
chunks, sort them, store them temporarily, and then 
merge them into one sorted file at the end. Sorts may be 
done on either single strings or multiple variable fields 
with keys selected by the user. either ascending or 
descending. 

Evaluation 

I was rather skeptical of the claims for GSF. most 
particularly the sort (450 items in 3 seconds. come on 
now! The Ads couldn 't mean that!). But once I started 
using the routines. their performance quickly convinced 
me. 

The GSF tape has two sample programs which showoff 
the capabilities of the system. The graphics displays are 
quick and clean; better than I have seen with most such 
systems. 

The most impressive display was the sorting 
demonstration. I modified the routine for string sorting to 
read in a mail list file of 430 names and then sort it . Before 
and after the sort, I had the system print the time on the 
screen. Only three seconds elapsed between the first and 
last print. 

The sorting time didn't vary appreciably with the size of 
the file. Cutting the file in half might at best cut the sort 
time down by a second or so - I won 't quibble about it . 

DOSORT seemed less impressive at first. After loading 
GSF and executing the first of the five SORT programs, 
you are asked a number of questions to specify the file for 
the program as well as the sort you would like. 

Unless you will be using the type of file the designers 
had in mind when they wrote the program, you will have 
to change some r;imensions, some INPUT statements. 

and some PRINT statements. These changes are pointed 
out in the manual for the user. and it is not hard to do. Any 
other changes in the program require a considerable 
amount of care because of the structure of the program 
and its memory usage. 

If you specify your file closely and it is small enough, the 
whole sort can be done in memory. If the file is fairly large, 
then sub-files will be created and a sort-merge operation 
will take place . This takes time (about four to five minutes 
for one file of long strings with about 450 entries). Even 
this is fast though, compared to what many sorting 
programs are capable of with in-memory sorts. 

DOSORT really begins to shine when you get 
"impossible" sorts, i.e., files that are too large to fit into 
memory at one time. DOSORT then uses a series of work 
disks as well as the main disk to sort the big file into a 
series of smaller ones, and then merge them back 
together . 

When sorting with work disks, the program allows you 
to name each disk arbitrarily and then prompts you to load 
the correct disk by name as it needs it. This makes the 
DOSORT almost (but not 100%) foolproof. It is still 
possible to make the program mess up, but it is 
thouroughly error trapped and so you should not lose your 
data except by some fluke. 

Do you need GSF/DOSORT? 
Most users won't really get the full benefit of either 

package. The number of users who MUST sort large, 
multiple disk files is relatively small. Still , I would highly 
recommend the package to anyone who wants to have a 
fast, efficient sort or good machine language graphics. 

For most users. GSF is quite enough . The DOSORT 
package is overkill and is far less efficient than simply 
calling the GSF routines directly from your own program. 
But. if you have to do complicated, large file sorting and 

merges, then by all means. use DOSORT. 


How easy is it to use? 


I have already mentioned that DOSORT is really just a 
matter of answering questions about your files. There is 
very little more programming to be done. Some users may 
be afraid of accessing machine language routines in GSF 
from their BASIC programs. There is little need for this 
fear . Once loaded in memory, a call to a USR routine is 
simply a matter of specifying the routine number, and 
then calling with the parameters required . (Of course, you 
have to use DE FU SR to tell the system where to find the 
routines, there may be a little POKEing for some 
initialization, but that is minor). 

As an example of how simple a call can be, to do an in
memory sort of a character string array (say a list of 
names). you have to pass: 

the GSF routine number (18) 
the location of the first item in the array to be 

sorted (VARPTR) 
the starting array index for the sort 
the ending array index for the sort 

These parameters are passed in seperate calls like this: 

1428J=USR(18) OR USR(VARPTR(S$(0)) OR 
USR(100) OR USR(VARPTR(IE(O)) 

When control returns from the subroutine, nothing else 
need be done, the array is sorted. 

Simple calls are the major feature of this package, and 
place it above the rest . e 
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Now, a one piece TASSO 
CASEKIT puts keyboard and in
terface together in one unit. 
Sol id, black plexiglass con
struct ion enhances original 
TRS~O styling. Easy assembly. 

$99.00 
DRIVEKIT mounts disk drive in 
video display case. For TRS80 
or other Shugart type drives. 
Complete with parts, instruc
tions. 3 hour assembly time. 

$49.00 

Order by mail or phone. Visa, 
M/C or check. Cal if residents 

add sales tax. Shipping pre
paid. Dealer inquiries in. - - - - . - - - 

• Q - • ~ T V U 0 0 • - - , § vited. TRS80-TM Tandy Corp 
•A•O•GHJ~~ --

-• ... DY•N .. -~ 

[]fAlEA S'w'STEms. •nc.. -
717 CARLSTON AVENUE 

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94610 
(415) 444-1987 

BASE CONVERSION 
James Ranney, Las Vegas, NV 

If you do assembly language 
programming or need base 2, 8 or 16 
numbers. this conversion program 
should be a great time saver for you 
The program has two main parts, the 
first part checks to see that you have 
entered a valid number, and the 
second part does the conversion The 
program will run in Level II in less than 
4K of memory. 

You may enter any number fr om 0 to 
1111111111111111 in binary, 0 to 
177777 in octal, Oto 65535111 decimal 
or 0 to FFFF in hexadecima l You must 
follow the number you enter with a 
letter to designate its base . B for 
binary, 0 for octal, D for clec1111al and H 
for hexadec1111cil 

Lines 190 through 260 check to see 
1f you entered too large a number, left 
off the trailing letter or entered an 
1nval1d number An error message 1s 
printed out if you made an error and 
you are the n prompted to re-enter the 
number The reason for the size lim it 
oi Ille number 1s that the computer will 
print out any number larger than those 
above 111 sc1entif1c notation in the 
binary answer, also the numbers are 
the largest that can be entered 111 16 
bits and equa l the highest memory 
location 

If the number you entered was not a 
dec1111al number, then lines 640 to 
780 convert 1t to decimal, and lines 
190 tu 960 conve rt 11 from decimal to 

2 'EY J"Jl_r~·: ~- ~ ?'.~'~'~'~, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
10 CLEAR 150 :CLS:DIM B(16) ,B$(16) 
20 A=10:B=11:C=12:D=13:E=14:F=15 
30 DATA A,B,C,D,E,F 
40 PRINT:PRINT 
50 PRINT" ENTER ANY WHOLE NUMBER YOU WANT 

the other bases . The numbers are 
entered as strings and converted to 
integers as needed to perform the 
necessary math . Lines 1020 to 1080 
<He necessary to print out Ihe hexa 
decimal equivalent w1tl10ut blanks 
between the alphanumeric 
characters 

Lines 570 to 620demonstrnte a way 
to make use of the INKE'YS s tatement . 
It has the sa me effect as us1 ng the 
inµut statement, except there 1s no 
cursor d1sµlayed and the screen does 
not scroll upward when the correct 
characttn is entered . (This may be 
used 1n a gr<Jplucs display without 
destroying the graphics dut:~ to scroll 
uµ) • 

For Level II 16K and UP 

TO CONVERT FROM 0 TO 
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60 PRINT" 1111111111111111 BINARY OR 0 TO 177777 OCTAL OR 0 TO 
70 PRINT" 65535 DECIMAL OR 0 TO FFFF HEXADECIMAL FOLLOWED BY A 
80 PRINT" LETTER TO INDICATE THE TYPE OF NUMBER: B FOR BINARY. 
90 PRINT" 0 FOR OCTAL, D FOR DECIMAL AND H FOR HEXADECIMAL.":GO 

TO 140 
100 PRINT:PRINT" NUMBER TOO LARGE":GOTO 130 
110 PRINT:PRINT" LETTER MISSING OR WRONG":GOTO 130 
120 PRINT:PRINT" NUMBER FORMAT WRONG 
130 PRINT:PRINT" ERROR - REDO 
140 PRINT:INPUT I$ 
150 I=LEN(I$) 
160 II=I-1 
170 II$=LEFT$(I$,II) 
180 LT$=RIGHT$(I$,1) 
190 IF LT$<>"B"AND LT$<>"O"AND LT$<>"D"AND LT$<>"H"GOTO 110 
200 IF LT$="B"AND II<=16 THEN Y=49:GOTO 240 
210 IF LT$="0"AND VAL(I$)<=177777 THEN Y=55:GOTO 240 
220 IF LT$'D"AND VAL(I$)<=65535 THEN Y=57:GOTO 240 
230 IF LT$="H"AND II<=4 THEN Y=72:GOTO 240 ELSE GOTO 100 
240 FOR N=1 TO II 
250 IF LT$<>"H"AND MID$(II$,N,1)>="0"AND MID$(II$,N,1)<=CHR$(Y) 

GOTO 280 
260 IF LT$="H"AND MID$(II$,N,1)>="0"AND MID$(II$,N,1)<="9"0R LT 

$="H"AND MID$(II$,N,1)>="A"AND MID$(II$,N,1)<="F"GOTO 280 
270 GOTO 120 
280 NEXT 
290 IF Y=49 GOTO 330 
300 IF Y=55 GOTO 390 
310 IF Y=57 GOTO 450 
320 IF Y=72 GOTO 510 
330 'BINARY 
340 L=2:GOSUB 640 
350 L=8:GOSUB 790 :0$=G$ 
360 L=16:GOSUB 790 :H$=G$ 
370 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" THE BINARY NUMBER YOU CHOSE WAS: ";T 

AB(41)II$ 
380 GOSUB 990 :GOSUB 1000 :GOSUB 1010 :GOTO 570 
390 'OCTAL 
400 L=B:GOSUB 640 
410 L-2:GOSUB 790 :B$=G$ 
420 L=16:GOSUB 790 :H$=G$ 
430 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" THE OCTAL NUMBER YOU CHOSE WAS: ";TA 

B(41)II$ 
440 GOSUB 980 :GOSUB 1000 :GOSUB 1010 : GOTO 570 
450 'DECIMAL 
460 D$=II$:L=2:GOSUB 790 :B$=G$ 
470 L=8:GOSUB 790 :0$=G$ 
480 L=16:GOSUB 790 :H$=G$ 
490 CLS:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT" THE DECIMAL NUMBER YOU CHOSE WAS:''; 

TAB(41)II$ 
500 GOSUB 980 :GOSUB 990 :GOSUB 1010 :GOTO 570 
510 'HEXADECIMAL 
520 L=16:GOSUB 640 
530 L=2:GOSUB 790 :B$=G$ 
540 L=8:GOSUB 790 :0$=G$ 
550 CLS:PHINT:PRINT:PRINT" THE HEXADECIMAL NUMBER YOU CHOSE WAS 

: ";TAB(41)II$ 
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560 GOSUB 980 :~GOSUB 990 :GOSUB 1000 
570 PRINT:PRINT" IF YOU WANT TO ENTER ANOTHER NUMBER HIT 1, IF 

NOT 
580 PRINT" HIT 0 TO RETURN TO BASIC. 
590 M$=INKEY$ 
600 IF M$="0"GOTO 630 
610 IF M$="1"GOTO 10 
620 IF M$<"O"OR M$>"1"GOTO 590 
630 END 
640 'CONVERT BINARY,OCTAL OR HEXADECIMAL TO DECIJfiAL 
650 D1$=MID$(II$,1,1):D1=VAL(D1$) 
660 FOR P=10 TO 15 
670 READ P$ 
680 IF D1$=P$ THEN D1=P 
690 NEXT:RESTORE 
700 FOR N=1 TO II-1 
710 IF II=1 GOTO 780 
720 D2$=MID$(II$,N+1,1) :D2=VAL(D2$) 
730 FOR P=10 TO 15 
740 READ P$ 
750 IF D2$=P$ THEN D2=P 
760 NEXT:RESTORE 
770 D1=D1*L+D2 
780 NEXT:D$=STR$(D1):RETURN 
790 'CONVERT DECIMAL TO BINARY,OCTAL OR HEXADECIMAL 
800 G$=" ":NI=O 
810 BL=VAL (D$) 
820 FOR N=1 TO 16 
830 IF BL=O THEN NI=1 
840 BI=INT(BL/L) 
850 B(N)=BL-BI*L 
860 FOR P=10 TO 15 
870 READ P$ 
880 IF B(N)=P THEN B$(N)=P$ 
890 NEXT:RESTORE 
900 BL=BI 
910 IF B(N)<=9 THEN B$(N)=STR$(B(N)) 
920 IF NI=1 GOTO 940 
930 NEXT 
940 FOR NN=N-1 TO 1 STEP-1 
950 G$=G$+B$(NN) 
960 NEXT 
970 RETURN 
980 PRINT:PRINTir IT'S BINARY EQUIVELANT IS: ";TAB(40)VAL(B$) :RE 

TURN 
990 PRINT:PRINT" IT'S OCTAL EQUIVELANT IS: ";TAB(40)VAL(O$) :RET 

URN 
1000 PRINT:PRINT" IT'S DECIMAL EQUIVELANT IS: '';TAB(40)D$:RETUR 

N 
1010 PRINT:PRINT" IT'S HEXADECIMAL EQUIVELANT IS: ";TAB(41); 

1020 IF H$=" " PRINT USING"#";VAL(H$) :RETURN 

1030 Q=LEN(H$) 

1040 FOR N=1 TO Q 

1050 HH$=MID$(H$,N,1) 

1060 IF HH$>="0"AND HH$<="9"THEN PRINT USING"#";VAL(HH$); 

1070 IF HH$>="A"AND HH$<="F"THEN PRINT HH$; 

1080 NEXT:PRINT TAB(62)" ":RETURN 
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FOR 4K Level II and UP... 

HEXDUMP 
Louise Frankenberg, Pasadena, MD 

Here is a handy routine for TRS-80 
Level II or Disk BASIC (or other 
Microsoft BASIC's). It prints a nice 
hexadecimal memory dump which has 
all sorts of neat uses, especially for 
those with a printer, such as: 

• compact hard copy of a machine 
language program for your files 
(invaluable if tape or disk programs 
must be restored); 
• an easy way to pass along a program 
to a friend, without all the fuss of 
copying source code; 
• an easy way to pass along a program 
to an enemy (he'll tear his hair out trying 
to relocate it without the source code); 
• for non-disk users, a quick w ay to 
examine chunks of memory in order to 
locate programs, addresses that need 
changing, bad bytes, etc . - much faster 
than one -byte -at -a -time TBUG; 
• for disk owners, a quick hard -copy 
snapshot of memory areas found of 
interest under DEBUG . 

HEXDUMP's output is similar to that 
of DO S's DEBUG . Each line starts with a 
divisible-by- 1 6 hex address and is 
followed by the contents of that and the 
following 15 addresses; the dump thus 
may include up to 15 extra bytes on the 

first and last lines . This format was 
chosen in order to make possible the 
easy copying of HEXDUMP'ed programs 
into memory by the use of DEBUG . 

A typical HEXDUMP run is shown in 
Figure 1. Starting and ending addresses 
may be specified in either hex or 
decimal, and the dump may be sent 
either to the screen or printer. 

The following HEXDUMP routin es 
may be of use to readers in other 
programs: 
Lines 250-320 and subroutine 560-580 
convert a decimal address in AD to a 
four digit hex address in AD$ . In order to 
convert the least significant digit, line 
310 should be changed to read 

N=AD-(1NT(AD/ 16) ' 16): 

GOSUB 570:AD$=A0$+0$ 


Lines 370-430 plus the same 
subroutine (drop the ·+x· in 370) 
convert decimal number 'A' (when less 
than 256) to a two digit hex number in 
ME$. 

Subroutine 490-540 converts a four 
digit hex number in N$ to a decimal 
number in N. il 

H E X D U M P 

DO YOU WANT HARD COPY (YORN)? Y 
WILL YOU GIVE ADDRESSES IN HEX (H) 
STARTING ADDRESS? 68BA 
ENDING ADDRESS? 68FA 

OR DECIMAL (D)? H 

68BO 
68CO 
68DO 
68EO 
68FO 

00 
2A 
55 
52 
3A 

00 
20 
49 
47 
B2 

00 
48 
53 
20 
22 

00 
45 
45 
2A 
48 

00 
58 
20 
00 
20 

00 
20 
48 
EB 
45 

00 
44 
20 
68 
20 

00 
55 
46 
6E 
58 

00 
4D 
52 
00 
20 

00 
50 
41 
93 
20 

ES 
20 
4E 
00 
44 

68 
42 
4B 
05 
20 

64 
59 
45 
69 
55 

00 
20 
4E 
78 
20 

93 
4C 
42 
00 
4D 

20 
4F 
45 
84 
20 

Sample RUN 
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r 

100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 

200 
210 
220 
230 
240 
250 
260 
270 
280 
290 
300 
310 
320 
330 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
4 70 
480 
490 
500 
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 

REM * HEX DUMP BY LOUISE H FRANKENBERG' * 
REM 
CLS :PRINT"H E X D U M P" :PRINT 
INPUT"DO YOU WANT HARD COPY (Y OR N)";Y$ 
INPUT"WILL YOU GIVE ADDRESSES IN HEX (H) OR DECIMAL (D)";A$ 
INPUT"STARTING ADDRESS";ST$ 
INPUT"ENDING ADDRESS";EN$ 
CLS 
REM * CONVERT ADDRESS TO DECIMAL IF GIVEN IN HEX * 
IF A$="D" THEN ST=VAL(ST$): EN=VAL(EN$): 
ELSE N$=ST$: GOSUB 490: ST=N+1: N$=EN$: GOSUB 490 :EN=N+1 
REM * CALCULATE 1ST & LAST ADDRESS TO BE PRINTED * 
FR=INT(ST/16)*16: LA=INT(EN/16)*16 
REM 
REM *PRINT ADDRESS FOLLOWED BY CONTENTS OF 16 MEM LOCATIONS 
FOR AD=FR TO LA STEP 16 

AD$="" 
REM* CALCULATE HIGHEST TO LOWEST HEX DIGITS 

N=INT(AD/4096): GOSUB 570: AD$=AD$+D$ 
N=INT((AD-(N*4096))/256): GOSUB 570: AD$=AD$+D$ 
N=INT((AD-(INT(AD/256)*256))/16): GOSUB 570: AD$=AD$+D$ 

REM* RIGHT DIGIT ALWAYS ZERO 
AD$=AD$+"0" 
IF Y$="Y" THEN LPRINT AD$;" ";ELSE PRINT AD$;" 

REM* CONVERT TOO-LARGE NUMBERS FOR PEEK OPERATION 
IF AD>32767 THEN A=(-1)*(65536-AD) ELSE A=AD 

II •, 

REM* CONVERT 16 MEM LOCATIONS AT A TIME TO HEX AND PRINT 
FOR X = 0 TO 15 

ME=PEEK (A+X) 
ME$="" 
REM* LEFT DIGIT 
N=INT(ME/16): GOSUB 570: ME$=ME$+D$ 
REM* RIGHT DIGIT 
N=ME-(N*16): GOSUB 570: ME$=ME$+D$ 
IF Y$="Y" THEN LPRINT ME$;" "; ELSE PRINT ME$;" "; 
NEXT X 
IF Y$="Y" THEN LPRINT ELSE PRINT 

NEXT AD 
END 
REM * ROUTINE TO CONVERT HEX ADDRESS TO DECIMAL 
N=O 
FOR X = 1 TO 4 

X$=MID$ (N$ Ix, 1) 
IF ASC(X$)<=57 THEN V=VAL(X$) ELSE V=ASC(X$)-55 
N=N+(V*16~(4-X)) 

NEXT X 
RETURN 
REM * ROUTINE TO CONVERT DECIMAL 10-15 TO HEX A-F 
IF N>9 THEN D$=CHR$ (N+55) ' ELSE D$=RIGHT$ (STR$ (N) , 1) 
RETURN 
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DATA BASE MANAGER IDM-IV $69 
You can use it to maintain adata base &produce reports without any 
programming.Define file parameters &report formats on-line. Features key 
random access, fast multi-key sort. field arith ., label generator, audit log. 
MOD-II version with more than 50 enhancements $199. 
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ACCT-Ill $69 
One or more drives. Order entry calculates sales tax, shipping, amount tor 
multiple items. Credit checking, aging, sales analysis, invoices,statements 
and reports. As opposed to most other A/R, ours can be used by doctors. 
store managers. etc. MOD-II version $149. 
WORD PROCESSOR 161< $39. 32K $49. MOD-II $49. 
First word processor specifically designed tor the TRS-80 that uses disk 
storage for text. Written in BASIC. No special hardware and text limit. Use 
tor letters, manuals & reports. 32K version features upper /lower case 
without hardware change and multiple input text files. 
MAILING LIST advanced MAIL-V $59. 
Fast sort by any field. Multiple labels and reports. 4-digit selection code, 
new zip code ext.,screen input, live keyboard,powerful report writer. MOD-II 
$99. 
INVENTORY INV-V $99. 
!}digit alphanumeric key for fast key random access.Reports include order 
info, performance summary, etc. Calculate E.0.0. Powerful report writer. 
MOD·ll $149. 
All programs are on-line, interactive, random access, virtually bug free, 
documented and delivered on disks. MOD-I requires 32K, DOS.We challenge 
all software vendors to offer low cost manuals so you can compare and 
avoid those high-priced undocumented, 'on-memory' programs.Send $5 for 
aMOD-I manual and $10 for MOD-II. 
MOD-II programs are extensively modified, guaranteed to run with 1year 
newsletter &updates. 10%off for ordering more than 1MOD-II programs. 

MICRO ARCHITECT 
96 Dothan St .. Arlington, MA 02174 

COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 

. - -
-·--=-- ~-· ' 15% Discount 

a; .;;a;;a on 
TRS-80's - I 

AND ACCESSORIES 

-- -·- ·---· -----·-·- ··--- - -

FAST 100 cps Centronics 730 PRINTER . $800.00 

HIGHL Y RELIABLE LOBO DR IVES .. $375 .00 

f;llCRlJ f:1fH;iflGtf:1t~T SYSTEf:1S 
DOWNTOWN PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER 

115 C SECOND AVE . S.W. 
CAIRO, GEORGIA 31728 

912 -377-7120 

Complete your TRS-80* 
with these routines not 

found in either Level II or DOS. 

SYSTEM 
SAVERS ~:mStibolt 
If you ever use the SYSTEM command, you can 
use this two program package. These programs 
allow you to save any system format program on 
tape or disk, plus offer several features for ma
chine language programmers. 

v;tith FLEXL, which is one of the two programs, 
you can make back-up copies of any system for
mat tape. Most often a cassette that you make will 
load easier than an original. Plus you can find the 
filename on any system tape because it is dis
played on the screen. 

Disk drive owners can use TDISK to save any 
system format tape on disk. "Air Raid", "Editor/ 
Assembler" and other programs cannot normally 
be loaded to disk. Now TDISK allows you to save 
these programs onto disk. After DOS READY you 
will be able to simply type the filename and be up 
and running. It even loads non-contiguos tapes. 
TDISK will greatly increase the benefit of owning a 
disk drive. 

Acorn produces several other utility programs 
for the TRS-80. These include "A term" and "Num
bering" by Tom Stibolt; and "Disassembler", 
"Tape Utility" and "Disk Utility" by Roy Soltoff. All 
are available for less than $20.00. Ask for these 
and other quality Acorn programs at your local 
computer store. 
• TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp. 

IDEALER INQUIRES INVITED. I 

Acorn 

Software Products, Inc. 

634 North Carolina Avenue, S.E .. Washington, D.C. 20003 
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80-U.S. Software 

NEW! CAT2 / XFR by ,Don Fielding! CAT2 is a disk directory program that will read, sort, organize and store your directories 
on an index disk. It gives you alphabetized listings of what is on your disks. Simply give the program a disk ID and put the disk 
to be read into the drive. CAT2 will do the rest . BONUS! Along with CAT2 you get XFR, a basic program which will selectively 
transfer only those programs you choose from one disk to another with the computer unattended! Has the option of deleting 
the original files from the source disk to keep things tidy. Both programs come on one disk with documentation for just 
$24.95 fi rst class postage paid. They require a minimum of 32K. 2 drives and NEWDOS. 

107 Owl Tree - by James Talley $9.95 
Can you fill the OWL-TREE with Owls by shooting out the 
BATS? Easy? Careful, when you shoot a BAT it scares 
away OWLS! A super challenge, with great animated 
graphics and SOUND! 

109 The Great Race - by Scott Carpenter $9.95 
Try to finish this 600 mile race before your opponents, or 
before they stop you with flat t i res, wrecks etc. Patterened 
after a popular board game, the computer plays too, 
(unless it dosen't like the name you give it!). Outstanding 
graphics, with real life-like car sounds! 

111 lying Chimps - by Roy Groth $9.95 
The old game of "I doubt it " or " Liar", only you play with 
four chimps who love to cheat! Excellent animated 
graphics with SOUND. 

113 Concentration - by Richard Taylor $9.95 
The game of Concentration on your TRS -80! The prizes 
change places with each game. Win the Tandy Corp, or 
maybe a 48K TRS-80 (or a bad check!). With excellent 
SOUND effects. 

110 Scramble - by Richard Taylor $9,95 
A word guessing game for two players. Use the 
words in the computer or enter your own for your 
opponent. Excellent scoring routine, with SOUND. If you 
wait too long, yo u lose points. 

103 Snake Eggs w/sound 
by Leo Christopherson $14.95 

This version of " 21 " has talking snakes, who argue with 
each oth er . Try to avo id '"scrambled eggs '",, t hey lose ! 

117 Function Gra11her/Bluffit - b11 Ro11 Groth *9.95 
FUNCTION GRAPHER: A new math program which 
allows you to graph a math function, then compress, 
exoand. and find the root using 6 different methods! 
From 80-US, Nov 79 issue, also on this tape from the Mar 
79 issue, BLUFFIT, a card game of bluff and counter-bluff. 

116 Psych/lifeboat *9.95 
From 80-US in May 79, Psych is the program which tells 
you if you are Analytical or Intuitive, and to what degree. 
Provides for screen or printer output. LIFEBOAT. from the 
Jul 79 issue, is a game of survival. 

Please order by number using the order form in the 
centerfold . All programs are on cassette and run in 16K 
Level II or above. N ote: Beewary. Android w/sound, 
Snake Egg w/sound and Lifetwo w/sound do not run 
reliably when transferred to disk using DOS 2.2, they 
do fu nction OK wit h 2.0. 2.1 and NEWDOS. All others 
work with m ost current DOS. including 2.2. 

108 TRS-80 OPERA - by Richard Taylor *9.95 
A SOUND extravaganza! Hear the William Tell Overture 
in intricate detail and clear sound (that's the theme from 
the Lone Ranger, remember?). Contains four other 
excellent operatic selections. The SOUND is superb! 

112 Challenge - by Richard Taylor *9.95 
Guess the hidden phrase, but it you guess vowels wrong 
you lose 10 points! Use the phrases in the program, or 
enter your own. Careful! The short ones are the hardest! 

With fast graphics and SOUNDS to match.For 2 players 

106 Beewary w/sound 
by Leo Christopherson *14.95 

Brilliant graphics and fantastic sound enhance this 
challenging game matching a persistent Bee with a 
cunning Spider in a duel to the death! Leo has done it 
again . 

104 lifetwo w/sound by Leo Christopherson *14.95 
Conway's game of Life at an astounding 100 generations 
per minute! Plus Leo's "talking" animated creatures 
playing the "Battle of Life" in one 16K L2 program. 

114 space Battle - by R Pa110 *14.95 
A super speed "Trek" type game. said to be one of the best 
so far. 

101 Original Android Nim 
by Leo Christopherson *9.95 

The Original TRS -80 animated graphics game. This is the 
one that started it all. It does not have sound, but has been 
the most popular animated game to date! 

105 Cubes - by Leo Christo11herson *9.95 
Gives the solution to " Instant Insanity" ® or numbered 
blocks. Watch the computer try all the possible 
combinations. 

115 Biorythm 1 &2 *9.95 
Two Biorythm games (published in Nov 78 80-US). one 
with actual day-by-day data including day of week, the 
other a graphic display of all three curves on the screen at 
one time. Includes " day of week" and "days between 
dates" functions. 

102 Android Nim w/sound 
by Leo Christotherson *14.95 

The TRS-80's first animated graphics winner, now with 
more animation and sound. 

All software is sent POSTPAID during the week in 
which orders are received. Any malfunctioning 
programs will be replaced free of charge. 
We also accept VISA and Master Charge orders for 
software, call (206) 475-2219 during normal business 
hours (Pacific Time Zone) . 
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PARENTS, TEACHERS, MANAGERS. Micro
Gnome's CAIWARE sets the pace in authoring 
and using Computer Assisted Instruction on the 
16K TRS -80 Suitable for wide range of subjects 
at any learning level. Programs in Basic II and 

Unclassified ADS 


$ 2.50 per half inch and $ 2.50 for each 
additional half inch per insertion . Send 
printed or typed ad with correct amount to 
80-U.S. Journal, 3838 South Warner St. 
Tacoma, Wa. 98409 

TELETYPE USERS: Unique solid state time 
delay relay. Reduces energy and maintenance 
costs. Info 50C, plans S5.00, with PC $10.00. 
Keith Ryan, Box 3103-J, Ottawa, Ontario, 
Canada K 1 P 6H7 (050) 

ADVENTURE FOR TRS-80 S14.95 per 
adventure or send SASE for flyer 7 adventures 
currently available. M Scott Adams, PO Box 
3435, Longwood, FL 32750 (050) 

OWNERS or USERS of TRS-80 L2 or DOS 
systems interested in doing community/ 
humanitarian service. drop a postcard with 
name. address & type equip to Mike Freeman, 
946 Alder St. , Tacoma, WA 98406 (OXO)· 

KISS IS A MONEY-MAKING PROGRAM for 
schools or large clubs . A 16K Level II machine wi II 
hold 20 responses for 400 surveys in this 
computer dating simulation List. d.oc., sample 
survey, admin instrs for $7. D Bohlke. Coggon, IA 
52218 . (050) 

TRS -80 4K L1 LOAD & RUN SOFTWARE 
Recreational , Educational, & Personal 
Management programs.. . 3 Game tape, Prog
rammer.'s Newsletter, & Software Catalogue all 
for S6.00 Zapata Microsystems PO Box 401483 
Ga.rland, TX 75040 (050) 

DISK DATA BASE REPORT GENERATOR 
system 32K. No user programming . Full 
functions. Random access by key or rec# Define 
file parameters & report formats on-line . Report 
features: select, filter, sort, arith, summary. 
lll)ulli -k.eys. Audit log. Blocking, hashing, 
buffering . Full documents. Ridiculously priced at 
$49. so a perfect package can be shared by all. 
Micro Architect. 96 Dothan St., Arlington, MA 
02174 (070) 

INCREDIBLE MICROPOSTER! The Brain Cell 
of yo.ur TRS-80 ·blown up to poster size in full 
cohk. Amazing print shows intricate details of 
quarter inch chip. S4. plus 75¢ shipping. Also 
MICROPOSTER in BLUE. 8080 CPU poster in 
beautiful blue. $3. plus 75¢ shipping. Both sent 
fiist class in mailing tube. J Shell, Box 304, Falls 
Church, VA 22046 (030) 

MATH-PAK-1--- MATH-PAK-2. Math Drill 
Programs for addition, sub1raction, mult i
plication, and division w ith many features not 
found in other programs of their type Order 
MATH -PAK-1 for whole numbers. MATH -PAK-2 
for fractions 80-US says of MATH-PAK -1 ..An 
excellen t program-makes math practice both fun 
and .easy- recommended for all school age 
children· · Available for $14.95 Ea(L2 16K) 
CASSETTES-CASSETTES-CASSETTES Top 
quality C-20 cassettes with Norelco boxes -only 
S10.95 / doz+$1 50 sh ipping . Shipping free with 
software orders (MA residents a<:Jd 5% tax). 
CASSETTE DUPLICATING SERVICE -small or 
large quantities-quick turnaround -guaranteed 
loadable. Write for rat es EDU-WARE. PO Box 
336 Maynard, MA 01754 (030) 

ASR -33 with 4 ROLLS PAPER . 10 ROLLStape. 
Completely serviced Nov 79 by Teletype Corp 
$600. comple te You pay shipping. Pick-up 
preferred Steve Larson 1525 S Lansing St ., 
Aurora. CO 80012 (303) 752-3768 (030) 

UNIQUE TRS-80 SOFTWARE / BOOKS 
Morse code transmi t/rece ive program 5-25 
WPM , no ancillary devices reqd S15 . 
disk / cassette ppd Disassembled Handbook all 
Basic CALLS· S10 ppd TV Satellites az-el
distance ur location.. $5 ppd Dec imal / Binary/ 
H·ex / Split Decimal / Split He x both-way 
conversion pgm to 65K S10. disk / cassette ppd. 
Richcraft Engineering, Box 1065, Chautaugua 
Lake, NY 14722 Phone (716) 753-2654 for COD 
orders . (011) 

SOFTWARE HOUSES ONLY -1st Year German 
Course, 17 programs, L2 16K. unpubl ., text
indep., sold by arr . w / author. Jeff Collins, 5 
Greenwood Ave., Wheeling, WV 26003 (304) 
242-1890 (030) 

FOR SALE: TRS-80 32K, CTR, EXPANSION 
interface. 2 Disc Drives, Centronics 779 
w / tractor feed , stand & system table, Software. 
Best offer over S2000 (415) 824-6191 (030) 

CONVERT DECIMAL / HEX / OCTAL or 
Binary to Decimal / Hex/ Octal or Binary! A must 
for all programmers. Only S2 .00. Dean R 
Zimmerman , 444 North Grove Drive. Alpine, UT 
84003 (030) 

assembly guide lesson designer with six well 
des1gned prototype questions and text screens. 
Lessons saved on tape. Features include : dupli
ca 11 on from preceding screens; programmed 
instruction ; weighted scoring; true / false. 
multiple choice or completion questions; key 
word and alternate answer recognition $24.95. 
SUPER-CAI includes CAIWARE + extensions: 
run s faster . $44 95 . Manual S9 .00. MD res . add 
5% tax. $2.00 sl1ipping . MC/ VISA/ Check . 
Fi re.side Computing Inc., 5843 Montgomery Rd. 
Ellrndge, MD 21227 (030) 

TRS-80 EDUCATOR TEST PKG $29.95 Disk 
Leve l II Cassette S25. 95. 3 full y documented, 
self-directing programs, MAKETEST, GIVETEST, 
GRADES Any subject or class. no programming, 
immediate score, feed-back. Easy to use. Assigns 
score, grade, avg .. and std dev. for class (a test, a 
series or a term). Written by / for teachers . M G 
Manchester. Phd Box 4188 Spokane, WA 99202 
(509) 535-8970 (050) 

GET THE MOST FROM L2, 41(: Graphic Slot 
Machine & Loan Repayment / Return on Invest 
ment programs. Both $4 95 w / program listings. 
L1s11ngs only $2 . Experts at debugging and 
compressing L 1, L2. and Disk programs & 
systems. Send tape/ disk for free estimate . 
Custom programs / systems designed. Write for 
esti•nate Micro Business Systems, 2320 
Hampton, Harvey, LA 70058 (504) 362-6574 

(030) 

UPGRADING MY TRS-80 SYSTEM. SELLING 
some software and hardware in excellent 
cond ition . Send SASE for list . Robert Lee, 25 
Amaryllis Ave., Waterbury, CT 06710 (030) 

MEDHELP 1 .2 TRS-80 48K 3 Disks CPT Code 
ICDA Codes Standard Health Care Form, 
Medicare and 3rd party billing $495 .00 M Data 
Systems 205 Simmon St. Spencer, WV 25276 
(304) 927-1255 (030) 

MEDHELP 2 .1 TRS -80 MODEL II CPT, ICDA, 
Practice Analysi s A / P - GI L - Payroll - Patient & 
3rd party billing M Data Systems 205 Simmon 
St. Spencer, WV 25276 (304) 927-1255 (030) 

I WANT YOUR NAME FOR MY MAILING LIST 
TRS-80 Te xt Editor $4 .95 on disk . M Data 
Systems 205 Simmon St. Spencer, WV 25276 

(030) 

4K LEVEL 1 GRAPHICS GAME! Star Trek BO. 
Li sting & instructions $4.50 Jon Waples, 70 Ives 
Road , East Greenwich, RI 02818 (030) 

MODEL II Software. The BEST! Field Tested on 
Mod I for a year, and many enhancements. Data 
Base Manager features 2 levels security, search 
comma nd, error trapping, statistics, full field 
arith . MAIL turns your terminal into an intelligent 
form processor. Handle subscription, reuse sort 
buffer. rotate name, SHELL sort. Corne in for a 
demo or send $10. for a manual. Micro Architect, 
96 Dothan St, Arlington, MA 0217" (110) 

DISK DATA BASE REPORT GENERATOR 
SYSTEM. 32K. No user programming. Full 
functions. Random access by key or rec# . Define 
file parameters & report formats on-line. Report 
features . select, filter, sort , arith , summary Multi
keys . Audit log. Blocking, hashing buttering . Full 
documents. Ridiculously priced at $69. so a 
perfect package can be shared by all. Micro 
Architect , 96 Dothan St. , Arlington, MA 02174 

(070) 
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2855 Mitchell Dr., Suite 235 
Walnut Creek, CA 94598 
(415) 935-2500 

ALL DISK PROGRAMS (35 or 77 Track) 
1. GENERAL LEDGER (Small Business-48K, 1 Disk Required 

Single Entry) ................ ... . ...... .. . ....... $89.95 
2. CONTRACTORS SCHEDULING & COLLECTIONS 

(Uses Milestones) . . . . . . ..... . .. . ... ... .. .. .. ... $250.00 
3. R.V. RENTAL SYSTEM INCL CASH ACCOUNTING 

(Mountain Cabins etc.) . . . ... . . ... . .. ... ......... $250.00 
4. PHONE BILL AUDITING (Cost by II called) ...... $39.95 

(Utilizes User Established Disk Data Base) 
5. SWIMMING POOL BUILDER CONTRACT MANAGER 

(Including Job Scheduling & Payment Collections) .. $250.00 
6. BUDGET FORCASTING 

(User Defined Accounts in Basic) .................. $39.95 
7. JOB SHOP (150 Jobs, costs By Employee,Job 

Etc.) . . ..... .. ....... . . . . ......... ....... ...... $250.00 
8. NEW CAR DEALER JOURNAL PACKAGE (GM Act.II)

* ln1Joice/Repair Order Closing
* Journal Posting Extensive Reporting (Sorts w/ GSF)
* Mech. Productivity Posting and Reporting
* Accts. Receivable Listings (Factory Claims)
* Usefull For Any Service Type Business . . . .. $99fi .OO 

9. MAILMASTER-MFG. REP. SYSTEM 
A. Random Access (Fast GSF Sort Required!) 
B. Reads ASCII Files and Writes Letters 
For Addresses (All or Selected Code) 
C. Multi Output, Reports, Labels, Lists, Zip or Alpha 
Large, Small, 1 Up or Row 1-2-3-4 
D. Open Invoice Posting (Automatic Cust.11 Look Up) 
E. YTD Sales by Client, Factory, Item, etc. ... . .. . $499.00 

VISA/MASTERCHARGE OK NO COD'S 

The STATUS 

of 


80-U.S. 

BACK issues 


Sep-Oct 78 Bound in Sep-Oct 79 

(Original Sep-Oct 78 are long gone) 


Nov-Dec 78 Not available 

Jan-Feb 79 ________Not available 

Mar-Apr 79_______Very Few Left 

May-Jun 79 Not Available 
(Some May-Jun 79 available with 2 pages 
out of order) 
Jul-Aug 79 _________ Abundant 

Sep-Oct 79 Very Few Left 
Nov-Dec 79 A Couple Hundred 
Jan-Feb 80 Several Hundred 

All back issues are $3.00 per copy. 

Please allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery. 


TRS-80 UTILITY PROGRAMS 

An improved tape loading routine that corrects 
NULOAD 	 timing relationships and makes LEVEL II load as 

easily as LEVEL L Load, load-and-go, or copy 
any LEVEL II tape. Displays data being loaded. 

Allows any number of BASIC programs to be loaded 
LINKUP cne after the other. Put several games on one 

tape and play each without reloading. Keep a 
' separate tape of subroutines and use it anytime.! 
Remember the LEVEL I abb.reviations that you lost 

KEYIN 	 when you got LEVEL II. Now you can have even 
more. Define your own set usi.ng BASIC line flO. 
With the shift key down,any letter key can write 
key words of your choice. A real time saver.! 
Relocates your present RSM-2 ( (c) Small Systems

MOVER 	 Software) to any user specified location. Allows 
RSM- 2 to be co-resident in RAM with any other 
program without conflicts.! 

All the above programs are available in either of two forms : 

1) As a SYSTEM cassette tape for LEVEL II 16K machines 
2) As a commented source listing using Z-80 mnemonics 

$5 . 95 each (cassette or listing, specify) 
plus $1.50 per order for postage and 
handling (Texas residents add 6% sales tax) 

MARJGOLV ASSOCIATES 
P. 0. BOX 58101 


HOUSTON, TEXAS 17051 
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HARDWARE FOR TRS-80 00 

O Pertec Disk 6rives FD-200 .. . .•.. . . . ..... . . . .. $375.00 ea. 
These are 40-tr~ Drives that are comp letely compatible 
with the TRS-B~nd Radio Shack Drives. 3.0 DOS included. 
Will allow Turning Diskette over and Write on other side. 

0 4-Drive C•ble for Portee Drives . .....•.... ,., ...... $35.00 

O DECwriter Ill, 132 Character .... , .. .. • .. , .. , ... $2500.00 
110 to 9600 band EIA tractor feed keyboard printer. This 
is truly the niceS1 printer available. {30 day del ivery) 

0 701 Centro nics TRACTOR FEED 
Bidirectional Printer . . . . .. . • ... . ...•...... $1500.00 
2 ~ times as last as the Rad io Shack 779 Pnnter, has full 
size 132 Chor. Carriage Bell tone. Complete with Cable 
plug in and use. Shipped Fre ight COO. 

0 200 ns 16K Dynomic Memory Clips for Keyboard or Expan· 
sion Interface, life time Gu1r1 ntee, complete ..... . $110.00 

Lifetime Guarantee. Complete with Instructions and Jumper 
Blocks. 

0 10 Key Numerical Keypad Kit .. . . . .. ... .......... .$79.95 

O T RS-BO® level II - 16k . . ......•••. " .... ... .• $750.00 

0 Expansion Interface .•...• .. .. . . . .. $275.00 
0 RS-232-C lnterf1ce ... .. ...•.. . .... $ B9.00 

ORDER NOW AND SAVE 
Just I is t the items you want 

and mail this convenient coupon. 

SOFTWARE BY ACS 
C Mo ni to r No . 3 . . .... . ............... •. .... . . "Ji $29.95 

Complete Mach ine Language Monitor for TRS-BlJfeatures: 
Find, EDIT , Rel ocate. Symbolic Dump to Tape, etc. 

l]Monitor No . 4 ...........................•... $49.95 
All of the commands that reside in Monitor No. 3, plus: 
RS-2 32 1/0, Oisk Program 1/0 , Symbolic Dump to Disk for 
Loading into Disk Editor lASM ., Track & Sec 110 for 
modi ficat ion. 

0 PCLEND .. . ... ... . ........................... $15.95 
Will Patch ASCII files of Basic Programs or text or OATA 
Fl LES so that they may be loaded into the Disk Version of 
the Electric Pencil for Editing purposes comes on Cassette 
that will automatically create a Disk file of PCLENO . 

[J MAKE TAPE AND MAKE DISK 
for C11sette Dealers . . . ..... .. . . .......... . . . . $69.95 
These are two programs that will allow you to take any type 
of Program from Dis k and store it on tape for mailing 
purposes. When the user receives the program in the mall 
on cassette, it is loaded into the computer which will 
automatically make a Disk file of the program. 

0 CPIM & C BASIC for th e TRS-BO 
CP/M Includes : MOVC PM , STAT, PIP, Dump, OOT, ASM 
{80801, EO, plus 6 user ma nuals. 
CPIM . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . .. • . . .. . .. .. . . • . . . . . $150.00 
C Basic-2 Includes: XREF2, CBAS2, and manuals. 
C BASIC 2 ....... . . . .....c!) ...... ... ..... : • $99.95 

0 62 LEVEL Ill BASIC for TRS-BO ...•........ Spec11f $39.95 
O T EL COM - Tefecommun icotions for the T.!!S·BO~..... $29.95 

Telecommunications for the TRS-8!1-'-'allows one TRS-8o® 
to communicate with another through the RS-232-C over 
the phone line.

[i send Check or Money Order payable to 

SOFTWARE • P.O. Box 60097 • Nashville, TN 37206 

Quan. Descript ion 

HANDLING CHARGE $1.50 
TENN. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX 

Unit Price Total 

TOTAL 

0 Check 
D Money Order 
D MasterCharge 
0Visa 

Card No . ___ 

Exp. Date___ 

Name ~---------------------------
Address 

City State Zip, _____ 

r---------------------------------. Orders received by 6:00 p.m. shipped 
next day on Master Charge, Visa, 
Certified Check or Money Order. 
Personal Checks require 14 days to 

, clear. No C.O.D. Collect calls not 
accepted. All Hardware warranted for 90 days 
except Radio Shack equipment which is warrant
ed through Radio Shack. Software guaranteed 
for replacement only. Prices subject to change 
without notice. 

AUTOMATED 

COMPUTER 


SOFTWARE SERVICE 

(615) 244-2798 

Division of 

@ [Jllrn1J1Jlflr llJllrlrl 1 c. 

625 Main Street• Nashville, TN 37206 



The full service computer dept.store 

Compute1Land® 


of Bellevue and Tacoma 

HAS 


Business Application Software 

and Computer Peripherals 


for TRS-80® Mod I and Mod II 

Printers 


Disks (Vista) 

Memory Upgrades 


Specialized Interfacing 

Professional Service Department 


And more· 


For Professional assistance see us 
South Tacoma Village - 8791 South Tacoma Way 

Tacoma, WA 98499 (206) 581-0388 ·. , 
14340 N.E. 20th 

Bellevue, WA 98007 (206) 746-2070 

"We Know Small Computers" 

The 80-U.S. Journal 
3 8 3 8 South Warner Street 
Tacoma, Washington 98409 

Ap plicati on to 

MAI L 


at 2nd Class 

Post age Rates 


Pending at 

Tacoma, WA 
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